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W
ell it’s been a slightly less manic month, which is good for
my blood pressure, but that’s not to say I haven’t been
busy. If you’ve read my Longtermer report this month
you’ll know that I’ve had a bit of trying time – I seem to
be all fingers and thumbs at the moment and if I told you

I’d broken my iPhone screen, not once but twice this month, I think you’ll
get my drift. Fortunately (and he hastily touches copious quantities of wood
as he says this), this general malcoordination hasn’t reared its ugly head
when I’ve been behind the wheel and that’s a good thing as this month I
spent many a happy mile in the company of the new M3 Competition you
can see on the cover. I won’t give you the full lowdown on the car here, as you can read all about it
on page 40, but it’s safe to say that I certainly enjoyed my time with the car.

Moving on from the new cars to BMW’s past masters, I must thank all of you who have written in or
dropped me an email to say how much you are enjoying the classic section of the magazine. While
we’ve always featured BMW’s older cars it seems that putting them together in their own section has
struck a chord with you. If there’s anything you’d particularly like to see then do let me know. The
section of the magazine that always seems to take the longest to put together is the Classic Auction
pages – not because there’s a lot to write but because it’s so easy to get sidetracked when looking at
what’s been paid for what. Some machines – and I’m not just talking about BMWs here – sell for
ludicrous money while others are seemingly forgotten by the collector. Porsches are a case in point –
it almost seems that any model from Stuttgart is going up by tens of thousands every month and the
crying shame is that these superb driver’s cars are simply being treated as investments. Perish the
thought that they’d actually be used! 

My colleague who works on our sister title GT Porsche recently spoke to Andreas Preuninger, head
of Porsche’s GT department, and what he had to say on the matter was quite refreshing: “People have
the attitude that their cars are too valuable to drive now; that’s a negative thing. I like to produce cars
for people that use them. I don’t see much sense in a car sitting around in a garage waiting to
become more valuable. Come on, this is a car, it needs to be driven! But some people have the
attitude that their cars are too valuable to drive now… if a car has some stone chips, some signs of
usage, then that’s sexy.”

It’s a refreshing attitude and I believe he’s right – the cars you see at events like the Goodwood
Festival that have a glorious patina of age are always so much more intriguing than those that are
fresh from a full paint and rebuild. So, don’t sit on your classic waiting for it to go up in value – the
sun’s starting to make an appearance, go out for a drive and enjoy it!

Bob Harper, Editor 
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World’s largest supplier of BMW & MINI
styling, tuning and equipment

BMW specialist

®

Schmiedmann shortshift multi-adjust-
able. Adjust the gearshift exactly like 
you want it! Adjustable in shift length.
Gear lever is height adjustable!

£ 109.29

Floormats front/rear original Schmied-
mann - Sport Edition. Set inclusive locks 
and stylish Schmiedmann embroidery in 
both sides front. For all BMW models.

from £ 46.50
Supersprint 
class quality handmade in Italy! 100% 
stainless steel with a nice deep sound.

from £ 266.90

Worlds largest online BMW & MINI catalogue 

WWW.SCHMIEDMANN.CO.UK
NEW BMW & MINI PARTS
Schmiedmann Odense A/S
Herluf Trolles Vej 15
5220 Odense SØ, Denmark 
Phone. +45 65941545 
E-mail odense@schmiedmann.com

USED BMW & MINI PARTS
Schmiedmann Nordborg A/S
Lyngmosevej 9
6430 Nordborg, Denmark 
Phone. +45 74 49 11 80 
E-mail nordborg@schmiedmann.com Reservations are made for goods sold and price changes

Original BMW accesso
ries and spare parts very 
competitive prices e.g. 
Logo LED door projec-
tor kit for the frontdoors 
original BMW inclusive 3 
different logos.

£ 77.31 
Meyle Heavy Duty rein
forced spare parts made 
in Germany. E.g E46 
Stabilizer-link front

£ 16.64
very low prices eg.
E30 316l. ..........................£ 7.48
E36 320I/325I/328I ....... £ 7.61
E46 All gasoline. .......... £ 7.61 

-E90 320I ................. £ 10.19
E34 518I/520I ............. £ 7,48
E39 . ....................... £ 7.61 
E60 520I/525I/530I ..... £ 10.19

From £ 8,25
Lowering springs from 
German Lowtec e.g. 
sets with 4 springs 
E30 40/40 mm ....... £ 103 
E36 30/20 mm ............£ 110
E46 30/20 mm ............£ 114
E90 30/20 mm ....... £ 125 
E34 30/20 mm ....... £ 116
E39 35/20 mm ....... £ 129

From £ 103
E34 E32 Headlights 
black H1 Hella DE, (The 
lens can be adjusted for 
RHD). Out of production 
from factory. Schmied
mann has the last avail
able in stock.

£ 296.09

Eibach adjustable rear 
axle control arm set for 
BMW E36 E46 Z4 E85 
Z4 E86 Z4 E89

£ 295.34

F20 F22 F30 F31 F34GT 
F32 F33 Wagner Tuning 

catalyst + an upgrade 
intercooler N20 engines

from £ 901.65

E61 Harness repair set 
for the trunk lid. Ultra 

repair sets. Almost avail
able for all models.

£ 48.74
E90 Trunk lid EVO with 
integrated spoiler genu
ine carbon.

£ 258.63
F30

£ 150.01
E36 Frontspoiler 
Motorsport II inclusive 
mesh/lip/bumper guards. 
Excl. foglights and brake 
airducts.

£ 80.54
E36 Schmiedmann spe

set (black) including 

line high quality instru
ment rings.

£ 118.35

At Schmiedmann we have everything 
for BMW from the smallest clips, con
nectors, wishbone, brake discs / pads 
and body parts. In addition we can offer 
you best price guaranteed on all our 
products.

E46 Schmiedmann 
manifold M52/M54 inclusive 200cell sport 
catalysts. This is one of the most effective 
ways to gain more power on a 6cyl. E46

£ 554.23

Everything in BILSTEIN 
suspension e.g. Com
plete BILSTEIN B16 
suspension kit adjustable 
in hardness and hight for 
BMW 1’series, 3’series 
and 5’series

from £ 1.473

F10 M5 air intakes for 
front fenders different 
designs chrome, shad
owline, black chrome or 
carbon.

from £ 177.01
E61 Taillights facelift red/
white or red/grey LED, 
LED´s also for the indi
cators

£ 243.75

Schmiedmann alloy ped-
al set. Exclusive quality. 
Both LHD & RHD.
Grey/Black ....... £ 32.88 
Silver/Red ......... £ 32.88
Black/Grey ....... £ 32.90
Black/Red ......... £ 32.90
Black/Black ..... £ 32.90

from £ 32.88

ALWAYS 300 - 400 bmw & MINI
     CARS for recycling

 See our BMW / MINI cars for recycling here

www.schmiedmann.co.uk/show-used-products

schmiedmann nordborg 
BMW & MINI recycle

BMW specialist

®

Original BMW rims with/without tires. 
Wide range of designs for all BMW 

Set from £ 702.73

Large selection of Z-Performance rims in stock. See more on our website. 

18”Type 8 Gun Metal.....................£ 283.45
18”Type 7 Hyper Silver ...............£ 275.88
19”Type 7 Matte Black .................£ 296.08

19”Type 1 Phantom Black ........£ 271.43
20”Type ZP2.1Liquid Bronze .£ 519.09
20”Type 7 Hyper Silver ...............£ 363.61

from £ 270.88

World’s best price guarantee
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Hot on the heels of the IMSA Weathertech season
opener at Daytona came the iconic Sebring 12
Hours. Having won at the track with the CSL 41
years ago, one got the sense that this was a race
that BMW really wanted to win with its new M6…
and it came mighty close! 

BMW Team RLL secured the car’s maiden pole
position for the race – in fact it locked out the front
row – with the number 25 on pole (driven by Bill
Auberlen, Dirk Werner and Bruno Spengler) and the
number 100 in second position on the grid (driven
by John Edwards, Lucas Luhr and Kuno Wittmer).

During the race Auberlen posted the fastest
GTLM lap time and it was the number 25 that
came closest to winning – crossing the line just
2.882 seconds behind the winning Corvette after
(almost) 12 hours of racing. The number 100 had
been on course for a podium until it was spun by
another competitor, dropping it back to sixth place
in the final phase of the race.

The Turner Motorsport team, fielding two new

M6 GT3 cars in the GTD category, also had every
reason to be satisfied with the outcome of the race.
Ashley Freiberg, Bret Curtis and BMW Works driver
Jens Klingmann finished second with car number
96 while the sister car of Markus Palttala, BMW
Motorsport Junior Jesse Krohn and Michael Marsal
came home seventh with the number 97. 

The enthusiastic crowd in Sebring experienced
an action-packed race with countless twists and
turns. After one and a half hours it started raining
heavily, causing several offs and accidents and for
safety reasons the race was red-flagged after about
three-hours. Only when the rain eased off and the
circuit had started drying out, did the field go out
again after the race had been suspended for more
than two hours. However, conditions remained
changeable, so the fans witnessed many more
incidents over the course of the race. The outcome
was determined in a furious sprint that started after
the 13th full-course yellow in the final 20 minutes. 

“It was a tough and exciting day at the office,”

commented Team RLL’s head honcho, Bobby Rahal.
“I think the 100 car was the GTLM punching bag
today. I am very pleased the 25 car came back
from a penalty with great strategies called by the
guys in the pits. Dirk really stood on the gas at the
end when he had to. It is frustrating to be that
close, but given everything that went on today we
have to be somewhat happy with second place at
the second race for the car. The car was solid, the
systems were reliable and mechanically it didn’t
miss a beat.” 

Auberlen was similarly upbeat; “I believe the M6
GTLM was the car to beat today, but we didn’t help
ourselves to the win. We had two penalties early
on, but fought our way back up to the lead. An over
boost penalty near the end of the race required
another drive through the pits and, ultimately, we
fell short, but this should not be considered
anything close to a disappointing day for us.”

The next round of the IMSA Weathertech
championship takes place at Long Beach in April.

So close at Sebring
●
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It’s not even officially on sale yet but the M2 has already started winning
awards from the UK’s motoring press, with Top Gear naming it as its
Coupé of the Year. Commenting on the award, Top Gear’s consultant editor
said: “It’s refined, well-equipped and nicely built. A quality item all-round.
Not too garishly styled either, but those widened wings tell the story to
people who know… It’s very hard indeed to think of a better new car for
your £44,070.”

M2 crowned
Top Gear Coupé of the Year

i8 Spyder confirmed
At its annual accounts conference, Harald Krüger, chairman of the board of
management, confirmed that the oft-muted and long-awaited i8 Spyder
would enter the market in 2018. BMW has presented two versions of the
car so far – once four years ago as the i8 Spyder Concept at the Beijing
motor show and the second one at last year’s Consumer Electronics Show
in Las Vegas. It’s yet to be confirmed what powertrain the car will run, but
we’re hoping it will be the same three-cylinder, 1.5-litre turbocharged
engine hooked up to an electric motor and batter pack. 

By the time the Spyder arrives we’d expect the i8 Coupé to have gone
through its face-lift, although for a range-topping machine we’re expecting
this to be pretty minimal, and the Spyder will no doubt be based on this
machine. If it looks anything like the original concept we reckon it’ll be an
absolute winner.

Limited edition luxury Sevens
It would appear that BMW has started calling its Individual arm the ‘BMW Individual Manufactory’ and has just
announced that this Manufactory will be producing two highly exclusive edition models based on the 750Li xDrive –
the ‘Solitaire Edition’ and the ‘Master Class Edition’. They will be finished in Individual Metallic Black Gold and Individual
Metallic Solitaire White and both colours include fine glass flakes embedded into one of the final layers of paint,
resulting in a particularly pronounced deep gloss. 

Inside there are swathes of Individual fine-grain full Merino leather trim in a Tartufo colour as well an Alcantara roof
liner in the same hue. Soft floor mats made from sheared lambskin in Tartufo, storage compartments for cosmetic
tissues finished in colour-matching leather in both rear doors as well as soft, Alcantara covered cushions in, you
guessed it, Tartufo, add to the car’s luxurious ambiance. Even the boot is lined in Tartufo Alcantara!

Inside you’ll find a bar compartment with tulip sparkling wine glasses and an integrated cooling box in the rear
compartment centre console, while a silver-plated plaque on the centre console discreetly informs passengers that
they are travelling in a highly exclusive machine. If you fancy one the bad news is that they will probably have already
been sold by the time you read this as BMW is only making six Solitaires and one Master Class.
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The 7 Series has gone from strength-to-strength since it was launched last November and
now BMW’s latest flagship model has been awarded two of the most prestigious awards –
Luxury Car of the Year for 2016 at the UK Car of the Year awards and World Luxury Car of
the Year. The World Car jurors observed: “This is the flagship model for the Bavarian car
maker, and so it simply has to be the epitome of what the brand represents in terms of
technology, design and performance. And the new 7 Series certainly delivers. It is very much
the new face of BMW in the new family design – and yet it is a classic BMW all at once.”

Twin wins for new Seven

As well as confirming the i8 Spyder at the
annual accounts conference, Harald Krüger also
confirmed that a revised i3 would be on sale by
the end of the year. While the car’s face-lift will
no doubt be mild in terms of changes to the
way the car looks, we’re expecting some
hardware upgrades, especially to its battery to
help it to compete against other electric cars that
have come to market in the last three years
since the i3 made its debut. Krüger mentioned
that an additional i3 model will be offered and
that “its battery capacity has increased by 50 per
cent”. This will be good news for those who
currently might consider an i3 but are concerned
about its potential range. Whether there will be
one new model with a larger battery, or whether
you will also be able to buy the larger capacity
version with the range extender motor has yet to
be confirmed.

Thriving BMW
Approved Used Car sales
The strong demand for BMW Approved Used cars has continued
into 2016 with an increase of ten per cent in sales compared to
2015, itself a record year. In 2015, 85,238 BMW vehicles (over
three months old) were sold as Approved Used Cars – an
increase of nearly 2000 vehicles compared to the previous year. 

The top selling model in 2015 was the five-door 1 Series
Sport 116d, with a total of 1888 sold. Followed closely by the
petrol version, 116i Sport. In third position was the popular 320d
M Sport with 1449 sold. From an engine perspective, the most
popular derivative sold was the 2.0-litre diesel engine with total
sales of 7369 units.

i3 range extensions?

Just kidding
BMW UK was once famous for its rather excellent April Fool’s campaigns but of late it’s been a
little bit on the tame side to our mind and this year’s offering also falls into that category.
‘xDrive Baby Boots – Total Stability in all Conditions’ was this year’s April jest and BMW
reckoned the Baby Boots were ‘targeted specifically at children and toddlers under three years
of age’, and that they ‘employ BMW xDrive four-wheel drive technology and are the perfect
solution for tiny tots looking for maximum stability with zero tumbles. BMW’s unique traction
control sole features adaptive rubber which can react in a tenth of a second to varying surfaces
and conditions. Whether carpet, ceramic tiles or varnished wood, the BMW xDrive Baby Boots
enable perfect weight distribution and maximum safety’.

Those wanting more information were urged to contact BMW UK’s Head of Product
Fabrication, ‘Joss Fulin’…
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NEW PRODUCTSNEW PRODUCTS

Interior styling
As you’d expect there are number of options to
personalise the interior of your M2 with a variety of
M Performance accessories to choose from. There’s
a carbon M DCT cover (£389); interior trim in
carbon and Alcantara (£599); a choice of two
steering wheels: Wheel II with race display (£1149)
and Wheel III (£649 – available from June);
stainless steel pedals (£99); stainless steel footrest
(£110); M Performance floor mats (£74.50 for the
front, £44.50 for the rear) and a set of LED door sill
finishers at £149.

Prices for all M Performance accessories are
inclusive of VAT but not fitting. Contact your
preferred BMW retailer for more information.

M Performance
Accessories for the M2
The M2 is just about to hit the streets and BMW has
already launched a range of sexy M Performance
accessories for the car. Here’s what’s available…
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NEW PRODUCTSNEW PRODUCTS

Exhaust system 
The M Performance exhaust has been designed to
not just look good, but to sound good too. It
features a valve system with Bluetooth 4.0 control
and two operating modes. Sport mode is approved
for use on public roads and offers a sporty sound
suitable for everyday situations while the Track mode
has been developed for use on the race track and
offers maximum volume and sound for a more
intensive driving experience. In addition to the
acoustic upgrade of the car, the tailpipe silencer
features an embossed M Performance logo and
80mm tailpipes including a perforated inner pipe.
Tailpipe trim finishers are available in either carbon
(pictured above) or titanium. Exhaust (£2000);
carbon fibre tailpipe trims (£899 – set of four);
Titanium tailpipe trims (£599 – set of four).

Suspension
BMW says that the M Performance Sport chassis retrofit for the M2 significantly increases the driving dynamics
performance of the vehicle. It’s a height-adjustable coilover suspension setup with adjustable rebound and
compression settings – 12 for rebound and 12 for compression. Price £2221.92.

Exterior styling
There are plenty of tasty carbon additions for the
M2: front spoiler side attachments (£437 each);
side sill attachments (£441 each); mirror covers
(£199.50 each); a rear diffuser (£880); and a
carbon rear spoiler at £386. Also available in a
high-gloss black finish are a pair of kidney grilles
(£97.50 each) and a pair of side bars to fit the
‘gills’ in the front wings at £52.50 each.
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Tarox has developed two distinct kits for the F30, one for cars fitted with BMW’s own M Sport braking
system (or the M Sport Plus package) and one for cars without. Both kits feature discs with two-piece
construction for a reduction in weight and improved heat dissipation.

Kit one, the kit designed for F30s not fitted with the M Sport braking system, comes with B34GT ten-
piston callipers, high friction Corsa pads and 350mm two-piece discs. Kit two features the same two-piece
construction and the same alloy bells, but it also comes with larger 370mm discs, high performance B370
eight-piston callipers and Corsa pads. Tarox says both kits offer
significantly improved braking performance in all conditions.

Three distinct styles of disc are available as part of the
Tarox F30 kit – the ‘Zero’ range for the OEM look, the
‘G88’ with diagonal cooling vents and the spirally
grooved ‘F2000’ which Tarox says offers the best
stopping power. Kit one, with 350mm discs, will fit
behind OEM BMW F30 wheels, while the 370mm
discs found within the second kit demand slightly
larger alloys, with a diameter of at least 19-inches
being required for comfortable clearance.
Price: From £2220 (kit one);
£3000 (kit two)
Contact: www.tarox.co.uk

Tarox F30 3 Series brake upgradesFalken’s latest ultra high performance tyre is an
impressive piece of rubber that’s already been
receiving praise in independent tests. The tyre’s
design incorporates advanced features for top
performance in wet conditions and superior
protection from aquaplaning; numerous blade sipes
(small ‘cuts’ in the pattern blocks) optimise the
footprint in cornering and cut through the water film
on the road surface more effectively. Falken says
that its ACP (Adaptive Constant Pressure) technology
used in the tread pattern enhances braking
performance, directional stability and driving
dynamics and ensures consistent pressure
distribution throughout the tyre footprint. The
longitudinal grooves and enhanced sidewall flexibility
of the FK510 provide a balanced response,
particularly in cornering and load changes. As well as
improving driving comfort, these features shorten
braking distances and increase smoothness. Finally,
the compound itself uses
4D Nano Design
Technology, which
Falken claims results
in superb grip and
maximises the
tyre’s wear
resistance. The
Azenis FK510 is
initially available in
ten sizes from 
17- to 20-inches in
a Y-speed rating, with
more sizes being
added later.
Price: From £65
Contact: www.falkentyre.com

Dura, the garage workshop systems specialist,
has recently completely redesigned its website
to fully show off its range of innovative
equipment that can turn the humblest of
garages into beautifully finished man caves.

As Dura’s PR and marketing exec Stephanie
puts it: “As well as responsiveness, we have
improved the content and navigation to offer
customers genuine inspiration. We aim to show
how a garage no longer has to be a wasted
room in your home. It can now be so much
more, a man cave, gardener’s paradise or,
thanks to our revolutionary tool storage, a 
state-of-the-art home workshop.”

The new site will offer inspirational designs,
how-to guides and videos from the likes of
Jason Plato as well as project case studies.
Contact: www.duragarages.com

Bespoke Dura
Garage storage

BMW owners looking to upgrade their brakes should
check out the HPS 5.0 pads from Hawk
Performance. According to Hawk these high
performance street pads combine an aerospace
design with motorsport-bred braking technology for
superior stopping power and reduced brake fade. In
addition to this the pads have been formulated to
release extremely low levels of dust and
be very quiet. They’re available
for the current model 1, 2, 3, 4
and 5 Series as well as the
F25 and F26 X3 and X4. 
Price: From £111.94
(four front pads)
Contact: 
01462 684300 or
www.cambridgemotorsport.com

Hawk Performance brake pads

Christopher Ward’s new Trident Series
Specialist watch maker, Christopher Ward, has redesigned its Trident series of watches with the launch of
the C60 Trident Chronograph Pro 600. The Swiss-made 25 jewel self-winding mechanical chronograph has
a 48-hour power reserve and features hour, minute, second and date calendar
with 60 seconds, 30 minutes and 12 hours chronograph indication. It has a
43mm diameter and is aimed at divers with its water resistance to 600m/2000ft
or 60bar. We’ve only dipped out toe in the water with regard to its features here
so for the full lowdown visit the Christopher Ward website.

Alongside the launch of the Trident Chronograph Pro 600 Christopher
Ward has also launched two new models in Titanium, one with a two-tone
brushed Titanium case, the other with a brooding black case. All three
watches are available with a variety of straps from stainless steel bracelets
to colour-matched rubber – see the website for all variations.

Price from: £1395
(C60 Trident
Chronograph Pro

600); £750
(Titanium Pro

600 two-tone
grey); £775
750 (Titanium
Pro 600 black)
Contact: 

www.christopher
ward.co.uk
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BMW Value Service is available on selected models over three years old. Participating Retailers only.  
Offer is subject to availability and may be withdrawn at any time.

A WARM WELCOME. BMW TRAINED TECHNICIANS.
FIRST CLASS HOSPITALITY. GENUINE BMW PARTS.
YOU NAME IT.

You’ll receive a great welcome and coffee to match. You’ll enjoy our free Wi-Fi while you wait, or we’ll help you  
with onward transport. We’ll also give your car a complimentary wash and vac.

 
a really competitive price.

For a personalised quote for vehicles over three years of age, simply visit www.bmw-service.co.uk 
and enter your registration and mileage.

BMW VALUE SERVICE.
WE NAMED IT.
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BEHIND THE WHEEL

‘T
he right crowd, and no crowding’ is a
fabulous slogan, and one pioneered at
Brooklands around 100 years ago by
the BARC. It’s the same with
holidays – there’s no point in going

somewhere nice if it’s teeming with tourists. So, this
year Mrs E and I took our annual holidays early to the
South of France in late February when the season is
still very quiet, hotels are almost begging you for
business and the weather is starting to pick up.

Cheap flights were booked, a hotel in Clermont-
Ferrand for the first evening was arranged and, as we
had the thick end of 2000km to cover, a decent hire
car was booked. Sixt was given the business and
upon landing at Lyon we headed off to get the car. It
turned out to be a ‘Golf equivalent’, in this case an
Alfa Romeo Giulietta JTD – not bad, and more
interesting than a Golf. I used to be into Alfas in a big
way and caned many an Alfasud that clung to an
MoT. I looked forward to seeing if the Giulietta
recaptured that old Seventies Alfa magic – terrible
quality, great mechanicals and a unique driving
experience. Well, it didn’t really do it. The interior
plastics are a disgrace (no change there then) and
whilst it drove well, it felt like a car that was just about
good enough. 

Not that we got very far anyway because 15 miles
out of Lyon, there was the distinct sound of an
unhappy wheel bearing that was very noticeable on
right turns. This thing was going back. Upon arrival, I
explained the problem to the very pleasant Sixt staff.

“Er, could I have that Golf please?” 
“Sorry sir, the Golf has gone… but can you drive

an automatic?” I sure can. As the girl plucked a BMW
key fob from the drawer, I knew today was going to
get a lot better. Our steed for the week was a new
118d Sport auto, five-door in white with a host of
tasty options – Professional Navigation, PDC with
reverse camera and folding mirrors. With a mere

The sat nav said turn back… 
and that was because the 

Col du Tourmalet was indeed closed!France in the Spring – the
blossom’s arrived in Perpignan
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A slightly different Behind the Wheel this month as Andy Everett goes for an eight-day
road trip around France in a new 118d Sport 

The view up on the roads around Lourdes
are simply breathtaking with the Pyrennes

looming large in the background

The 118d Sport takes a well-earned rest at Royan

80km on the clock it was brand-new and I felt it was
my duty to do the first 2000km of its life nice and
easy because someone will be buying this after Sixt
has finished with it… 

 By 4pm, we’ve long since set off and explored the
region between Lyon and Clermont, the winding road
to St Laurent and through Ambert before heading into
Clermont from the south. The BMW’s navigation
system is quite superb and is worth the extra over the
standard system. The voice recognition works well if
you like that sort of thing but I enjoy using the iDrive
controller more. Our hotel is a small apartment-type
affair and for a shade under 50 quid it’s just fine.
Clermond also has a plethora of good restaurants and
we choose the L’August. It has a three star rating on
Trip Advisor, but on the night we gave it five. A starter
of Foie Gras is absolutely superb and is followed by a
blindingly good Steak Tartare, helped along by an
excellent Bordeaux. Ten out of ten.

In France, Sunday is a day of rest. Whilst Brits
swarm to Meadowhall and Bluewater and make the
UK’s roads a rush hour hell, France is quiet. After
breakfast we set off towards Sunday night’s
destination of Royan. On the west coast, the weather
could be grim but it’s a mixture of cloud, sun and
about 14 degrees. We take the D941 to Limoges
before taking a detour to a certain small village before
heading to Angouleme, Cognac, Saiontes and finally
Royan. The village I want to visit is Oradour Sur Glane,
about ten miles north west of Limoges and is where
one of the worst atrocities of the Second World War
was committed – the entire population of 642
civilians was massacred on 10 June 1944. Since then,
a new Oradour has been built next to the original that
has been preserved for all to see. Enormity only really
hits you when you turn onto the main street and see
the devastation, yet with its original telegraph poles
and electricity and phone wires still standing, there
stands the remains of the Renault garage with the

metal diamond emblem rusting quietly along with
various burned-out cars.

From here, Royan is reached by 5pm where we
find a good cheap hotel called the Royan Hermitage,
part of the Brit Hotel chain. Another 50 quid special,
and it’s very pleasant. 

The following morning is spent on a nostalgic drive
up to the Forest De La Coubre and La Palmyra and by
midday it’s time to fuel the 118d, grab a coffee and
start heading south to our next stop in Biarritz. Filling
the 118d to the brim, I do a calculation and come up
with 48.3mpg – not bad, but not exactly fantastic
either – yes it’s brand-new, but I’ve been driving it
very carefully and 48.3 is what an E46 320d could do
15 years ago. We shall see how that shapes up. 

We’re taking the excellent D730 south to link up
with the A10 (D5) Autoroute south, bypassing
Bordeaux to get to Biarritz for the evening. French
motorways are smooth, relatively quiet and fairly
expensive due to the Peage toll booths. These are no
longer manned but all done by machine and quite
frankly, are a pain. At least one didn’t work and you
have to be so careful not to end up in a lane that
takes pre-payment cards 

On the motorway, the 118d proves a fine
companion. I’m not sure if it’s a slight cross wind or
the inevitable fidget of electronic power steering that
makes it require a bit more concentration than
normal, but what I do know is that the car is superbly
comfortable, quiet and is of an ideal size. The B47
diesel is very hushed – possibly more so than in the
bigger 520d – and the refinement is not far behind
that of a 3 Series, if at all. Our French market car (a
Sport Line) has that excellent steering wheel first seen
in the 4 Series – the standard wheel tends to look a
bit bulky. All the way down we have balmy, hazy
weather with the sun doing its best to break out
completely and very pleasant it is too. 

The sun is well and truly out in Biarritz and we find

our hotel, the Hotel Marbella, easily enough. Parking
in the square overlooking the sea is free for the night
(you can tell we’re not in the UK!) and that leaves us
free to explore the town and find what has been
recommended to us as the best seafood restaurant in
Biarritz, Chez Albert, that overlooks the sea. Mrs E
indulges her passion for seafood but I’m sticking to a
mozzarella starter and a seriously big Caesar salad
with one of the smoothest Riojas I’ve ever tasted. The
bill is €140 for two. That’s a lot of money, of course,
but hell, we’re in France and the cash we have saved
on flights and fancy hotels has left us plenty for this
kind of indulgence. The Marbella is another very smart
hotel with decent sized rooms and before turning in,
it’s time for the Brits abroad tradition of trouser legs
rolled up and an up-too-the knees walk in the sea. It’s
cold as well.

Biarritz awakens dull and rainy. Our plan is to head
from Biarritz into St Jean Pie de Port a few miles south
east and then to Arneguy on the French/Spanish
border, just to say we went to Spain as well. But we
get there and the weather is still miserable – ten
degrees and drizzle. Our best bet is to simply head
towards our next stop at Toulouse, but by the time we
get past Pau, it’s starting to dry out and not long after,
we’re at Tarbes and the sun is out again. So, with the
excellent nav as guidance, we head south off the
Autoroute and back towards Lourdes. From here, we
can head further south and up into the proper snowy
Pyrenees and hopefully across the Col du Tourmalat
at the top and down again towards Bagneres. The sat
nav is desperately telling us to stop and turn back and
we soon find out why – we get as far as halfway
along the Col, but the road is closed – that means
another drive all the way back to Lourdes. But in a
118d, this is no hardship because it’s such a superb
thing to drive. Accurate of steering and light of touch,
the F20 is a brilliant car to drive and it shows off the
hours BMW engineers spent getting the car right.
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Telephone 0208 598 9115 Part of the Auto Enhance Group
Showroom & Service Centre:  Unit 2,  Northgate Park,  Collier Row Road,  Romford,  Essex  RM5 2BG.  United Kingdom

• Full Service Centre

• Full/Intermediate Interval 
Vehicle Servicing

• Purpose built Paint & Body Shop
• 6 Year Paint Warranty
• Insurance Approved Repairs
• Interior retrims & repairs

Repair Centre

Main Dealer Level Servicing
...and it won’t cost the shirt off your back!

See website
for current 
service offers
www.mstyle.co.uk

The extensive 3D Design range includes
everything from splitters and diffusers to

suspension upgrades and exhausts. 
To see their full range please visit

www.mstyle-3ddesign.co.uk 

M-Style Appointed UK Distributors of 3-D Design Tuning & Styling Products

Scan this code with your smartphone to
see the 3D Design range

• All BMW & Mini models

• MOT testing & Repairs

• Suspension, Brakes 
• Laser Alignment

• Air Conditioning Servicing

MOT testing 
and Repairs

Online shopping:
www.mstyle.co.uk Painting/Fitting Available

ORDER ONLINE
or OVER THE PHONE

Affordable Rates

MENU SERVICING
REPAIRS & Maintenance

Subject to Status

FINANCE
AVAILABLE0%

M235i Job Sheet - M235i
• BMW Performance front splitter,
painted body colour

• BMW Performance side skirt
additions painted body colour
with BMW Performance decal

• BMW Performance rear diffuser
painted body colour

• BMW Performance carbon race
rear spoiler.

• Eibach lowered suspension

• Mosselman tuning module

• M-Style foot pedal set

• M-Style Shadowline front grilles

Car of the Month

Amazing Value Guaranteed

PRICE MATCH
POLICY Unbeatable Prices33

Same Day Re-Map Service

A Stage 1 tuning upgrade typically gives gains of around
30bhp and an increase in torque of 70Nm. Available for
almost all BMW models with prices starting from just
£277.44 including VAT. All our remaps have been
developed using extensive dyno testing and have been
throughly tested for performance and reliability. 

Mosselman iMoss Tuning
Remap your car 
from your home 
laptop PC !

Tune for optimum performance and fuel economy!
iMoss tool alone £129.00
10% discount on remap program for your car.
Call for prices.

Wheels & Tyres
• Wheel & Styling Showrooms
• Helpful & Experienced Staff 
• Tyre Fitting & Balancing

Remapping
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When the enthusiasts at Deutsch Tech decided to build a
company demonstrator, it was always destined to be something
a bit special. But this is no soulless PR exercise – Ben Mason is
such a petrolhead, he just can’t help relentlessly improving it…
Words: Daniel Bevis  Photography: Chris Teagles

Appetite for 

Disruption
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Supercharged E46 M3
ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION: S54B32 3.2-litre straight-
six, RMS Stage 2 supercharger, uprated fuel pump and
injectors, strengthened bottom end, alloy race radiator,
Deutsch Tech Designs full exhaust system with sports cats,
manual gearbox with lightweight flywheel and uprated
paddle clutch, short-shift gear linkages
CHASSIS: 8.5x19-inch (front) and 9.5x19-inch (rear) 
M3 CSL wheels, 225/35 (front) and 245/25 (rear)
Yokohama Advan Neova tyres, Tein EDFC coilovers 

with electronic controller, DesignTek eight-pot (front) 
and six-pot (rear) BBK, Eibach adjustable rear 
suspension arms, Eibach front and rear anti-roll bars,
Powerflex Black Edition bushes, subframe strengthened
with Reddish Motorsport plates, subframe and arms
powdercoated red
EXTERIOR: CSL front bumper and bootlid
INTERIOR: CSL Cup roll-cage, Corbeau Revolution seats
with six-point harnesses, E60 M5 gear knob
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K
arl Marx once said: ‘Reason can no longer
restrain one who is lured by the fury of
ambition.’ It raises an interesting question
– once we’ve set our sights on a particular
goal, are we willing to set aside all

semblance of logic in order to achieve it? Do we get
blinded by the glitter so that we can no longer see
the bread-and-butter? It certainly knocks Oscar 
Wilde’s chirpy optimism into a cocked hat: ‘We are all
in the gutter,’ he said, ‘but some of us are looking at
the stars.’ 

They’re both right to a degree, of course, but the
latter viewpoint is more relevant to the sort of people
who like tinkering with cars to make them faster and
more interesting. After all, who cares about so-called
reason anyway? You only live once, you might as well
enjoy yourself. Do you really want your tombstone to
be inscribed with: ‘He didn’t roll the dice too often,
but dammit, he got good gas mileage’?

Ambition, then, is admirable – nay, essential, if you
wish to retain your sanity. And the quality manifests
itself in this 2003-model M3 by virtue of its
aspirations toward CSL greatness… and, for good
measure, it exceeds its own targets and dives

headlong into the choppy waters of extraordinary
horsepower. The method by which it achieves this is
indisputably impressive, but first, a history lesson is
called for…

When the E46 M3 roared onto the scene in late-
2000, it boasted an engine of such awe-inspiring
firepower, it provided us with the highest specific
output of any mainstream BMW engine thus far.
Throwing out 343hp from its 3.2-litre lump in a
hellstorm of gravel-gargling fury, it went like stink and
had muscle in spades, adding a whole lot of
adrenaline-fuelled, pumped-up aggression to the
standard coupé’s sober lines. But the real watershed
was the advent of the Coupé Sport Leichtbau, or CSL,
in 2003. It may have only appeared for a brief
snippet in time, it may have been limited to just
under 1400 examples, it may have pushed the
boundaries of what a road car could achieve just a
little too far into the realm of discomfort for some, but
there’s no arguing that it was an instant legend. It was
the gold standard, the pinnacle toward which all other
E46 M3s would surely thereafter tremulously aspire.
Standard CSL spec included race-derived suspension,
a tighter steering ratio, bigger brakes, a 110kg weight

reduction thanks to copious use of carbon fibre
reinforced plastic and the junking of anything
unnecessarily heavy (sound deadening, seat motors,
sat nav etc), thinner glass, a lower centre of gravity
(due to the CFRP roof), racy bucket seats, a simplified
steering wheel that lost all of the stereo and phone
controls and had just one button for ‘M Track Mode’,
and a handful of extra horses under the bonnet.
Externally, you’ll find the single eye-catching addition
that every E46 owner craves: that ducktail spoiler. 

The M3 we’re looking at today, however, isn’t just a
straight-down-the-line CSL replica. That would be too
obvious. And besides, it’s been done before. No,
what this E46 harnesses is the aggression of the CSL,
the ethos, presenting its credentials to the world with
its CSL nose and racy ducktail rump along with those
dreamy staggered-width alloys, while the internal
occupants get to be faintly intimidated by a roll-cage
from a CSL Cup racer. There’s a commitment to light
weight in the manner that the interior’s been ravaged,
wearing as it does a pair of Corbeau Revolution
buckets and not a lot else, and the CSL’s chassis
upgrades serve as inspiration here, although the spec
list demonstrates a few different names to those

“We take the car to the Nürburgring a fair
bit and it always performs admirably”
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originally sanctioned by BMW. Let’s meet the owner
then, and find out what’s what: “I’m Ben Mason, and I
own Deutsch Tech in Milton Keynes,” he cheerfully
tells us. “It’s a BMW and Porsche specialist, set up
about four years ago with my business partner Lenny.
We do all sorts of work from basic service and MoT all
the way up to performance upgrades and engine
building. I bought this car around six months after we
opened as our first company demo car, and as a true
petrolhead with years of modifying cars, I got a bit
carried away…”

He’s not kidding. In the pursuit of ever-more urgent
horsepower figures, Ben and his team have ramped
up the S54 motor’s aggression in spades; the ‘DT550’
badging should be a bit of a giveaway. Whereas the
stock M3’s power figure began with a three, this one
starts with a five.

The basis of this stratospheric power hike resides
in a shift from the engine’s very nature – swapping
from meaty natural aspiration to howling forced
induction, courtesy of RMS’s Stage 2 supercharger
package. This is very far from simply bolting a 
blower on and just seeing what happens – it is a
cohesive and considered upgrade, and the results
speak for themselves.

What it effectively entails is this: the system
employs a Vortech V2 Si Trim supercharger, a next-
generation unit that uses advanced CAD-modelled
gears with an optimised helical profile, allowing for
near-silent operation (bad news for fans of ’charger
whine, good news for efficiency), and this is rigid-
mounted to the engine with a CNC-machined, one-
inch-thick aluminium plate. It’s heavy duty stuff
designed to eliminate flex, which is just the sort of
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Interior has been
partially stripped to
make way for a CSL
Cup cage and a pair of
Corbeau Revolution
seats. Below: Sexy CSL
rims hide monster discs
and eight-pot callipers
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thinking you need. The RMS crank pulley is a modular
design, allowing the user to upgrade in the future if
the desire so takes them (and it frequently does –
we’ve lost count of the number of people we’ve met
who have had a supercharger fitted, then soon after
pondered: ‘Hmm, I wonder what the gains would be
if that pulley was a little smaller…?’), and the blower
works in conjunction with a clever air-to-liquid cooler
as well as software that happily talks to the stock ECU.
All things to all people, then? Well, the internals of the
mighty S54 are certainly gruff enough to take it…

The DT550 happily soaks up all the abuse Ben
throws at it, that’s for sure. “We take the car to the
Nürburgring a fair bit,” he explains, “and it always
performs admirably. Although I have to admit that on
returning from each trip, I do find myself yearning for
more modifications and quicker lap times…”

This is perhaps to be expected, as Ben and Lenny
have some fairly hair-raising metal between them. In
addition to this E46, there’s Lenny’s bona fide CSL
parked alongside his F10 M5, while Ben’s also
bagged himself a flash 1M. Oh, and there’s the small
matter of the turbocharged, GT2 RS-converted
Porsche 911 that’s throwing 800hp-odd through its
rear wheels. There’s more than a little 97-ron

swishing through the water at Deutsch Tech.
Given that this M3 has been built to showcase the

talents of the company, in addition to absorbing the
maelstrom of hydrocarbons and sweat of regular track
use, there’s plenty of stardust to be found sprinkled
throughout the chassis too. And it’s perhaps not the
selection of parts that you might immediately expect.
When it comes to upgrading an E46 M3’s
suspension, there are many road-and-track coilover
options to choose from, but Ben’s lateral thinking saw
him looking east to Japanese titans Tein, whose EDFC
units allow the driver to electronically make
adjustments from the comfort of his bucket seat –
not to alter the ride height, but to fine-tune the actual
damping behaviour. The system uses G-force meters
to automatically adjust itself too. It’s a glorious fusion
of east and west, battling it out to see who’s brainiest
under the E46’s skin.

In addition to this festival of wits, the chassis enjoys
mighty brakes courtesy of DesignTek – eight-pots at
the front and six-pots out back – along with a few
goodies from the Eibach catalogue and a smattering
of Powerflex bushes. It really is as tight as a drum
under there.

“The M3 gets lots of attention, and has helped me

develop my business and get it to where it is today,”
says Ben, predictably toeing the necessary PR line
when, reading between the lines, we imagine he’s
really just enormously chuffed that he gets to build
stuff like this and call it ‘work’. “The next step, I think,
will be to remove the cage and fit some Recaro
Sportser CS seats trimmed in black nappa leather in
order to make it a bit friendlier on the road. The Cup
cage is a bolt-in affair anyway, so it can always go
back in when we go to the Nürburgring!”

There we are, you see? The effervescent, bubbling
ambition just keeps on flowing through this project. In
essence, it ties the car into its spiritual wayward
cousin, the V12 LMR art car of 1999. Remember that
one, the racer decorated by Jenny Holzer? It’s got a
memorable slogan along the width of the rear wing:
‘Lack of charisma can be fatal’. In this instance, we
can take charisma and ambition to be
interchangeable. And being unambitious is not really
worth the risk, is it? ●

CONTACT:
Deutsch Tech
Tel: 01908 579229
Web: www.deutschtech.co.uk

“The M3 gets lots of attention, and
has helped me develop my business”
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Unit 6, Studley Court, Guildford Road, Chobham, Surrey. GU24 8EB
Tel: 01483 722 923  • web: www.dclass.co.uk

Email: dclassautomotive@hotmail.co.uk

Full Classic interior restoration
■ d:class automotive specialises in full interior management and
restoration of all BMW models. We are able to offer original colours
and finishes, including correct perforations, in cloth, velour, vinyl and
leather, also for a supply only basis. We also offer period interior/boot
carpet linings. The fundamental part of any restoration is being able
to sympathetically complete the job to as true to when the car left
the factory. We have a large knowledge and have completed many
BMW interiors. All of our work is completed in-house by trained
trimmers with vast experience and comes complete with full
workmanship guarantee.
d:class have completed work for customers as far afield as Australia,
a testament to d:class’ craftsmanship and attention to details. Our
quality of work speaks for itself.

Interior repairs
■ We are able to repair single damaged areas only without having to
go to the expense of replacing a whole cover. The common problem
of worn bolsters can be repaired within a couple of hours work,
replacing the worn cloth, velour, vinyl or leather panel. Other common
faults are split stitching, often seen on the E46 model and cracking
vinyl on the 1 Series. This again can be repaired as a while-you-wait
service. Connolising and small burn repairs are also a speciality and
can, within the Surrey area, be offered as a mobile service.

Cloth to leather and full custom interiors
■ d:class can offer for all models, a full upgrade from cloth to leather.
This will be done to O.E.M. spec ensuring that it is finished using
original patterns, perforations, styles and colours. We only use high
grade leather with exact grains and from original suppliers. All work is
done in-house and not a kit. Our cloth to leather service carries a full
2 year guarantee. Or if you prefer, you can overhaul your interior with
a completely new and unique finish. We can trim your car in non-
BMW colours, again in a high grade leather. Many unique and award
winning interiors have been produced and restored by d:class and
once they have rolled out of our workshops can be seen not only
nationwide, but featured widely on the continent.

Hood fitting and rear screen repairs
■ We offer a fitting of new hoods and rear plastic window repairs.

For a professional and friendly service to BMW owners,
club member owners, traders and BMW main dealerships.

Visit www.dclass.co.uk or phone 01483 722923

We are located in Surrey, 15 minutes from junction 10
or 11 of the M25 and from the M3. Collection can be

arranged depending on distance.

Unit 6, Studley Court, Guildford Road,
Chobham, Surrey. GU24 8EB
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W
hen was the last time you tried
something and declared a yay or
nay view only to then return some
time later and reverse your opinion?
It seldom, if ever, happens to me,

but a recent opportunity to drive a very rare E60 M5
served not only as a chance to experience a fresh and
fit S85 V10 but also to revisit a car against which I was
rather cool upon first acquaintance.

I drove an E61 M5 for October 2014’s issue of
BMW Car, and while the melding of power, poise,
composure and connection was a powerful mix,
especially when combined with the Touring’s
practicality, something didn’t quite click during the test
and I came away in awe of the S85 V10 and its epic
reach, but feeling slightly short changed in that I had
to really work the car in order to extract anything
meaningful from it. A bit like a chocolate sundae
where the good stuff is buried under four scoops of
cream – by the time you’ve started the interesting
layer, the moment’s gone.

In contrast to today’s common-or-garden 30 Jahre
M5 and the previous Competition Pack editions, the
25th Anniversary Edition is an extremely rare beast.
Globally, for every example ever made there are
around twelve 30 Jahre editions. And when was the
last time you saw one of those on the road? BMW
only made twenty-seven 25th Anniversary Editions
(24 E60s and 3 E61s), only eleven of which exist in
right-hand drive. One of those defected to Australia
upon leaving the factory, which means that only ten of
these machines exist in this country, assuming none
have since been exported. So as rare M5s go, you’re
looking at the definitive article. And thanks to the

affable chaps at James Paul it’s mine for an entire
afternoon. 29k miles, immaculate, and sitting here in
front of me, under trees which dissipate the light such
that it falls and flows over the Frozen silver paintwork,
it looks strangely alluring.

But if I’d already signed off the E61 as lacking a
little something, why bother with the saloon version?
Because I’ve always had this nagging doubt that I was
missing the point before. And because the car stands
as the last normally aspirated M5 and despite its
paddle shift (or maybe because of it), will likely as not
grow a following and gain increasing value in years to
come. More of us are now reaching for our
calculators, then reaching even further for the ‘man
maths textbook’ and buying these beasts as prices are
dropping. Which is what Lee Simms did, who got in
touch with yours truly just after my YouTube review of
this car went live. We’ll get to Lee’s impressions of
The Beast a little later.

So, let’s walk around it first and understand what
separates this from the regular car. Externally, other
than the paintwork, the answer is ‘very little’. Badging,
vents, wheels, exhausts, sat-nav fin, boot lid spoiler et
al are all as per the standard car. And that’s absolutely
fine because there’s something about the E60 version
of the M5 which is ageing rather nicely to my eyes,
especially in the face of the (admittedly still elegant)
F10 iteration which seems a size larger somehow. All
twenty-seven 25th Anniversaries came in this Frozen
silver shade, and whatever you think about the effect
in photographs, I can confirm (subjective as it is) that
in the metal the effect is quite striking. One doesn’t
get that satisfying shine which comes from a good
wash and polish of course but the responses from

Could a run out in an immaculate 25th Anniversary Edition of the
E60 M5 change Mark Williams’s mind about the V10 bruiser?

Words: Mark Williams  Photography: Mark Williams/James Paul

Re-evaluation
The
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surrounding motorists (which range from bemused
through to disapproving in a heartbeat) more than
make up for it.

Inside, apart from a few well-chosen items from
the ‘Individual’ options list, such as the Alcantara
headlining and black piano trim, plus a build plaque,
the same ‘light touch’ applies in terms of Anniversary-
specific changes (for the UK market anyway. In
Germany, a bi-colour black and Silverstone Merino
leather finish was offered). Which means a plush
environment, also in Merino leather, open-faced
dashboard architecture and that simply awful HVAC
system which requires you to press, turn, click and
rotate several hundred times just to set the air
direction. Argh! Not BMW’s finest hour. But otherwise
this is a lovely place to be. Slathered in leather of
course which will soon get nauseous on a very hot
day, and I can confirm that black piano trim is a real
blighter to keep clean, but otherwise it’s dead easy to
get comfy in here and the multi-contour seats with
adjustable supports inbuilt into the headrests combine
with the supple full Merino leather to whisper
wellbeing and luxury. Then you spy the embossed ‘M’
insignia in the headrests themselves, plus the subtle
badging in the instrument cluster, the HUD flickers
into life as you tickle the ignition awake and you
remind yourself that this is a sports saloon first, luxury
cruiser a very distant second.

March 2007 saw the LCI refresh of the E60 range,
and the ignition key was replaced with what has since
become the ubiquitous start/stop button. So thumb
that and after a brief and surprisingly languid-sounding
starter spins the crank, the S85 awakes from its
slumber. And here’s the thing, it settles down to a
quiet and cultured idle, not at all the fairly busy sound
which I recall from other (earlier) E6x M5s I’ve driven,
including that Touring. I don’t subscribe to the
description that this engine sounds ‘diesel-like’ at idle
but I’m even less in favour of it now; this one sounds
far smoother. An impression which is further
reinforced when I drive an older, higher mileage
example a few weeks later. One wonders whether
BMW refined these motors, or at least the sound
deadening, during the six years it was in production.

Stroke the throttle and the revs increase, and here
comes the noise. I’ve described it in the past as
mechanical cream, and there is a delicious metallic
timbre to its voice, multi-layered and mournful. This is
the kind of engine I’d envisage Bram Stoker working
hard across the North Yorkshire Moors one night, dusk
falling, wind cutting across the open country as he

blasts through the fading light towards the coast,
visions of demons on the storm-ridden horizon
flashing through his mind and the wail from the
exhausts mixing it all up into one feral shriek. And
then of course he goes for a gear change and the
spell is broken before he commits the idea to
paper… Thankfully M5s didn’t exist in his day,
otherwise we’d have never been able to read those
imagery-ridden paragraphs of his seminal piece.

SMG III was an excellent idea but by today’s
standards it’s a tad uncouth. Rather like a tired child at
a quiet evening restaurant, all it wants to do is
complain and whinge when what you really want and
need is obedience and for it to be less obstinate. It’s
not uncooperative per se, but it is slow and 
dim-witted if you try to drive the car as an automatic.
One needs to recalibrate your brain in order to
recognise that left and right foot first have to go
through a divorce, in as much as gear changes require
a right foot lift whilst the left leg remains dormant, the
torque reduction management role being taken up by
the computer which controls clutch actuation. It takes
practice at first, but effecting that slight lift as the
paddle is clicked softens things out to a more than
acceptable degree. But stab the paddle for an up
change without easing off the power when you’re on
a charge, and the resultant slap in the back feels like a
40 tonner has just collected you from behind.

Still, this is all well and good. Rose-tinted specs
combined with impressive power and luxury when
compared to one’s own, rather more mundane BMW,
may have a tendency to spice things up to a level
which is rather more than ideal. Does the polish and
shine fade after a few weeks or months or ownership?
Lee Simms bought the car you see here, direct from
James Paul (isn’t the internet a wonderful thing?), so I
asked him to relay his experiences since purchase…

“The car is a keeper for me as it ticks all the boxes,
good for popping out with my wife, or having fun
around some A-roads where it really comes alive. The
running costs don’t even come into your mind when
you’re on it. As for all the troubles, I’ve not had any
issues with either the clutch or the gearbox. When it’s
in auto it drives well and when it’s in manual it drives
like a sports car. All-in-all it’s a car I’ve always wanted
and it hasn’t let me down.”

A lot has been made of the M5’s stoppers down
the years, and indeed only recently has BMW started
fitting its performance cars with performance brakes.
That said though, the E60 M5’s brakes are powerful
and adequate for daily use and on this example they
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Inside the 25th Anniversary
machine is an expanse of black

Merino leather which is a step up
from traditional BMW fare; door sill

plates tell you this is a rare beast
as you step into the cockpit

E60 M5
ENGINE: Ten-cylinder, 90-degree V configuration
CAPACITY: 4999cc
BORE/STROKE: 92.0/75.2mm
COMPRESSION RATIO: 12.0:1
MAX POWER: 507hp @ 7750rpm
MAX TORQUE: 384lb ft @ 6100rpm
0-62MPH: 4.7 seconds 
0-125MPH: 14.1 seconds
0-1000M: 22.7 seconds
WEIGHT: 1855kg
ECONOMY: 19.1mpg 
TRANSMISSION: Seven-speed SMG III
BRAKES: Vented and drilled discs, 
374x36mm, twin piston callipers (front), 
vented and drilled discs, 370x24mm, single 
piston callipers (rear)
STEERING: Rack and pinion, variable servotronic
WHEELS: 8.5x19-inch (front), 9.5x19-inch (rear)
TYRES: 255/40 ZR19 (front), 285/35 ZR19 (rear) 
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pulled the car up in short, square order. Steering is
sharp enough at the helm with good speed and a
faithful response, which I seem to say all the time of
BMWs but it really does apply to the majority of them.
Handling wise you’re obviously aware of a stiffer
chassis going to work across the occasional broken
Tarmac around West Sussex (even if the ride does
calm down appreciably on the open road) and
experiencing the active side bolsters digging you in
the ribs into and through the more challenging
corners. It’s never anything less than animated,
involving and having a layer of isolation removed
when compared to the cooking versions. But buying a
car like this and expecting a magic carpet is rather
missing the point.

As is the thorny subject of fuel economy. Let’s get
straight to the bottom line. If you worry about the fuel
consumption these things offer up, then you can’t
afford it and at best, should consider a 545i or 550i
of the same vintage, or better yet a 535d. The E60
M5 consumes fuel with absolute disdain and the test
car managed a rather disgraceful 15mpg on test, less
in the towns around James Paul’s base near
Horsham. The 5.0-litre V10 drinks the stuff and the
reward you get is that noise and that shove when you
wind it up. But the payoff is having to fill it up at least
once a week for most people. 

The power delivery was one area I criticised the
E60 M5 for, the last time I drove one any proper
distance, and it’s still the case today that nailing the
throttle to the bulkhead and having to wait a moment
for the crank to spin with meaning doesn’t sit well in a
world which craves instant gratification. Invest in it
though, find the time to wind it up, open up the
stratosphere where this engine revs so freely and you
do begin to see the point. You’ll be going like the
absolute clappers by this point of course, but then

you get nothing for nothing in physics.
For a full breakdown of what one needs to look for

before purchasing an E60 or E61 M5, October 2015’s
issue of BMW Car has a full Buying Guide including
the all-important Vanos and gearbox facts and figures,
plus warranty details and so on. Read it from start to
finish if you’re considering buying one. It’s one of
those cars where you need to do your homework
thoroughly, and buy the best you can afford. 

For me personally the M5 still appeals to the heart
but not to the head. The noise I adore, the feeling as
it escapes surrounding road furniture under power in
third gear and the epic reach when the S85 makes
itself felt, is truly special in this age of broadband
torque monsters and even the gearbox I have
begrudgingly grown to respect and admire. 

But that’s the heart talking. The head says the fuel
economy is just woeful, the spectre of big bills from
the ‘box too strong to ignore, and the possibility that
on a few cold mornings in winter it will be a
recalcitrant, unruly and unhelpful companion render it
a non-option. I love the idea of one, but I couldn’t
bring myself to buy one. That said, I now have more
love and respect for it than previously, and time
exposed to its charms has resulted in understanding it
a little more. It still bugs me a little that one has to
work in order to extract the best from it, but I don’t
necessarily think that’s an issue any longer; it just
means the car demands to be driven. If you own one
then hats off to you, continue to burn 98RON at an
impressive rate, because big beasts like these are a
thing of the past ●

THANKS TO:
James Paul
Tel: 01403 823723
Web: www.jamespaul.co.uk
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This is a sports saloon 
first, luxury cruiser a 
very distant second

25th Anniversary badging is pretty
minimal; plenty of luxuries come as

standard with the M5; SMG III gearshift
can make or ruin the car depending on

your mood or driving conditions
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Got a £30,000 budget? Then you can treat yourself to a new Z4 sDrive18i Roadster…
or for similar money you could have an Approved Used Z4 sDrive35i instead.

So which would prove the better buy?
Words: Guy Baker  Photography: Tom Begley

to
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B
MW’s E89 Z4 may not feel quite as
athletic as its E85 predecessor, but in
terms of styling, ride comfort, efficiency
and potential performance, the latest
incarnation of the Z4 Roadster certainly

ticks all the boxes. Few cars are better looking,
especially when clad in eye-catching Valencia orange
paintwork – modelled here by the latest entry-level
sDrive18i M Sport Roadster. With a 7.6-second 
0-62mph time it’s cheaper to insure than more
illustrious versions, and with an asking price of just

£33,165 (before adding options) it’s guaranteed to
turn heads. But for a slightly reduced outlay you
could buy a much more potent Approved Used Z4
sDrive35i M Sport instead, or even a 35iS model. 

In fact, pre-face-lifted 35i Z4s (like the 2012 Deep
Sea blue car you see here) can be bought for less
than £20,000, whilst a face-lifted late-2015 35iS
would set you back no more than £36,000. Some
serious food for thought then. And although speccing
a brand-new Z4 to meet your own exacting
requirements has undoubted appeal, with Approved

Used Z4s packing the warm reassurance of one or
two years’ BMW warranty the choice is a pretty hard
one. So would the new Z4 or the Approved Used Z4
deliver a more rewarding three years’ ownership?

Performance-per-pound
With Mercedes’ glamorous SLK very firmly in its
sights BMW knew that its new 2009-on E89 Z4
Roadster had to be a looker. And with over 10,000
UK buyers of the pre-face-lifted 2009 to 2012 model
even the most cynical critic would have to accept
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that BMW’s designers succeeded. Whether the
automatic hard-top roof is down, or up, from almost
all angles the Z4 Roadster has to be one the most
attractive contemporary sports cars. Drive any distance
at all and you can’t help but notice the admiring
glances. Even in a relatively understated dark colour
the charismatic E89 still seems to enchant many
passers-by; and so it came as little surprise that the
styling received only the merest of tweaks when BMW
face-lifted the Z4 in 2013. In came white LED corona
headlights with a white eyebrow, some additional
chrome detailing, side-gill LED lights and minor
enhancements to some of the cabin materials. And of
course a new entry-level 18i model – like the Valencia
orange M Sport you see here. Originally part of a new
Pure Design Traction package you can now spec any
Z4 in this arresting colour if you so wish.

As mentioned earlier the performance is strong
enough for buyers who are more concerned about
looks and image than outright performance; and with

a base asking price of just £33,165 it’s cheaper to buy
and insure than any other Z4. You’ll currently pay just
£180 a year in road tax too, whilst the combined
economy figure of 41.5mpg is highly commendable
for a 1480kg car.

With that 2013 face-lift leaving the Z4 looking
almost identical, buyers of a pre-2013 Approved Used
model won’t feel short-changed in any way though.
And with plentiful supply, second-hand E89 prices are
seriously attractive – enabling you to afford a potent
low-mileage 35i M Sport for the same money as that
new 18i Roadster.

Our immaculate 50,000-mile 2012 Approved Used
Z4 sDrive35i M Sport test car for example was
advertised for just £19,466, but you can pick up the
earliest E89 Z4 35i Roadsters for as little as £16,500.
Even a face-lifted 2015 Z4 35i M Sport is only
£30,000, with a tweaked 2015 35iS model yours for
£35,000. We’d opt for the pre-face-lifted 35i which
offers the very best value at the moment – with the

2013 model tweaks so limited just add a private plate
and it could pass for a new car.

Compared to the 18i of course, the performance is
in another league altogether, with the benchmark
62mph mark smashed in just 5.1 seconds. And the
acceleration in most gears borders on electric. The 35i
M Sport can still do the low-speed cruise thing
extremely well too though, with a surprisingly pliant
ride – and of course an enticing throaty growl when
required. The 18i sounds somewhat feeble by
comparison, despite the best efforts of BMW’s sound
engineers – who have at least imbued the 2.0-litre car
with an appealing metallic roar under heavy throttle.

Cabin differences are pretty minimal, with the latest
18i M Sport possessing a near-identical feeling of
quality, and either car can be bought with a six-speed
manual transmission (like our blue 35i) or an
automatic gearbox – as sported by the orange 18i.
Performance and economy are little affected by your
choice of transmission.
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Rear end grip levels on the road are reassuringly
high and, although the 35i E89 is less hardcore than
the previous E85 3.0i rag-top (and feels a tad heavier
than the latest 18i) it still dispatches sweeping B-roads
with aplomb. Road tax, though, is £290 a year and the
official combined consumption figure is 30.1mpg.

Number crunching
Our manual 2012 Z4 35i M Sport test car is in mint
condition and boasts a comprehensive spec including
Bluetooth hands-free, climate control, cruise control,
High Beam Assist, the Driver Comfort package, heated
front seats with full leather upholstery, rear Park
Distance Control, and full M Sport styling including
those tasty 19-inch alloys. This spec is typical of what
you will find at BMW dealerships. Priced at £19,466
you could simply buy this car outright or – like the
majority of buyers – put down a sensible deposit and
fund the rest of your purchase via BMW Finance. With
a £5000 deposit and 10.9 per cent APR this car

would cost you £265.90 over 36 months on a PCP
deal – assuming you kept to 15,000 miles a year. Put
down a bit more, say £7750, and you cut the
repayments to just £174.51 a month. You could then
buy the car at the end of three years by paying a
balance of £14,923.65, although most buyers won’t.

If you really want to own the car then we’d
recommend you buy it on HP Finance or with a bank
or building society loan – which may work out
cheaper. But research the rates available thoroughly,
always comparing the APR.

We estimate a car like this will lose around £7549
in depreciation over a notional three year’s ownership,
and when you factor in maintenance and servicing
costs, fuel costs, road tax and insurance you can
expect your Z4 35i M Sport Roadster to set you back
a total of around £553 per month over this time.

A brand-new Z4 18i M Sport Roaster in contrast will
be far more frugal, costing an estimated £675 less in
servicing and maintenance, £330 less to tax, £300

less to insure and a whopping £2597 less to fuel over
36 months. But that’s not the whole story. Buy a new
18i Roadster outright on HP or a loan (rather than
PCP) and your pride and joy could shed as much as
£14,973 in depreciation in three years – making the
total cost of owning a new Z4 18i M Sport £651 a
month. That’s £98 a month more than the Approved
Used 35i.

So if you’ve set your heart on the new Z4 then
you’d be wise to look at PCP instead, you won’t own
the car but you could finance it for around £390 a
month with a £10,859 deposit (at 5.9 per cent APR)
or just £311 a month if you could put down as much
as £13,430. And these monthly repayments will be
lower than HP or a bank loan.

Just be careful with that options list though, the
Valencia orange Z4 18i M Sport you see here for
instance actually packs a large number of optional
extras, including the Comfort pack (£2065), 19-inch
alloys (£575), Sport automatic transmission (£1895),
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the desirable Adaptive M Sport suspension (£660),
heated seats (£325), Adaptive headlights (£360) and
a £575 sound system upgrade. This little lot takes the
asking price from a standard £33,165 right up to an
eye-watering £41,365. And many Approved Used Z4
35i M Sport Roadsters will already have most of these
items fitted by their first owner.

Decision time 
With so few cosmetic differences between these pre-
and post-face-lifted Z4 Roadsters, styling plays almost
no part in any decision – but the gulf in performance
between these two is significant. So for those for
whom show is nothing without get up and go, an
Approved Used Z4 35i M Sport is pretty hard to resist.
There aren’t a huge number advertised for sale
though, so prospective buyers will need to be patient
and have a degree of flexibility about colour. But if
you can live with these compromises the six-cylinder
choice is the clear frontrunner. 

New Z4 sDrive18i M Sport vs Used Z4 sDrive35i M Sport
(New) sDrive18i (Used) sDrive35i

ENGINE: Four-cylinder, 16-valve, turbo Six-cylinder, 24-valve turbo 
CAPACITY: 1997cc 2979cc
MAX POWER: 156hp @ 5000rpm 306hp @ 5800rpm
MAX TORQUE: 177lb ft @ 1250-4400rpm 295lb ft @ 1300-5000rpm
0-62MPH: 7.9 seconds (8.1) 5.1 seconds
TOP SPEED: 137mph (136) 155mph
COMBINED ECONOMY: 41.5mpg (41.5) 30.1mpg
ESTIMATED DEPRECIATION: £14,973 £7549
MAINTENANCE AND SERVICING: £1980 £2655
FUEL COSTS: £5044 £7641 
ROAD TAX: £540 (CO² 159g/km) £870 (CO² 219g/km)
TYPICAL INSURANCE: £900 (group 34) £1200 (group 45)
TOTAL COST PER MONTH: £651 (averaged over 3 years) £553 (averaged over 3 years)

Costs estimated over three years at the time of writing, assuming 2016 VED rates and fuel costs and a similar purchase
price for a car covering 15,000 miles a year – insured by a 45-year-old project manager living in the Midlands

From almost all angles the Z4
Roadster has to be one the most

attractive contemporary sports cars
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Whether you would prefer to finance one on PCP
or buy the car outright, you will almost certainly
spend less than you would if you opted for a new Z4
sDrive 18i M Sport instead – as long as your annual
mileage isn’t exorbitant. However, you will miss out
on the pleasure of owning a brand-new BMW,
precisely spec’d with your own favourite options.

Choose the new 18i Roadster and you will be
paying for the privilege, however you opt to finance
the car. But the entry-level Z4 can still put a broad
smile on your face – despite possessing only half the
power of the 35i version. 

For certain buyers the decision will be a pretty easy
one, but for the majority of would-be Z4 owners it’s a
trickier choice – between two very impressive-looking
and well-equipped Roadsters. The latest 18i Z4 is
surprisingly rewarding to drive and in liberally
optioned M Sport guise lacks for little. But right now
an Approved Used Z4 sDrive 35i M Sport offers so
much more in terms of performance, kudos and
sheer value for money that we’d find it almost
impossible to resist. Buy one and we guarantee you
won’t be disappointed ●

THANKS TO:
All at Stratstone BMW Derby
(www.stratstonederbybmw.co.uk)
Adrian Flux Insurance Services
(www.adrianflux.co.uk)
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NOW ANYTIME CAN BE GO-TIME. 
K&N® high-flow air filters are designed to increase 
horsepower with up to 50% more airflow.
And with five-minute installation, better performance
doesn’t get much easier. Order yours online today.

KNFILTERS.COM SUPERIOR AIRFLOW. SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE.™

EVERYONE
LOVES THAT 
FAST CAR 
SMELL.
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Upping 
BMW’s Competition pack-equipped M3 has arrived but does it

justify the £3000 premium over the standard car?
Words: Bob Harper  Photography: Dave Smith

the Ante
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T
here’s something about the launch of a
new M3 that seems to encourage criticism
and every time a new version comes to
market there always seem to be those who
can’t wait to fire a salvo across its bows. We

won’t go through every single one of these, but the
E36 was criticised for not being an E30, the E92 was
initially lambasted for not being an E46 CSL and the
hardest challenge faced to-date has been for the
latest incarnation. For starters it’s turbocharged, which
hasn’t gone down well in some quarters, and some
folk are still struggling with the idea that the Coupé
version now goes under the M4 moniker.

While the new F8x M3 and M4 garnered much
praise on their international launch debuts – at a race
track and on roads that were warm, dry and relatively
well-surfaced – their reception in some quarters,
once subject to more in-depth tests in colder, damper
climes (i.e in the UK), have been less enthusiastic. It’s
probably fair to say that the car has split opinion –
some love its low-down torque-rich turbocharged
grunt, while others are blaming it for the lack of
traction, especially in lower gears in the cold and wet.
Others seem to put the blame down to a chassis that
perhaps lacks a little bit of ultimate control, or that’s
slightly lacking in finesse. You need the softer setting
for the dampers for our broken-up roads, yet when
pushing on it doesn’t provide enough body control,
yet the stiffer settings can have the wheels pattering
over the surface and losing traction again. The bottom

line is that the M3 or M4 can be a handful to drive
quickly in less than perfect conditions, but shouldn’t
that be part of the challenge of driving a powerful
rear-wheel drive sports coupé or saloon? Maybe it’s
simply a reflection on a generation of drivers who are
being brought up on point-and-squirt machinery
looked after by an electronic nanny that will intervene
when the driver’s talent level has been exceeded? Or
perhaps more to the point should you really be
driving that fast on a public road?

Those are probably discussions for another day,
but the fact of the matter is that BMW has already
launched a revised M3 and M4, or rather launched a
Competition package that can be spec’d when you
order your M3/4. This was a pretty successful move
on both the E46 and E92 M3s, although on these
two models the Comp pack was added towards the
end of these cars’ lives to help in re-establishing
interest in machines that were getting a little long in
the tooth. The current cars are still pretty youthful, so
it could be argued that the Competition package is a
bit of an early arrival.

Whether its arrival has been brought forward is a
moot point though, and quite frankly we doubt it –
these things tend to be planned years in advance –
but it’s here and after having done the best part of a
1000 miles in an M3 Competition we can report that
it’s actually rather good. The Competition pack costs
an additional £3000 on top of your M3 or M4 and it
has to be said that you do get an awful lot of kit for

your money. For the first time on this model the
Competition pack comes with a power upgrade – not
huge at an additional 19hp (bringing the total up to a
nice, rounded 450hp) – and while the torque output
remains the same at 406lb ft the additional grunt is
sufficient enough to bring the 0-62mph time down
by 0.1 seconds for both manual and M DCT-
equipped cars. Thus the headline figure for ‘our’ M3
with the DCT ‘box is now just 4.0 seconds. One of
the changes for the S55 straight-six is a new bedplate
design that’s been stiffened to cope with the
additional output and this modified bedplate will have
been fitted to all M3 and M4s from Mach production,
whether equipped with the Comp pack or not.

The most obvious external change to the M3 are
the fitment of a set of even larger alloys – Star-spoke
Style 666M as fitted to the M4 GTS but without the
lurid Acid orange highlights – and these measure
9x20-inches at the front and 10x20-inches at the rear
and are wrapped in 265/30 and 285/30 tyres front
and rear respectively. You’ve probably clocked that
our car isn’t fitted with these but we’ll get onto that in
a minute. To go with the wheel upgrade are a
comprehensive set of changes to the suspension
which features new springs, dampers and anti-roll
bars as well as recalibrated settings for both the
Active M Differential and the Dynamic Stability Control
in both the fully on and MDM settings. 

Other external distinguishing features include
kidney grilles and side gill covers finished in Individual
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high-gloss shadowline trim, and this extends to the
window surrounds, the mirrors bases and even the
M3 badge. The exhaust continues the dark theme
with tips in black chrome and the rear exhaust box to
which they’re attached has also come in for some
attention, being redesigned with a modified exhaust
flap arrangement to bring out more of the straight-
six’s vocal character. There are a couple of interior
upgrades too, but we’ll come to those in a minute.

Our first task for the car is to drive it back from
Geneva where it’s been ferrying journalists around at
the motor show and as a result it’s sitting on a set of
19-inch winter wheels equipped with winter rubber.
While this might not initially have seemed like the
best start as we’ll ideally be wanting to sample the
complete Competition package, it soon looks like an
inspired choice by BMW’s press folk as when we
spear off into the gloom on a late night dash back to
the UK the on-board computer is indicating that it’s
minus four and the snow is soon strobing across the
powerful LED lights ahead. In fact, in the week we
spent with the car the temperature didn’t rise much
over five degrees which made the tyre choice just
about perfect.

We did initially have concerns that the exhaust
might make the M3 a tiring companion on a long
haul back to London, but it’s perfectly judged – quiet
and unobtrusive when cruising, but deliciously vocal
as you sprint away from the Peage booths on the
French motorways, eliciting a delicious rumbling on

The suspension features
new springs, dampers 

and anti-roll bars
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every up-change. The temptation to simply keep the
throttle pinning to the floor and just flex your right
fingers to change up a cog every second or two until
you hit the speed limiter at 155mph is hard to bear
and it’s possible we might have strayed a smidgen
over the speed limit every now and then while doing
this, but France has such draconian speeding
penalties these days that the spectre of a colossal fine
and a driving ban really does focus the mind,
especially when travelling on your own. The possibility
of being stranded on an autoroute in the middle of
the night with an M3 for company and a French
copper telling you you can’t drive it any more just
doesn’t bear thinking about.

Thus it’s a pretty tedious slog which in no way is a
reflection on the M3, just simple circumstance.
Spending seven hours in the M3’s cockpit does,
however, allow you to become pretty familiar with its
fixtures and fittings. There’s lashings of gorgeous
carbon fibre trim in here and even under dim
ambient light conditions it exhibits a lovely lustre and
the leather-clad and hand-stitched dash looks superb
too, adding a touch of class to what would otherwise
be a large expanse of black plastic. The main change

for the Comp pack in the interior is the fitment of a
pair of lightweight front bucket seats which look
utterly sublime with high backs and extensive wings
to hold you in place. A nice touch is seat belts with
the M tricolours stitched into them in a subtle strip
along one edge. However, after a long time in the
saddle those seats do ultimately seem to be a little
lacking in lumbar support for your lower back and if
you’re broad of beam, especially across the
shoulders, you can feel like your upper back is being
a little pinched by the chairs. They’re more
comfortable than the fixed buckets in an E46 CSL,
but not quite as comfy as the normal M3 seats as far
as we’re concerned, but we should stress that this is
something you’re only likely to encounter if you’re a
larger-sized individual, and if you have a slightly
dodgy back the seats won’t do it any favours.

Once back in the UK and suitably rested it’s time
to get to grips with the M3 in a more challenging
environment. The blat back from Geneva has proved
that it can still be a very refined and, seats aside, a
comfortable and relaxing long distance cruiser. It also
returned a smidgen over 30mpg on the trip which is
pretty decent economy for a 450hp monster. But let’s

The way the front end resists
the temptation to understeer

makes the M3 a hugely
entertaining companion

M3 Competition
ENGINE: Twin-turbo, 24-valve, straight-six, Valvetronic,
double Vanos, direct injection
CAPACITY: 2979cc
BORE/STROKE: 84/89.6mm
COMPRESSION RATIO:10.2:1
MAX POWER: 450hp @ 7000rpm
MAX TORQUE: 406lb ft @ 1850-5500rpm
0-62MPH: 4.2 seconds (4.0)
50-75MPH (5th GEAR): 4.2 seconds (4.3)
TOP SPEED: 155mph (limited)
ECONOMY: 32.1mpg (M DCT 34.0)
EMISSIONS (CO²): 204g/km (194)
WEIGHT (DIN): 1535kg (1560)
WHEELS: Style 666M
FRONT: 9x20-inch
REAR: 10x20-inch
TYRES: Michelin Pilot Super Sport
FRONT: 265/30 ZR20
REAR: 285/30 ZR20
 PRICE (OTR): £59,595 (£62,240)
Figures in brackets refer to seven-speed M DCT
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face it if all your driving is going to long distance
motorway slogging you’d be much better off with a
320d. Presumably you bought an M3 to have a bit of
fun behind the wheel too, before cars with a human
steering them are banned to be replaced by
autonomously driven connected bubbles.

There’s no doubt that the M3 can still dole out the
driving thrills like few other machines. We don’t care
what anyone says about the latest M cars losing
some of their aural edge with the move to
turbocharging, they still sound pretty awesome to us,
even if the sound has a different character it’s not less
intoxicating. Those delicious baritone burbles are
there on the over run, and it’s tempting to accelerate
hard to the redline and then just back off to hear the
brooding symphony coming from the quad pipes.
The M DCT transmission is still a great piece of kit
with changes being of the seamless variety until

you’ve really put the hammer down when you can
still indulge in a bit of thumping between cogs if you
like that sort of thing – a momentary lift takes the
edge off the severity of the changes – the choice is
up to you.

But what of the extensive chassis revisions? We
certainly felt they made the M3 significantly more
confidence inspiring and even on winters the rear
end seemed to be much more connected with the
Tarmac. You can now tackle a set of challenging
corners without the feeling that the car is about to get
caught out by a sudden crest or dip and that the
suspension will need to catch up with the car’s body
before things are back under control again. The new
anti-roll bars seem to help here and the way the front
end resists the temptation to understeer makes the
M3 a hugely entertaining companion on a spirited
drive. Yes you can still have the DSC light dancing a

demented flamenco in the dash pod if you’re not
measured with your throttle inputs in the lower gears,
but the trick is to either change up the ‘box faster or
be more measured with your throttle inputs. It
remains one of our favourite ways to drive fast and
the chassis upgrades simply make it a slightly less
fraught experience. The optional carbon ceramic
stoppers fitted to our car are massively reassuring too,
offering stunning retardation when required.

We’re sure the naysayers will still be able to find
fault with the Competition pack-equipped M3 and
M4 though, but ignore them – BMW will never build
another E30 M3 – it’s time to move on and get over
it. For us, though, the Comp pack brings more aural
stimulation, a slightly different look and an enhanced
driving experience, especially when really pushing on
– at £3000 you could almost call it a bit of bargain.
Our only dilemma is which colour to choose… ●

 There’s no doubt that the M3 can
still dole out the driving thrills

like few other machines
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ALL THE LATEST GOINGS ON IN THE CLASSIC BMW WORLD

Classics

58

AC Schnitzer CS
Stunning E36 M3-based Convertible brought back to its best.66

Revisiting Buchloe’s
sublime take on the Z8:
the Alpina Roadster V8. 

Amelia Island Concours
Celebrating BMW’s centenary with a fine selection of classics.50

Phillip Island Classic
An amazing array of machinery at Australia’s premier classic event.72
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AMELIA ISLAND CONCOURS D’ELEGANCE

The Amelia Island Concours is one of the first great
car events of the season in the US. This year there
were plenty of BMWs there as well as a homage to

the great Hans Stuck who was reunited with an
array of some of the superb cars he’s driven 

over his illustrious career

FUN IN THE SUN
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C
elebrating its 20th running, the
Amelia Island Concours lit up the
Florida coast in March with a
wonderful array of classic cars,

attracting 30,000 enthusiastic visitors. This
year BMW Group Classic joined forces with
BMW North America and the BMW Car Club
of America to present a diverse and
fascinating selection of vehicles showcasing
100 years of the company’s existence.

The selection of rare vehicles started with
a 319 from the 1930s and continued
through such oddities as a Convertible Isetta
and an R 90 S motorbike, which was
launched in 1973 and had the distinction of
being the first motorcycle from the brand to
achieve a top speed in excess of 200km/h. 

The ’02 celebrates its 50th anniversary
this year and BMW brought along several
examples. The car actually started its life as
the 1600 before it gained the ’02 moniker
and by the time it bowed out after an 
11-year production run, more than 860,000
had been produced. To celebrate its life
BMW brought along a rare (in the US)
2002tii, an Alpina 2002ti and two
Convertibles – one full version and the other
a Baur. These were some of the rarest of
‘02s; only 2000 Baurs were produced and
just 200 full Convertibles.

There’s a tradition of a ‘Cars and Coffee’
meeting at Amelia Island and this year plenty
of vehicles were registered by private owners
for the Concours d’Elegance. Entrants
included a 2002 turbo, a 3/15 convertible
DA2 dating from 1930, and some of BMW’s
most iconic machinery – such as the 328,
the 507 and the M1.

Another highlight this year was a
commemoration of the sporting
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AMELIA ISLAND CONCOURS D’ELEGANCE

achievements of German racing driver Hans-
Joachim Stuck. A large selection of racing cars
were exhibited under the title: ‘The Cars of
Hans-Joachim Stuck’. These were the vehicles
Hans Stuck – now 65 years old – drove as a
full-blooded racing driver when he achieved his
spectacular successes in different classes on the
race track. These included a 700, which
‘Strietzel’ Stuck associates with some very
special memories. When he was just nine years
old, he went with his father, Hans Stuck, to
driver training sessions where he was privileged
to gather some early experiences at the wheel
of a twin-cylinder sports car driving on a
cordoned-off stretch of track. Stuck raced in his
first competition at the age of 18, behind the
wheel of a 2002 on the Nürburgring where just
one year later he won the 24-hour race. 

There were several 3.0 CSLs on show, which
brought him victory in the 12-hour Sebring race
and created a sensation at the American IMSA
series in 1975 with Stuck at the wheel. Other
BMWs closely associated with Stuck were also in
attendance – an M1 Procar in which he tasted
victory in 1979, a Jägermeister 635CSi, one of
his F2 cars, an E46 M3 GTR, and the X5 Le
Mans in which he managed to lap the ‘Ring in
7:49.92 minutes in 2001 ●
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CLASSIC AUCTIONS

Under the
Hammer The auction season’s hotting up – here’s our latest

roundup of what’s currently being paid for classic BMWs

Do you remember the globe-
trotting M1 we featured in these
pages last month? One owner and
just 13,480km from new? It had a
big estimate of over $500,000 but
in the event it failed to sell. 

The M1’s definitely on the up,
but quite how far it’s going to go is
hard to tell… Coys is selling the
first road-going example at Techno
Classica – so maybe that one will
go for top dollar?

Auctions America,
Fort Lauderdale

There were several BMWs at CCA’s spring sale and, as
ever, the company had an eclectic mix of machinery
which found new owners. 

An extensively recommissioned 175k-mile E34 M5
3.8 wasn’t entirely original but sold for £7700 while a
tidy-looking 105k-mile E24 628CSi (dating from 1986)
made £4400, which looked like good value even if the
model isn’t as coveted as the larger-engined examples.
An E30 320i also looked to be a good buy at £2310,
despite its Luxor beige paint with a beige interior, four
doors and an auto ‘box.

Z3 M Coupés have already taken off in value and
while they don’t have quite such a following the
Roadsters make an excellent machine, doubly so if
you’re partial to a bit of wind-in-the-hair motoring. A
41k-mile Imola example made £15,400. Last up at
CCA was an E38 750iL… perhaps not a classic yet but
in the future, who knows? This one was lovely – fully
kitted-out, in great condition, it looked like an awful lot
of metal for your money at £8690.

Classic Car Auctions (CCA), March sale
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There weren’t a large number of BMWs at Silverstone Auctions’ Race Retro sale but the ones that were there were pretty top-
notch. The sale was split into two parts, the first for competition cars and the second for road-going machines. In the former
category a lovely 2002tii Group 2 Touring Car found a new home for £32,060. The car first raced in Group 1 in 2011 before
being converted into Group 2-spec, and with a Lester Owen 240hp engine, a rebuilt five-speed ‘box and a new LSD it looked
like it was ready to do battle in classic races once again. With a rebuild cost of £80k it looked like a bit of a bargain.

In the road-going sale BMW was represented by a pair of M3s – one an E30 Cecotto and the other a Sapphire black E46
CSL. The E30 was a fine Misano red example that had been in the same ownership for 16 years and has had plenty of
attention lavished upon it, including a full respray. It had covered 125k miles and sold for a pretty steep £42,750 including
buyer’s premium. Are the other special edition E30s going to go the same way as Sport Evos? The CSL wasn’t a desperately
low mileage machine either, having covered nigh on 61k miles but with prices for really low mileage minters apparently
moving towards the £100k mark this one still looked a little expensive to us at £52,470, again including buyer’s premium.

Just the solitary BMW at Historics’
sale in March but it did look to be
a pretty sublime one – a 1985
M635CSi, finished in dark blue
with the rare genuine Recaro seats
finished in black leather. 

It had been in the hands of one
owner for the past 22 years and
had covered 121k miles and
looked stunning on a set of Style 5
cross-spoke alloys. The car’s pre-
sale estimate was £16,000-
£20,000 but on the day it only
managed to secure a bid of
£15,300. Considering that some of
these cars are currently being
advertised for over twice this
figure, it looked like a good buy
but perhaps proves that the
investors are looking for genuinely
low mileage examples.

There were two machines from
Bonhams that caught our eye
on offer at Amelia Island: an
E24 M635CSi and an E52 Z8. 

The former had just two
owners from new and less
than 100k miles on its
odometer, fully backed by a large history
file. These M6s were more plentiful than
UK examples with 1767 having been
made. This Zinnobar red example
fetched $20,900 (£14,600) including
buyer’s premium which made it look
like a bit of a bargain to UK buyers.

The Z8 was actually imported to the
US in December 2001 as one of the
2543 US-spec Z8s but didn’t actually get sold to its first owner until August
2003 – we’re guessing potential owners weren’t flocking to buy them! With
less than 12,000 miles showing and fully backed by its history this Z8
looked to be well priced when the hammer fell at $187,000 (£130,700)
including the buyer’s premium.

Not a single road-going BMW at this sale but we
thought we’d still flag this one up. Can’t afford the
mega-bucks genuine 328s are currently selling for?
Then maybe you could have bought this for your
offspring – a 328 children’s car powered by a 6.5hp
four-stroke engine. Measuring 2.25 metres long it

would be a great machine to punt up and down the
drive, assuming your drive resembles that of Lord
March. It was sold with proceeds going to a spina
bifida charity so that no doubt inflated the price paid,
but $27,600 (£19,300) still seemed like a lot of
money for a toy!

Historics at Brooklands,
March sale

Bonhams,
Amelia Island

Silverstone Auctions, Race Retro

RM Auctions, Amelia Island
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1961 700
The diminutive two-cylinder 700 as
it was raced to third place in the
1961 British Empire Trophy Race at
Silverstone by Herbert Linge. A fine
Minichamps 1:43 scale model.
Price: £34

1976 3.0 CSL
The ASPM Tanday Music 3.5-engined CSL as raced at Le Mans in 1976 by
Jean-Claude Justice and Jean Bélin. The team retired following headgasket

failure on lap 128. A fine 1:43 scale Spark model.

I
f you’re planning a trip to Munich then make sure
you leave yourself additional time to visit BMW’s
special exhibition at the BMW Museum – located
just below the four-cylinder building and next to

the BMW Welt and the Munich Plant. 
The Museum is now bringing this century of

company history alive in an exhibition entitled ‘100
Masterpieces. BMW Group – 100 years of innovative
strength and entrepreneurial courage’. The exhibition
will run until September 2017, giving visitors the
opportunity to find out about the most important
vehicles, motorsport successes and information
about company decisions made by the BMW Group.
The new exhibition provides exciting insights into the
historical development and mobility history from
1916 to 2016. It uses selected ‘masterpieces’ to
take visitors through the individual eras of the past
century up to the present day.

If you’re planning a visit then also make sure you
download the BMW Museum app – available as a
free download for both Apple and Android devices –
which will guide you through the museum.

100th
Birthday
Celebrations
at the BMW Museum

Classic Models
1987 E30 M3
The Garage du Bac M3 E30 raced to third place at
the 1987 WTCC Spa Francorchamps 24-hour race in
the hands of Fabien Giroix, Pascal Fabre and Bernard
de Driver. This is a very collectible 1:43 scale special
edition model from Ixo.
Price: £30
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L
ate summer, 2003, Nottingham. A different
time, a different world, a different job. I
might be making this sound overly nostalgic,
given we’re only talking about 13 years ago
but in many ways the pace of change in the

21st century does make the early 2000s feel like a
different era in retrospect. Take BMW. Back on that
sunny day I’m referencing above, the company’s line-
up ran thus: Three, Five, Seven, X5, Z4. The 6 Series
was on the way but it wasn’t in showrooms. That list
doesn’t, of course, include the MINI, which was still
only a three-door hatch at that point, but it’s clear to
see that the current widespread diversification of the
Munich fleet had not yet begun to take effect.

Actually, I’m missing a car out of the 2003 roll call
of honour and that’s the Z8, one of BMW’s largely
forgotten vehicles. A glorious mix of the cutting edge
(aluminium space frame chassis, 4.9-litre V8 from the

Think this is a BMW Z8? Think
again! It’s the even rarer Alpina
Roadster V8, but it might just
be the car the Z8 should have
been in the first place…
Words: Matt Robinson
Photography: Max Earey

The Other
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contemporary M5) shoehorned into that indulgently
classical body (designed to evoke the 1950s 507
Roadster) it rather spectacularly missed its target
because it didn’t appeal to flame-surfaced petrolheads
wanting the latest Bangle designs, nor did its six-speed
manual gearbox and rather aggressive manner coerce
historic car buyers into shelling out for it. Almost 6000
of them were made, which suggests that BMW would
argue the Z8 was an unqualified success, but we can’t
help feeling that without a largely underwhelming
appearance in the Pierce Brosnan-era James Bond
film franchise (it basically did bugger all before getting
cut in half longitudinally with a helicopter-mounted
buzzsaw), BMW’s most opulent roadster would have
fared worse on the global markets. It needed to be a
little more laid-back, a little more comfortable to ride
in. It needed an automatic gearbox option. In short, it
needed to be more like the Alpina Roadster V8.

Which is the reason I’m banging on about
Nottingham in the days when England’s cricket team
were still desperately searching for an Ashes series
victory, when Gareth Gates was (shudder) a force to
be reckoned with in the charts, and when Tony Blair
was midway through his second term as Prime
Minister. Because, lucky sod that I am, I was in the
biggest city in the East Midlands that day in order to
drive an Alpina Roadster V8 when it was new. It was
car 47 of 555 and it was Sytner’s demonstrator,
finished in Stratus grey with a light-coloured leather
interior. It was utterly glorious and, as cars go, rarer
than rare. Sure, 555 might not seem the most limited
of production runs but 450 of the Roadster V8s were
destined for the US, another 75 remained in mainland
Europe, 20 headed east to Japan, and the final ten
were allocated to the UK – although rumour suggests
only eight of these actually sold. I drove that 2003 UK

car and thought it was magical. I was also convinced
I’d never, ever get to have a go in one again.

Cut to a cold moorland road somewhere between
Bradford and Hebden Bridge, early 2016. And to my
surprise, I’m in a 2003 model year Alpina Roadster V8
once more. This time, naturally, it is not new, but it
might as well be – the example I’m in has covered a
scant 15,000 miles in its 13-year life and it feels as
tight as the proverbial percussion instrument. The
mellifluous 4.8 up front is burring away, responding
with decent haste to throttle inputs and shoving the
‘modern classic’ forward with real intensity. The Alpina
Switchtronic gearbox isn’t unduly hesitant or struggling
to find the right cog for the job, while its quaint, hand-
stitched ‘+’ and ‘–’ buttons on the steering wheel
prompt shifts as and when you need them. It feels
good to be back in the saddle. Actually, scratch that; it
feels superb. It seems this most curious of Alpinas has
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Left: Auto transmission lever is a
surprise addition to the Z8’s interior
Right: Trademark Alpina blue 
dials and neat gear indicator 
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retained all of its allure, and then some.
And that undiminished appeal brings us onto

another area where 2003 again feels like a different
era. Back then, the brand-new Roadster V8 was
around £6000 more expensive than the 400hp Z8,
costing £86,000 in the UK. Time, though, has done
funny things to the values. The BMW Z8 has become
something of a collector’s piece, despite everything,
with values sky-rocketing past the original purchase
price. So imagine what has happened to the financial
status of a car of which just 555 were made. This one,
in the more traditional Titanium silver so many Z8s
are seen in, is No.116, a machine which has spent its
pampered life cloistered away in a collection over in
the US. Imported back here by those connoisseurs of
fine automotive exotica, Kahn Design, it is now up for
sale – with a previous owner on the logbook and
15,000 miles on the clock – for practically three times
its original value. You’ll get a fiver change from
£240,000 if you want to buy it. Wow.

It is an astonishing market performance for a less
well-known example of an often-overlooked BMW
model. But maybe there’s a wider appreciation for its
deliberately retro looks nowadays. Put it this way, in

about four hours in the Roadster V8’s company for
our photoshoot, we had the full gamut of public
response: young kids on the roadside gawped and
even applauded as it trundled past (maybe the ‘OO
77’ numberplate helped); one bloke in a garage was
convinced it was a modern re-creation; another was
astonished when we told him that the Alpina was
from 2003, not 1963. 

Yet it cannot be denied that the Roadster V8, and
by extension the Z8 on which it is based, is a
gorgeous car. That long bonnet, those sweeping
haunches, the slender rear light clusters – it’s a design
where you can really enjoy spending a long time
simply drinking in the details. For what it’s worth,
Alpina didn’t do a lot to BMW’s basic shape. You’ll
notice there’s no branded ‘cow-catcher’ spoiler
adorning the Roadster’s face, nor are there side skirts
or a revised rear bumper. The V8 actually wears a lot
of BMW roundels, on its bootlid, side gills and at the
pointiest bit of the sharp prow. The biggest giveaways
that you’re not dealing with your common or garden
Z8 are the Alpina legend on the Roadster’s rump and
those 20-spoke alloys – not cotton-reels, in this
instance, but rims with five clusters of four spokes

each. When driving No.47 back in 2003, I was told by
Sytner’s then-representative that fitting spoilers to the
Roadster V8 would have been “like putting a
moustache on the Mona Lisa”. What was true then
remains valid now.

Linked to the lack of a bodykit, the biggest change
Buchloe made to the Z8 was one you cannot see,
with the E39 M5 drivetrain of the regular car replaced
by one of Alpina’s own making. A 4.8-litre V8
developing 381hp (down 19hp on the Z8) and 383lb
ft (up 14lb ft on the Z8, and crucially peak torque is
available at lower revs in the Roadster V8, too), it was
mated to Alpina’s five-speed Switchtronic automatic.
That last detail alone is what made the Roadster
infinitely more appealing in the US than the manual-
only Z8. But what has all this got to do with spoilers?
Well, although the Alpina is slightly slower on
acceleration than the Z8, clocking the 0-62mph sprint
in 5.3 seconds compared to 4.7 for the BMW, it has a
higher top speed of 166mph against the Z8’s
155mph limited maximum. However, the Alpina could
go faster still, but aerodynamic lift beyond 166mph
means that a rear spoiler would be needed – and
we’re back at square one in terms of disrupting the

You’ll get a fiver change from £240,000
if you want to buy it. Wow.
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Below: Alpina 4.8-litre V8 is a jewel
and really suits the car’s character

Right: Plenty of modern/retro details
and a smattering of Alpina badges

BMW Alpina Roadster V8
ENGINE: Alpina V8, DOHC, 32-valve
CAPACITY: 4837cc
MAX POWER: 381hp @ 5800rpm
MAX TORQUE: 383lb ft @ 3800rpm
0-62MPH: 5.3 seconds
TOP SPEED: 166mph (limited)
ECONOMY: 21.4mpg
PRICE: £86,000(2003), £239,995 (today)
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Roadster V8’s delicate exterior lines.
The fantastic interior is much the same story of

restraint. No.116 has black leather, which is practical,
and again the Alpina changes are subtle. The
trademark blue dials are in place, complete with the
little gear indicator directly in front of the driver, while
there’s an Alpina-branded centre boss on the
exquisite three-spoke steering wheel, which also
features the green-and-blue stitching of Buchloe.
Other than that, it’s the same as a Z8, Switchtronic
gear lever notwithstanding. Again, this is no bad thing,
because the Z8 used bespoke switchgear that you
won’t find in any other BMW – such as the rocker
switches for the electric windows, the slender silver
stalks on the steering column, and the rotary dials for
the climate controls. About the only familiar button
you’ll spot is the heated seat switch, sequestered

away next to your thigh on the centre console.
That 4.8 is worth looking at in closer detail. A

double overhead-cam 32-valve V8 of 4837cc, it is a
development of the Alpina 4.6 – and, yes, these are
the same pair of motors that Buchloe famously ‘gave
back’ to BMW as a present, for use in the ‘iS’-badged
performance variants of the original X5. With an
aluminium block and head, Bosch Motronic engine
management, a revised crank with a 93mm bore and
89mm stroke, Mahle pistons and an Alpina exhaust
system, it managed to develop its peak outputs
without resorting to forced induction. All right, the
specific output of 79hp-per-litre might be a touch
leisurely, but the way it goes about its business is
anything but. Even in a world where hot hatches can
do 0-62mph in 4.2 seconds, the 1615kg Roadster V8
still feels acceptably punchy.

Alpina’s final alterations came in terms of the
handling. Buchloe chose to soften off the Z8, fitting its
own dampers and springs with gentler rates in both
instances. However, beefier anti-roll bars front and
rear ensured that the handling didn’t go to pot. And,
to an extent, Alpina worked its customary magic. Fire
up the engine with the plain black leather starter
button to the right of the wheel and it turns over with
a creamy roar. Slot into ‘D’, release the brake and the
Roadster V8 oozes off down the road in a charming,
cultured manner. It’s a doddle to drive and despite
20-inch rubber of 255/35 aspect front and 285/30
rear, the ride is sumptuous. I remember No.47 rode
well, but not as smoothly as this. Maybe sports cars of
today, adjustable dampers and all, still can’t flatten out
imperfections as well as these cars of, er, yesteryear.

The steering is another area which deserves credit,
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as it’s full of weight and feel from the off. It would
appear it hasn’t been Americanised beyond all reason.
Stoke the 4.8 up and the Alpina will pick up its skirts
and hustle, although it’s a GT first and foremost.
Under harder cornering the rear axle tries to skip and
jump on bumpier surfaces, while during this style of
driving the steering feels a touch slow on the uptake.
Point-and-squirt would be the better approach to
adopt when pushing the Roadster V8 quickly, rather
than trying to eke every last ounce out of it as the last
of the late brakers. Nevertheless, however No.116
was being conducted, it felt as good as new – no
undue squeaks, rattles or groans were to be heard,
and all of its major controls felt cohesive and taut.

Is there anything negative to note? Yes, we couldn’t
get the hard-top off. The tool was there and all the
locking bolts moved smoothly enough, but our guess
is that its previous owner never once removed the
hard-top and, as a result, it’s a little too attached to
the windscreen’s header rail. A little bit of care and
attention in Kahn’s workshop will see that right in a
jiffy. Apart from that, it’s a clean bill of health. Not only
does No.116 feel mechanically sound but the interior
is absolutely flawless, as if it has never been used.
Slightly more than a decade might not be the most

challenging period to keep a vehicle in time warp
condition but that doesn’t mean we shouldn’t be
commending the Alpina’s former owner for having
done so.

In short, then, this is your best chance of owning
an as-new Alpina Roadster V8. But should you splash
out a quarter of a million on such a machine? That’s
trickier. It remains a sublime GT, with its bespoke
interior, svelte appearance and that wonderful Alpina
drivetrain. But £240,000 gets you a lot of choice in
the car world these days and for all the things the
Roadster V8 excels at, a supercar it ain’t. Kahn’s
people reckon it will become part of a larger
collection, where it will be the fifth, sixth or maybe
even 20th addition to a rich person’s horde. That
sounds about right to us. Whoever buys it, though, is
getting something magnificent, out-of-the-ordinary and
from a completely different era of car building. Even if
that era is 2003 ●

CONTACT:
Kahn Design
Tel: 01274 749999
Website: wwwkahndesign.com

Stoke the 4.8 up and the Alpina will pick 
up its skirts and hustle, although 
it’s a GT first and foremost
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Over the years AC Schnitzer has produced some wonderful machines
and this super-rare CS Convertible ranks as one of its greats
Words and photography: Matt Richardson

W
hen Lee Edwards was offered a sorry
looking 1997 AC Schnitzer CS for
restoration he didn’t believe it was a
genuine factory car, but curiosity got the
better of him and he came home with

one of the rarest of BMWs.
Having worked his way up from an apprentice to master

technician with Barons BMW in Hindhead, Lee thought he
had seen everything BMW had to offer, but he’d never
come across an AC Schnitzer-built E36 CS Convertible.
BMW main dealers could supply individual parts and a
colleague had built a CS copy from an M3 using the
Schnitzer catalogue, so Lee assumed this car to be a
similar aftermarket build.

Lee was selling a 1999 GT2 M3 to a collector across the
country in Gloucestershire who was keen to sell his CS to
someone who understood what it was and could renovate
it. However, thinking it wasn’t anything special, Lee wasn’t

keen, until an email exchange with Chris Stevenson at
BMW UK brought interesting news. Not only was the Dakar
yellow M3 a genuine AC Schnitzer car, it was one of only
three production cars. Suddenly it became a far more
interesting project to Lee and a deal was done.

Looking through the paperwork, the first owner was
Robert Britt, then managing director of Norwich Union. Lee
wrote him to try and learn more about the car’s history.
Robert phoned Lee soon after receiving the letter. “Do you
know it’s the first one?” Robert asked. Not only did Robert’s
recollections prove it to be a genuine car but the
‘Produktions-no-001’ plaque was indeed telling the truth.
Just one car was completed prior to this, the black left-
hand drive prototype car used in Schnitzer’s brochure
photography, and later two Estoril Blue cars were built for
the same customer, one in 1997 and another in 1999.

Mr Britt had ordered the new M3 Convertible from
Chandlers of Hailsham, choosing black Nappa leather with

66 BMWcar
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rear headrests and polished burr walnut dash
cappings, and specifying the BMW advanced
loudspeaker system, automatic air conditioning and a
fully automatic hood for the soft-top. In June 1997
the fresh M car rolled off the BMW production line
straight to AC Schnitzer where Dirk Lohr and Frank
Breuer, named on that same plaque beneath the
handbrake, rebuilt the M3 into a CS. 

The AC Schnitzer CS (or ‘Coupé Silhouette’)
objective has always been to reinterpret and enhance
the shape of the BMW bodywork. To save weight
standard panels came off and carbon fibre front and
rear bumpers, a bootlid, wide-body front wings and
rear quarter panels were fitted, dramatically altering
the appearance of the car and allowing wider 9x17-
inch wheels to be fitted to the front and 10x17s at
the back. In the context of the period, these
alterations alone were exotic enough to justify the
increased price tag above the cost of a standard M3
cabriolet. More traditional materials went into the
aerodynamic colour-coded, heated side mirrors and
front and rear spoilers, which the brochure claimed
improved downforce at both ends of the car, while
side skirts visually link the wider wings and give the
car a more aggressive look.

In the cabin touch points were given a more
special, tactile feel. The Alcantara-covered three-spoke
steering wheel is lovely to hold, while the handbrake
handle and gearstick knob are of aluminium. All three

items are branded with the AC Schnitzer logo. The
gearshift has been changed out for a short-shift
mechanism for sharper, quicker changes.

Under the car an even more sporting, focused
suspension setup was installed, lowering the car by
30mm and adding adjustable dampers. The large
bore twin-exit exhaust went on with uplifted tips and
a carbon fibre strut brace bolted between the
suspension turrets in the engine bay. The finished car
finally reached its first owner on 20 August 1997.

With an owner who is still exited about the car
years after selling it, it’s safe to assume that as a new
car the CS was cosseted and well cared for, but later
life was less kind. Not being recognised for what it
was, falling foul of the boy racer fraternity, being
fiddled with, neglected and generally living on the
wrong side of the tracks during that awkward period
cars go through between being a valuable new car
and an appreciating classic or collector’s car, the CS
fell into disrepair. Thankfully the BMW structure and
mechanical components were well-made and
survived this period.

At some point the car was hit on the rear quarter
and declared a Category C uneconomical write off.
This was not because the damage was severe but
because at the time AC Schnitzer was not able to
supply a new carbon fibre quarter panel. Fortunately
one later became available and the bodywork was
put back as it should be.
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“In order for special BMWs like this to 
hold their value they really have to be original – 

even if the original spec seems odd to us today!”
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Knowing how rare the car is, Lee set out on a
mission to bring the car back to its original
specification and to as good as (or better than) new
condition. Fortunately for Lee, when it arrived the
expensive job of respraying the CS in the correct
Dakar yellow had been done and to a high standard,
although the body side rubbing strips had also been
painted, so these had to be stripped back to bare
black textured plastic to get back to the original look.

With his professional BMW master technician’s eye
and experience, Lee could see the quality of the
repairs. “You can’t see which corner has been
repaired,” he says as we walk around the car. His
experience also means he can spot inaccuracies
others would miss. “It had a CS front bumper but the
oil cooler vent had been filled in, so I had to cut that
out and paint it.” And you can be sure the car has all
the correct nuts, bolts and fixings whether they are
visible or not

Luckily, although the car had been stripped for
paint, most of the rare and expensive parts were
present. For example, the titanium aircraft fuel filler
cap would have cost £900 to replace. The one
significant thing that had gone missing was the
Schnitzer-branded carbon fibre strut brace but after
an extensive search one was finally found through a

BMW forum. It is unclear who painted the 17-inch
split-rim wheels green, or indeed why, so even
without nearly two decades’ worth of kerb rash they
had to be taken apart and refurbished. Now they look
immaculate, sparkling in their 255/40/17 and
275/35/17 Continental Sport Contact SSR tyres.

The soft-top fabric was tatty and needed recovering
but the build sheet stated that the car left Munich
with a fully automatic roof, so the upgrade had to
happen. Lee bought the correct black fabric and the
frame was covered by an ex-Baron’s friend at Bailey
Automotive. “There aren’t many people I’d trust with
a job like that,” said Lee. 

His quest for originality continued inside. The
interior was removed from the car and it was clear to
see the wiring loom had been cut and the expensive
original amplifier and speakers removed in order to fit
aftermarket audio. Paul Butt from Guildford-based
company In Car Technology (ICT) repaired the wiring
and replaced the amplifier and speakers with
upgraded BMW-spec components. One of the most
surprising finds was a period-correct old stock Sigma
alarm system, which was fitted by Paul. It may not be
as advanced as a modern alarm but it does mean
Lee has an accurate ‘90s-look fob on his keyring and
the siren under the bonnet has the authentic look

and sound of when the car was new.
The black Nappa leather interior was in need of

some attention. Lee had to retrim the rear bench
himself. The front seats and trim panels were in good
enough condition to be recoloured by Trim Doctor
Dave Briggs and look lightly broken in rather than
nearly 20 years old. 

One area where Lee wasn’t sure what to do was
with the burr walnut dash trim. It had been replaced
with black cappings which Lee felt suited the car’s
colour and character far better but the build sheet
specified walnut. “I didn’t want to do it but it wouldn’t
be original unless it went back to how it was. In order
for special BMWs like this to hold their value they
really have to be original – even if the original spec
seems odd to us today!” With this in mind, a new set
was ordered and fitted.

After two-and-a-half-years of research, part sourcing
and hard work the restoration is now complete. It will
also soon be up for sale in Barons’s showroom. Lee
explains: ”Although my children will be disappointed,
the car is almost too good to be used regularly. It
deserves proper storage and should be preserved in
a collection.” And what next for Lee? Don’t worry,
Something else will be in the workshop soon –
almost certainly with an M badge on it! ●
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I
t’s a fairly simple recipe: take over 500 of the
world’s best classic and historic racing cars, give
them the run of a famous race track, throw in some
excellent static displays, and allow the public access
to everything for a very reasonable sum. The end

result – the Phillip Island Classic Festival of
Motorsport – is an event Australian racing legend John
Bowe (two-times Bathurst 1000 winner and
champion in multiple other categories) calls “the best
weekend of motorsport in the world”. 

Now, some might think that a big call, but the hard

work the Victorian Historic Racing Register (VHRR)
puts in each year, along with the dedication of the
other volunteers, means that Classic is always
impeccably run and very welcoming. Combine that
with the incredible seaside views and sheer speed
Phillip Island provides, and it’s no wonder people
travel from interstate and even overseas to attend. 

Key examples of this dedication this year included
Brits Andrew and Margaret Wareing, who shipped their
ex-Hill, Ginther and Stewart BRM 216 and ex-Jones
Williams FW06 over, Lilo Zicron in one of three US-

based Lola T70s, several New Zealand F5000s
(creating the biggest field in Australia in decades), the
famous turquoise ‘Gotcha’ E-Type and a McLaren M8F,
piloted by German Rhea Stauffer and Brit Andy
Newall, respectively. 

Of course, for BMW fans, the most exciting news
was the impressive line-up of Bavarian metal, as the
Classic was the first international event after the
brand’s 100th birthday, and many cars, both racing
and on static display, came along specifically to help
celebrate the occasion. 

The Phillip Island Classic is like
an antipodean version of
Goodwood and in BMW’s
centenary year there were plenty
of Bavaria’s finest taking part
Words and photography: Chris Nichollsin  Style

Celebrating

Above: E30 M3 with a
stunning backdrop 

Right: BRM at speed 
Far right: Stunning 

McLaren M8E 
Below: JPS E30 and 
Mobil 1 Group A M3
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The headline act was definitely the largest ever
group of JPS cars assembled in one place, thanks to
five Group A E30 M3s (six if you count the ex-JPS
Mobil 1 entry), two Group A E30 325is, four Group C
635CSis, including patron of the meeting Jim
Richards’ dual Australian Touring Car Championship-
winning example and his wide-body Group C model,
and five road car JPS special editions turning up. Of
the racers, all bar two of the E30s and two of the
635s competed as well, giving fans the chance to see
and hear these legendary machines in action. 

The M1 from the Bowden
Collection was the 

star of the weekend 
Right: Wonderful Group 5 

E21 and E30 M3

Above: JPS racers at rest with
Benson and Hedges M3

This image: Ex-Alan 
Jones Williams FW06
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All the black and gold legends were joined on track
by even more classic BMW racers, with three other
Group A M3s (a Warsteiner Schnitzer, a Mark Petsch
car from NZ and the ex-JTCC Asahi Kiko Evo), two
2002s in the Historic Touring Cars Under 3.0-litres
class, a 635CSi in Regularity Division Two and of
course, the stunning Ecurie Bowden M1 Procar – the
only one in Australia. Freshly restored last year, and
undergoing a transaxle rebuild prior to the event, the
Classic was the first time it had really raced in anger

since its arrival from Japan, and it wowed spectators –
many of whom had never seen one in the metal –
with its beautiful shape and howling F1-like scream. It
was clearly the most popular car at the event, too,
even if sharing its garage with the equally stunning ex-
Vic Elford McLaren M8E (named ‘Matey’ by its
Australian owner) might have partially explained the
constant crowd around its garage over the weekend.  

During breaks in on-track BMW action, you could
still get your fill thanks to static displays in two

separate areas. The first, inside the expo hall, housed
the aforementioned four-car JPS racer group, as well
as a Benson and Hedges Group A Evo and the 1938
328 we featured in our February issue, while the
second, out on the adjoining grass area next to the
main straight, included a fantastic gathering of road
cars from the BMW Car Club of Victoria. Ranging from
older metal like a 3.0CSi and 2002s to newer cars like
SouthernBM’s M235i from the January issue and one
of only 15 E36 M3Rs, there was a clear reason why

There was a superb
collection of BMW road
cars in attendance and

the BMW Car Club of
Victoria rightly won the

best club display
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the club won ‘Best club stand of the weekend’. 
As for how the BMWs went on track, the results

covered the gamut, as you might expect from such
a large number of cars. The most successful entrant
was, unsurprisingly, Jim Richards in his wide-body
635. Painstakingly restored by Peter Sturgeon in
Richards’ native New Zealand and shipped over for
the event, this Group C monster consistently nailed
podiums, despite lagging in terms of straight line
grunt compared to the Sierra RS500 and R32 GT-R

Above: E24 JPS Six and 
a brace of E30s at rest 
in the pits 
Left: Penrite Oils’ wonderful
328 was one of the stars of
the indoor static displays

How’s that for rare? One
of only 15 E36 M3 Rs
made exclusively for 
the Australian market
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it battled with. In the second race on Saturday,
Richards even caught both cars napping on the 
first lap and pulled a dive-bomb manoeuvre into 
turn four to lead the race for a couple of laps, 
proving that even at 68, Richards is still one of the 
best drivers in Australia. 

The rest of the Group C and A BMWs ended up
spread throughout the pack, with most running fairly
high up the order in each race, but some hanging
back due to either performance differences to the
leaders (the two JPS 325is) or the fact they were still
dialling in the setup (the Asahi Kiko E30).

In the Historic Touring Cars Under 3.0-litres class,

the two 2002s basically sat mid-pack and battled it
out between themselves for much of the weekend.
Each gained the upper hand at various points, but
unfortunately, Gabriel Digenis’ red and silver machine
had to retire late on Saturday and couldn’t get back
out on Sunday. 

Stepping down to the more sedate Regularity
Division Two class, Tasmanian William Townshend in
his 635 seemed to have trouble adjusting to the
circuit, only getting close to his nominated 2.07 time
in the last event, but no doubt he’ll be back to
improve things in the future.  

As for the M1, driver Chris Bowden was never

going to push it hard on its first competitive outing
since restoration, but he did settle in quickly and was
gaining pace towards the end of the event. Even a
wide-body E-Type blowing its engine in front of him
on Saturday, coating the car in oil, didn’t stop his crew
cleaning things up to enjoy Sunday’s running. 

Overall, you couldn’t ask for a better way to kick off
BMW’s 100th birthday celebrations. Die-hard fans of
all ages got to enjoy an enormous range of Bavarian
metal, both resting and in full attack mode, and newer
fans got to learn more about the brand’s vast and
impressive heritage. Let’s hope the next 100 years are
as memorable as the first ●

Above: Ex-Alan Jones Lola 
THL1-F1 sounded awesome 

Right: The calm before the storm –
Duncan McKellar in the 

McLaren M8E on the grid 

Above left: Aussie Touring
Car legend, Jim Richards

Right: Monster arch
extensions on his JPS E24 
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Above: Glorious Asahi Kiko E30 M3 in motion
Left: Jim Richards in the cockpit of his E24
Below: JPS E30 M3 and a fantastic 
selection of machinery in the pits

Left: Can you imagine the noise?
Sublime group of sports race cars
take to the grid 
Below: Lovely ’02 had some 
great dices on track
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We take a closer at performance disc brakes,
the way they work, and how and why different

upgrades will improve your BMW’s braking abilities… 
Words: Jamie King   Photography: Michael Whitestone

TECH FOCUS
Brakes

Disc Mass
The heavier the components in a brake system, the
more heat they can absorb. That heat needs to be
managed to keep the system functioning at its best.
So while heavier components may allow a vehicle to
slow down more quickly, the components need to be
able to disperse that heat efficiently, too. In a single
stop, it is mainly the disc that handles all of the heat.
Repeated stops can lead to the warming of other
components in the system, such as the brake pads,
calliper, pistons, brake fluid and so on. But for a single
stop, it is the mass of the disc that most greatly
affects system performance.

I
t’s fairly well-known to car enthusiasts that
when it comes to performance brakes it really
is a case of bigger is better. But have you ever
thought to ask why? How do bigger brakes offer
improved performance? What advantages do

they have over standard brakes? And what makes
for a performance brake setup compared to a
standard road-going system? Well, that’s what
we’re going to take a closer look at here…

But before we start looking at the specifics,

let’s just take a minute to remind ourselves how a
simple disc brake system works. The easiest way
to understand it is to think of it as a plate and a
clamp – the disc is the plate, and the calliper is
the clamp. When you put your foot on the brake
pedal, the clamp squeezes onto the plate and the
friction created causes the car to slow down. As
the car slows, it is essentially converting kinetic
energy into thermal energy – or motion into heat.
Heavier vehicles and higher speeds generate

higher temperatures. The braking system needs
to evacuate that heat in order to avoid fade and
deteriorated performance. It really is as simple
and straightforward as that.

But there are many variables – such as the
materials used, the positioning of the calliper, the
size of the disc, and so on – that all have an
effect on how a particular brake setup will
perform… and it’s those variables we’ll take a
closer look at now.
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Disc Diameter
A secondary job of the brake disc is to provide a suitable area for the
calliper to clamp onto; therefore alterations to the disc’s size and
material will have a huge impact on the braking performance. Disc
diameter is perhaps the most notable difference between performance
brake kits and standard factory equipment. Besides allowing the use of
a larger pad that can increase friction and pad life, it’s also a matter of
leverage – or more accurately, brake torque.

If you imagine a 10p piece spinning at 1000rpm it will take a lot of
clamping force to stop it, because the distance between the centre to
the outer edge, and therefore the leverage effect, isn’t that great. Now
imagine a dustbin lid also spinning at 1000rpm. The distance between
the centre and the outer edge is significantly greater, so too is the
leverage effect, and therefore it will take a lot less clamping force to
stop it from spinning.

This leverage effect is known as brake torque. As a simple equation
torque = force x distance. Therefore if you place a calliper 100mm
away from the centre of the disc, it would require twice as much effort
to stop the disc spinning as if the same calliper was placed 200mm
away from the centre of the disc. So, you can see why performance
brake upgrades tend to use much larger discs than the standard factory-
fitted items.
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Disc Width
The width of the disc also plays a part in terms of brake performance –
not in terms of the amount friction produced, but instead by keeping
the brakes cool. Heat build up is one the biggest concerns with a
performance brake system; excessive amounts of heat can cause all
manner of operating issues and in extreme cases can render the brakes
almost non-existent, so keeping the temperatures under control is
crucial. This is not so much of a concern for normal road use where
hard and frequent braking isn’t so common, but if you take your BMW
onto a track you will be braking from three-figure speeds three or four
times a minute so brake cooling becomes much more of an issue.

Most performance discs will be of a vented design, which are
basically two friction surfaces separated by series of vents. These vents
help dissipate the heat build up caused by the friction of the brakes
pads clamping against the brake discs when the brakes are
applied. They run from the centre of the disc to the outer edge,
acting like an in-built fan pumping cooling air through the disc
as it spins. And the wider this gap the greater the volume of
air available to dissipate any heat build up.

Iron Alloy Discs
The material the discs are made from has a huge effect on the braking
performance. Most aftermarket and performance brake kits use a high-

grade iron alloy composite disc. The exact makeup of the composites
depends on the manufacturer, and most are closely guarded

secrets, but iron alloy is frequently used because it has the
ability to resist distortion and cracking, even after repeated

heat cycles, and because it is fairly cheap and easy to work
with. Despite persistent misinformation, iron discs
cannot warp, but that’s a matter for another column.
Different composites have slightly different frictional
properties, but most are all fairly similar. 
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There are two main types of disc:
one-piece and two-piece. One-
piece discs are, as the name
suggests, made from a single piece
of material, and are what you’d
expect to find on the vast majority
of standard road cars. 

Two-piece discs, however, are
made from separate bells and rotors.
The bell, usually made from an
aluminium alloy, is the centre part that
allows the disc to be bolted to the hub;
and the rotor is the iron alloy or carbon-
ceramic ‘ring’ that the calliper clamps on to. This
means the overall weight of the disc can be reduced,
while special iron alloys or carbon ceramics can be
used for their frictional properties on the rotor.

Drilled/Grooved Discs
There are several different styles of disc face available. Some are plain, some are grooved, some
are cross-drilled, and some are both grooved and cross-drilled. Far from just looking pretty these
different face designs all have their unique advantages and disadvantages, and choosing the right
one will depend on the application it will be used for. 

Plain discs, for example, are commonly used on road cars because of the low noise levels
they produce, and because of they are cheaper and easier to mass-produce. However, they used
to have issues with clearing gases and debris from the rotor face, so performance road and track
cars often swap to a cross-drilled disc design. The little holes machined into the rotor allowed hot
gases trapped between the pad and disc face to escape, therefore keeping everything cooler.
The holes also help clean the pad of brake dust, ensuring a clean surface between pad and disc.

The down side to cross-drilled discs is that by their very nature, machining a hole into the disc
weakens it, and if the disc is going to crack you can bet it starts from one of these holes. They’re

also quite outdated nowadays – cross-drilled discs were first introduced to be used with asbestos-
based brake pads.
As modern brake pads don’t contain any asbestos they tend to work better with grooved discs.

These offer better initial ‘bite’ than plain or drilled discs, as the leading edge of the grooves help clean
the brake pad of any debris, allowing for a cleaner initial contact between the pad and the disc. There are

different styles of groove including straight grooves from the centre to the outside edge, curved grooves
which run from the centre of the discs to the outer edge, and a ‘J hook’ design, which looks like little
hooks across the disc face. The different styles of groove have different characteristics: some increase
initial bite, some have better release qualities, and some affect the overall friction between the disc and
the pad. Therefore the best solution is not necessarily the same for each application. Grooved and cross-
drilled discs combine the advantages and disadvantages of both styles. They tend to be noisier than the
other styles and are mainly chosen for aesthetic reasons and not recommended for vehicles that are going
to see any track time.

One-Piece/Two-Piece Discs
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Fixed/Floating Discs
There are two methods of fixing the bells to the rotors: fixed, or
floating. Fixed bells and rotors are when the two parts are
simply bolted directly together. This is sometimes referred to as
semi-floating setup because there is some allowance for
movement between the bell and rotor due to the two parts
being constructed from different materials and therefore
expanding and contracting with heat at different rates. In this
sense a one-piece disc that has the bell and rotor cast as a
single piece would be referred to as a true fixed disc.

However, where the bell and rotor of a two-piece disc
expand and contract at different rates can fatigue the materials
and potentially cause the disc to distort or crack. To prevent this
a fully floating disc as found on the E34 and E36 M3s is used.
Rather than being directly bolted to one another, floating discs
utilise a series of bobbins that allow slight movement between
the bell and rotor. This is particularly advantageous in
motorsport applications where the brakes reach incredible
temperatures but has performance benefits for road use, too,
such keeping the rotor perfectly in line with the calliper and
pads to ensure the maximum contact area between pad and
disc, and therefore maximum braking efficiency at all times.

Carbon Ceramic Discs
The difference in frictional properties of the disc becomes most noticeable when you
start looking at alternative materials to iron alloy, such as carbon-ceramic or full
carbon discs.

Carbon-ceramic discs as available as optional upgrades on recent M3/4/5/6
models are, as the name suggests, a combination of ceramics and carbon. The
ceramic part gives the disc its strength and rigidity, whilst the carbon gives its
frictional properties. The advantages of carbon-ceramic discs include: being
lightweight – notably lighter than an equivalent size iron alloy disc; longevity – as
carbon-ceramic discs wear more slowly than an equivalent iron alloy item; and
having the ability to work form cold. All of which make them perfect for fast road
use, if not a bit pricey.

Carbon Discs
Full carbon brake systems are the pinnacle of braking technology. Carbon-ceramic
discs may be significantly lighter than iron alloy items, but they are still quite weighty
compared to full carbon discs as used in Formula One technology and other top-end
motorsport applications. Full carbon brakes (known as carbon/carbon because both
the disc and pad are 100 per cent carbon) offer even greater resistance to brake
fade, are even lighter, and have even higher frictional properties. However, they are
ludicrously expensive, don’t work unless they are already up to temperature, and
require specialist wear monitors – as both the disc and pad are carbon there is very
little loss in performance with wear and the brakes will work perfectly well until the
point that either the pad or disc has completely worn through, at which point you
have no brakes at all!
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CALLIPERS
Monobloc Callipers
The calliper is the clamp that forces the brake pad onto
the disc. The friction this causes is what slows the car
down. There are two types of calliper available: either a
one-piece monobloc item, or a two-piece split calliper. 

Monobloc callipers are usually reserved for use in top-
flight motorsport series where weight is crucial. Typically,
these will be made from lightweight material such as billet
alloys. They may be incredible light but monobloc callipers
are actually more susceptible to flex than the cheaper,
easier-to-produce split callipers. Flex in a calliper is usually
discouraged because any system compliance caused by
flexing will affect performance and feel. However the
brake line pressures involved with stopping a lightweight
race car are significantly less than they would be with a
two-ton road car, so flex within the calliper is less of an
issue with race cars, which is where monobloc callipers
are most commonly used. 

Two-piece Callipers
Most performance callipers (and nearly all standard production brake callipers, too)
will be of a two-piece design. Many production cars will come fitted with a floating
(also known as sliding) type calliper. This system sees the piston(s) on one side of
the calliper, which is attached to a sliding mechanism bolted to the hub. Because the
calliper isn’t directly fixed to the hub it’s position in relation to the disc can alter, and
this is exactly what happens – when the pedal is pressed the piston pushes one pad
onto the disc, which causes the calliper to slide across and then pulls the other pad
onto the opposing side of the disc face. This type of calliper is fine for most standard
road cars, but for performance cars a fixed, multi-piston calliper is preferred.

A fixed calliper is easier to picture – the calliper is bolted directly to the hub and
has pistons on either side of the disc face. As you press the brake pedal brake fluid is
forced into both sides of the calliper (via the bridge pipe you can see joining the two

halves of the calliper), which forces the pistons out of the calliper body, which in
turn presses the brake pads against the face of the disc. The number of, and

size of, these pistons will affect the braking characteristics.
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Pistons
The pistons are the biting force behind the brakes,
and are what causes the brake pads to clamp onto
the disc. The number of pistons (often referred to
as ‘pots’) in a calliper will affect the braking
performance, and the exact design of the piston
arrangement can get surprisingly complicated, and is often
bespoke to a specific application. But do not assume that a
given calliper is better than any other merely by piston
count. You see, it’s not a simple case of ‘more is better’, as
factors such as piston size, piston pressure, and pad wear
all need careful consideration.   

A larger piston will exert a larger pressure at the pad, but
can cause the pad to wear unevenly, whereas a small piston
will have less pressure acting on the pad.

It’s a balancing act of getting the right number of pistons to
control the pad wear as best as possible, and getting the
correct size of piston to create the required pressure acting on
the pad. Adjusting piston sizes can also greatly affect front to rear
brake bias, so balanced systems that maintain the factory bias are preferred.

Most four-pot callipers will have pistons of the equal size, but many six- and eight-pot callipers tend to have
different size pistons – known as differential bore callipers. In these, the disc will pass a smaller piston first, then a
medium size piston(s), and then finally the largest piston. This is to control the pad wear and stop the pad being
forced into the calliper body. The size of the pistons depends largely on the weight of the car. As a general rule of
thumb a lighter car will use smaller pistons and a heavier car will use bigger pistons. 
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www.ebcbrakes.com

Kits include 100% British made ECO friendly quality high efficiency EBC brake pads, fully tested and approved to meet or exceed all known standards, plus
premium Geomet® corrosion resistant G3000+ iron discs of your pattern choice. Geomet® is the NUMBER ONE brake disc anti corrosion surface coating used
by OEM builders (they use silver, we prefer black Geomet®). Coating withstands severe salt spray tests for corrosion resistance. Kit prices from £45.

NRS™
- NUCAP
Retention System®

creates a mechanical
bond, locking the friction
to the backing plate.

Brake Upgrade Kits
13 FABULOUS CHOICES to suit every driving style and budget.

All EBC discs are now black GEOMET® corrosion resistant coated ...

These discs WILL NOT RUST
PDK Kit Ultimax daily driver pads and Geomet® black OEM (non slotted) style discs
PD01K Kit Greenstuff sport pads and Geomet® black OEM (non slotted) style discs
PD02K Kit Redstuff premium fast street pads and Geomet® black OEM 

(non slotted) style discs
PD03K Kit Yellowstuff highest friction pads and Geomet® black OEM 

(non slotted) style discs
PD06K Kit Greenstuff sport pads and USR slotted black Geomet® discs
PD07K Kit Redstuff premium fast street pads and USR slotted black Geomet® discs
PD08K Kit Yellowstuff highest friction pads and USR slotted black Geomet® discs
PD012K Kit Redstuff premium fast street pads and GD sport drilled black 

Geomet® discs
PD013K Kit Yellowstuff highest friction pads and GD sport drilled black Geomet® discs
PD016K Kit Greenstuff sport pads and BSD blade style slotted black Geomet® discs
PD017K Kit Redstuff premium fast street pads and BSD blade style slotted 

black Geomet® discs
PD018K Kit Yellowstuff highest friction pads and BSD blade style slotted 

black Geomet® discs
PD040K Kit Ultimax daily driver pads and Geomet® black OEM (non slotted) style discs 

- this full vehicle kit includes 2 sets of pads and 2 pairs of discs
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Brake Fluid
While it’s not as exciting as huge callipers, pretty discs, or aggressive
compound brake pads, the brake fluid is the lifeline of the entire
braking system and shouldn’t be overlooked. Again, the type of fluid
you should use will depend on the application. For example, for
road use the fluid needs to be resistant to water, not
deteriorate over time, have lubricating qualities for any rubber
seals, and also be relatively cheap. Also, for road use brake
fluid needs to be DOT rated to meet the required standards.

Whereas on a race car you won’t care so much about any
of that, instead you’ll want a performance fluid that will be
capable of handling the enormous temperatures involved –
some brake fluids can deal with over 300 degrees Celsius
before it boils! As a general guide, a good quality DOT5.1
brake fluid will be ideal for performance road cars and
occasional track use. 

Braking Performance
In the end, upgrading to performance brakes will generally have a positive effect
on your car’s stopping performance, but not necessarily in the way you might
think. Performance brakes are more about reducing fade, improving feel and
allowing better modulation than they are about shorter stopping distances. 

Upgrading your tyres will have a much more dramatic effect on stopping
distances. If you are able to engage your ABS under braking with the stock setup,
performance brakes will only reduce the time to do the work to engage ABS. That
might result in shorter stopping distances in a single stop, but only a very small
difference. Instead, the larger discs, stiffer callipers and more aggressive pads are
there to be more precise, to reduce fade by giving protection from heat build-up,
to improve the feeling you get through the brake pedal to allow better modulation.
After repeated high speed stops, such as at the race track, the performance brake’s
ability to manage heat dispersal will mean reduced fade and more consistent
stopping performance, giving the driver more confidence. That’s the true
advantage that performance brake components and systems provide ●

Brake Pads
Brake pads have a huge impact on a car’s braking
performance. They are, after all, the component that
physically causes the friction used to slow the car. 

As such, simply replacing the brake pads with a
different performance-orientated compound can
make notable improvements even when the standard
calliper is retained. 

The exact blend of a brake pad compound is
specific to the manufacturer, and these compounds 
are closely guarded trade secrets. Different
compounds will have different characteristics. For
example, some will wear quicker than others, some
will work fine when cold, whilst others only work
when warm. Some are even designed to produce low
amounts of brake dust to save you cleaning your
wheels every five minutes! It really is a case of horses
for courses, so make sure you choose a compound
that suits your needs.

Radial/Lug Mounting
There are two ways in which to mount a calliper to a
hub: either lug mounting or radial mounting. Lug
mounted callipers are mounted axially onto the hub,
which means there is no need for a bracket between
the calliper and the hub. However this type of
mounting is more susceptible to flex in the calliper
under pressure, and means the same calliper can
only be used for one specific application – fine for
original equipment manufactures if they are mass-
producing the same design but an expensive exercise
for aftermarket upgrades.

Most performance brake kits are radial mounted.
An alloy bracket is axially mounted to the hub, and
the calliper is then radially mounted to this. Radial
mounted callipers are more resistant to calliper flex
than lug mounted callipers, and because they usually
require a bracket the same calliper design can be
used for more than one application. To make the
calliper fit a different application you simply fit a
different bracket to suit the hub.
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BMW really upped its game with the latest 1 Series and as it sold in
large numbers there are a plethora of good value second hand
machines on the market. Here we look at the pre-LCI diesels

B
MW had dipped its toe in the hatchback
water with the E36 and E46 Compact
models, but both were still badged as a 3
Series and both were limited to a three-
door body shell which to a certain extent

harmed their broader appeal. Both were good cars,
and in E46 guise the Compact was perhaps the
sweetest drive of the range, but it wasn’t until the
arrival of the original E8x 1 Series in 2004 that BMW
fully put its weight behind an entry-level hatch. Hardly
surprisingly, it was a huge success, selling over 2.2
million examples worldwide so you didn’t have to be
a betting man to reckon that there would be a second
generation 1 Series waiting in the wings after the
original car’s seven-year production run.

The all-new machine arrived in September 2011
and was initially available with a five-door body shell
with a range of turbocharged petrol and diesel
engines. As a used buy we reckon the diesels are a
better bet than their petrol counterparts and they’ll be

the focus of this guide. The second generation 1
Series had grown in virtually every direction – 83mm
longer, 14mm wider and a wheelbase that had grown
by 30mm. We’re expecting the third generation 1
Series to use a front-wheel drive platform but the F20
machine stuck with rear-drive and while this format
will always struggle to be as well-packaged as a front-
driver, BMW did its best to make the F20 roomier
than its predecessor. The boot was bigger (and at 360
litres it was ten up on the equivalent VW Golf) and
legroom in the rear was improved. The rear doors
opened wider, had a larger aperture and with seats
that offered more leg, head and elbow room it was a
much more pleasant place for passengers.

The quality of trim had also improved significantly
and when sitting inside the car there was less of a
feeling that everything had been designed to a price.
It wasn’t as luxurious as a 5 Series but was more or
less on a par with the new 3 Series that would make
its debut shortly after the 1 Series. In short, buying a 

Words: Bob Harper/Andrew Everett  Photography: BMW

F20/21 
1 Series diesel models

1 Series no longer made you think you might have
been short-changed when it came to interior fixtures
and fittings.

Initially the 1 Series was only available as the F20
five-door body shell with the three-door F21 arriving
in May 2012. Three diesel engines were offered in
the first five-door models, 116d, 118d and 120d, and
while they all used the same 1995cc four-cylinder
unit they were in different states of tune, offering
116hp, 143hp and 184hp respectively. Two more
models joined the line-up in March 2012, the 116d
EfficientDynamics and the range-topping diesel, the
125d. The former used a 1.6-litre diesel to give
74.3mpg and a Congestion Charge-busting 99g/km
of CO² (the first BMW to drop below the 100g/km
figure) while the 125d used a revised version of the
2.0-litre diesel and offered 218hp and a rather rapid
0-62mph time of just 6.5 seconds. 

Along with the 116d ED and the 125d, March also
saw the debut of the M Sport trim level, and in late
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May 2012 the three-door F21 1 Series also made its
debut with the same engines being offered in the
three- and five-door shells. Late in 2012 there was
another new engine, the 114d, and like the 116d ED
this used the 1.6-litre diesel but in a lower, 95hp,
state of tune. Just about the last change to the 1
Series line-up before the face-lift was the addition of
a four-wheel drive model, the 120d xDrive, in the
spring of 2013.

While there are a plethora of engines to choose
from there are also numerous different trim options
to look at, some of which were more popular than
others. ES was the entry level trim, generally only
available on the lower powered offerings (114d and
116d) and it featured satin silver interior trim and
Move cloth seats, a leather steering wheel, chrome
exhaust and keyless start, Auto Start-Stop, six-speed
manual transmission, 16-inch light alloy wheels, four
airbags, DSC+, Drive Performance Control (with Eco
Pro mode), BMW Business radio with single CD

player, air-conditioning, 60:40 folding rear seats and
child seat ISOFIX attachments.

For an additional £690 you could spec your 1
Series in SE trim which got you a different style of 
16-inch alloy wheel, a freestanding high-resolution
6.5-inch flat screen monitor and iDrive controller,
Bluetooth hands-free facility with USB audio interface,
front foglights, a sliding armrest and a multi-function
leather steering wheel with speed limiting function. 

The Sport trim level was the first of the two new
trim levels that BMW announced for the 1 Series and
for an additional £1240 over an SE you additionally
received: Sport-style 17-inch star-spoke light-alloy
wheels, Dark Chrome exhaust pipe and high-gloss
black kidney grille, central air intake trim, side intake
surrounds and rear bumper trim. Exclusive sport
design sports seats, leather sports steering wheel, and
high-gloss black interior trim with Coral red or grey
accents completed the package.

The second new trim level (offered for the same

£1240 premium that a Sport commanded) was the
Urban. For the extra cash over an SE you got: Urban-
style 17-inch V-spoke light alloy wheels, chrome
kidney grille with white slat sides and trim bar for the
central air intake, amongst a host of stylish design
details. Inside: Metro cloth/leather seats, leather
sports steering wheel and an acrylic glass interior trim
in black or white with Oxide Silver accents.

As ever, the range-topping M Sport model was
exceedingly popular in the UK and offered the usual
blend of M aero styling, 18-inch alloys, sports seats,
sports suspension, anthracite headlining and a
smattering of M badges. It also saw the return of
Estoril blue to the BMW colour palette and overall the
M Sport model cost £2380 more than an SE. There
were few takers for the ES – most upgraded to SE –
and Urban wasn’t a popular offering in the UK – the
colour schemes were just a little bit too quirky for the
majority of UK buyers. The Sport was the best selling
model, with SE and M Sport following closely behind.
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There are thousands of F20 and F21 diesel 1 Series
to choose from in the second-hand market and your
first decision will be what spec you’d ideally prefer.
Six-speed manual or eight-speed auto? Three- or five-
door? Which engine? Which trim? Which options?

It’s a bit of a minefield so we’d recommend having
a good look at the BMW Approved Used Car site (or
AutoTrader) to get a good idea of what’s out there
and which models particularly tickle your fancy. Unless

you’re pretty strapped for cash we’d probably steer
you away from the smaller-engined models, the 114d
is a little gutless, especially when loaded, and while
the 116d feels okay in isolation, once you’ve tried a
118d you won’t want to go back to the smaller-
engined machine. A 118d is a good compromise and
the 120d is a brilliant blend of performance and
economy, while if you have deeper pockets the 125d
is the undoubted performer of the line-up.

Prices start at around £8000 for a (very) miley
early car and from that point up there’s a car to suit
every budget. As with any newer car we’d probably
advise buying from a BMW main dealer – prices are
only marginally higher than at non-franchised dealers
and the Approved Used Warranty is worth it for the
additional cost – while the 1 Series isn’t intrinsically
unreliable one big fault could swallow up any saving
made buying out of the dealer network. 

Buying one 

Body
The F20 doesn’t rust, nor is it ever likely to –
we’re past all that now. So about all we can
suggest here is to check the panel gaps, paint
finish and just ensure that the car is ‘right’ –
don’t buy a damaged repairable that’s already
been repaired! Stonechips are part and parcel of
used cars of course, but make sure the central
locking works as it should, the rear wiper works
(they are much better than the old E46
Compact!) and that the LED rear lights and front
xenons (if fitted) are in proper shape. The rare
glass sunroof can rattle and the door sill cover
trims can look a bit second-hand after a few
years – they’re about 50 quid each depending
to which type you have.

The F20 saw some great new metallic colours
arrive – Valencia orange, Sparkling bronze and
Midnight blue as well as the reissue of Estoril
blue and good old solids like Alpine white, Jet
black and Crimson red.  

Servicing costs BMW DEALER SPECIALIST
OIL SERVICE £130 £110
OIL SERVICE AND MICRO FILTER £200 £170
OIL SERVICE, FUEL/AIR/MICRO FILTER £354 £275
BRAKE FLUID £61 £60
VEHICLE CHECK £59 £70
FRONT BRAKE PADS £194 £135
REAR BRAKE PADS £167 £115
Service prices courtesy of Sytner BMW Sheffield (0114 275 5077) and a selection
of specialists. Prices are inclusive of parts and VAT.
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F20 and F21 1 Series diesel models
114d 116d 116d ED 118d 120d 120d xDrive 125d

CAPACITY: 1598cc 1995cc 1598cc 1995cc 1995cc 1995cc 1995cc
MAX POWER: 95hp 116hp 116hp 143hp 184hp 184hp 218hp
MAX TORQUE: 173lb ft 192lb ft 192lb ft 236lb ft 280lb ft 280lb ft 332lb ft
0-62MPH: 12.2 seconds 10.3 seconds (10.7) 10.5 seconds 8.9 seconds (8.9) 7.2 seconds (7.3) 7.2 seconds 6.5 seconds (6.5)
TOP SPEED: 115mph 124mph (124) 121mph 132mph (132) 142mph (142) 140mph 149mph (149)
MPG*: 65.7 62.8 (62.8) 74.3 62.8 (62.8) 61.4 (62.8) 60.1 57.6 (58.9)
CO2 (g/km)*: 112 117 (119) 99 118 (119) 122 (119) 123 129 (126)
PRICE FROM: £19,675 (2013) £20,195 (2012) £20,885 (2012) £22,030 (2012) £23,480 (2012) £25,190 (2013) £27,820 (2012)
* Economy & emissions figures may vary depending on whether 16-, 17-, or 18-inch wheels fitted. Figures in brackets refer to eight-speed automatic. Figures are for F20 five-door models

The F20 and F21 both use the N47 diesel, an
engine that hasn’t quite covered itself with glory.

When new, it was quite a bit better than the old
M47 last seen in the previous E87/E88 1 Series but
the well-publicised timing chain dramas cannot be
ignored. However, it has to be said that the N47N in
the F20 is better in that regard than the older unit –
we forget, but the N47 has now been around for
nine years – it went into production in Spring 2007
and the early ones were reckoned to have had
machining problems with the crank sprocket which,
for some reason (probably cost), is an integral part
of the crank itself. Not only this but the chains are at
the back of the engine so any repair work involves
removing the engine – it’s said that the gearbox can
be removed to provide access to the flywheel and
the rear timing cover but it’s easier to disconnect
everything and just pull the engine out. Chain noise
isn’t the heavy rattle you’d expect but is often best
heard from inside the car with a rhythmic ‘shh shh
shh’ sound. This is best heard around 2000rpm and
sometimes from outside the car, crouched down by
the passenger front door and wheel area. Avoid any

car with a hint of a noisy chain and ignore anyone
who says the F20 hasn’t been affected – we’ve read
about 2012/’13 cars with low mileage with chain
noise but not heard of a chain breaking. The actual
design of the chains is simple – there is one from
the crank up to the injection pump and another
from there to the camshaft. There has been a
‘quality enhancement’ campaign on older cars such
as the E87 and E60, but there has been nothing on
these as yet, although plenty of F20 chains and
tensioners have been replaced under warranty. Two
things probably do the chain no good – extended
service intervals and stop-start. No matter how good
an oil is, it will go very black very quickly and by
15,000 miles, it’s very dirty – change it every
10,000 with a fully synthetic oil. Stop-start also puts
added strain on the chain – there is more strain on
this component at start up than at 3500rpm.

The rest of the engine is pretty good. Turbos
seem to last a lot longer than they did on the old
M47 unit, and injectors are longer lasting too.
However, modern common rail engines can fall foul
of cheap supermarket diesel and there have been

cases of the high pressure fuel pump failing – the
signs are internal metal shavings and these get into
the injectors as well, causing a major problem.
There is no longer a replaceable fuel filter as it’s
built into the pump assembly in the tank – we
wonder if getting a specialist to retro fit a proper in-
line filter into the supply line would be a good idea
– let’s face it, no filter will last the life of a car.

Front exhaust flexi-pipes can split whilst gradual
coolant loss can be due to the Exhaust Gas
Recirculation (EGR) cooler leaking coolant into the
inlet manifold and thus into the engine to be burnt
off – it’s a tiny amount, maybe a pint a week, but a
new EGR cooler comes up at £493 plus VAT. The
EGR valves themselves can jam and require either
cleaning or replacement. On high mileage cars the
dual mass flywheel can have a good rattle as well –
more of that when we cover the transmission.

There are six options based on the N47N unit:
the 95hp 114d; 116hp 116d with or without
Efficient Dynamics; a 143hp 118d and the superb
184hp 120d. A rarity is the 125d with 218hp, which
is a great replacement for the old 123d E87.

Engine 
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The F20 is festooned with electronic trickery that
has so far proven reliable. All cars have the single
key fob that doesn’t have to be slotted into a key
reader – just having it inside the car is enough for
the car to start on the button. Brake Energy
Regeneration means that the alternator disconnects
when the battery is charged, but touching the brake
pedal as well as coasting re-engages the alternator. 

The heater and air-con unit is, of course,
electronically controlled, and problems here can be
down to software issues – but it’s not overly
common. But overall, the picture is good and 
the F20 seems to work well with few problems.
Don’t forget that whilst you may hear the odd tale
of woe, BMW has built hundreds of thousands of
these cars so far.

The F20 diesels are excellent cars
and are a thousand times better
than the four-cylinder petrol
versions – those, powered by the
N13 unit have a litany of engine
problems. With these issues plus
inferior performance and
economy, the diesel is by far and
away the sensible choice. The
114d is slow, the 116d is okay, but
the 118d is noticeably better and
for those who like to get a move
on, the 120d is a genuinely quick
machine. A 125d is almost gilding
the lily and a genuinely quick car –
not M5 quick, but fast enough.

F20s have taken their time to
depreciate, but early ones are
down to ten or eleven grand and
are overlapping late first-
generation cars. We would always
buy from a BMW main dealer and
get the warranty – these cars are
reliable but it only takes a faulty
steering rack to wipe out any
savings you made on a private
sale or from a non-franchised
dealer. Avoid older ES models
without the screen, multi-function
wheel and iDrive as well – they
aren’t cheap enough to make the
drop in specification worthwhile,
although thankfully, the ES cars
were mainly smaller engined
petrols and the 114d. The ES was
so basic that even in the original
F20 brochure, the model was
shown with optional 18-inch
wheels and the nav screen! One
thing is certain, the F20 is a
brilliant driver’s car – we’ll have an
F21 120d Sport in Valencia orange
with Pro Nav please! ●

Verdict

Electronics

Eight wheel and tyre packages were available at
launch in 2011:  two 16-inch types (377 and 378)
with 205/55x16 rubber, five 17-inch options
including the very handsome Style 379 star-spoke,
and an 18-inch Style 385 double-spokes that
come with 225/40x18 tyres (245/35 rears). The
17-inch wheels have two tyre options, 225/45x17
on the Style 379 star-spokes and V-spoke style
412, and (oddly) 205/50x17 on the Y-spoke style
380 rims optional on the Sport that came with the
225s and star-spokes as standard. 17-inch alloys
are seven-inches wide with the 205s and 
7.5-inches wide with the 225s. Tyres are cheap
enough too – KwikFit quote £265 for a pair of the
most expensive tyre size, the 245/35x18s as a
Continental Sport Contact 5. Run-flat tyres became
an option as well on the F20 with an optional 
tyre pressure warning (TPWS) system. There 
are no problems to report, just the usual kerbing
and alloy corrosion on less than perfectly looked
after cars.

The ABS presents no problems and the car is
too new for rusty brake pipes so you’re into simple
disc and pad replacements and not much else.
Certainly, the old E87’s appetite for ABS control
units appears to have been eliminated.

Wheels, tyres and brakes

The F20 is a well-finished car inside and whilst they’re
too new to have worn out the seat bolsters and so
on, they are known for the odd squeak and rattle – it
is a mass produced car after all. Original ES models
were very basic – whilst they have a single-slot CD
player, it’s the mark of desperation when a
manufacturer starts mentioning cup holders and… er,
a chrome tailpipe trim… and body colour door
mirrors in the spec list. The SE adds the multifunction
wheel, Professional radio with MP3 and that excellent
6.5-inch screen plus a front armrest, all worth having.
The ‘Urban’ added 17-inch alloys, the dreadful gloss
white grille and little else while the ‘Sport’ adds Sport
seats and steering wheel. 

It was down to the packages to really improve the
F20: Driver Comfort adds Servotronic steering, PDC
and cruise, Interior Comfort adds auto air-con and
extended storage/lighting. There are also two media
packages – BMW Business Advanced offers Business
nav, BMW Assist with online portal plus Bluetooth

Interior

Steering and suspension
The F20 diesel range of cars all have the electric
power steering rack, a great idea when new but
could be a pain in later years. Whilst there is no
chance of a fluid leak, these racks have been
known to emit an annoying knocking sound on
poor roads and a new unit is the only answer
which are around £2100 new depending on part
number so again, a warranty is important. Bushes
and dampers all seem okay but split bump stops
aren’t unknown. This means the strut has to be
removed and dismantled to replace it – about an
hour a side if everything comes apart as it should
so no big deal. Other than that – no problems.
The cars are still too new to be horrible wrecks!
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Transmission and drivetrain 
These cars have either a six-speed manual or the
ZF eight-speed automatic. The GA8HP45Z auto
is a very sweet and reliable automatic that is to
be recommended – our main dealer contacts
say the unit rarely (if ever) goes wrong so there
is little to say about them. Some may prefer a
manual box and these are not so good. For
starters you have the potential for a rattling dual
mass flywheel (DMF) and one of these will set
you back £579 from Euro Car Parts for a
genuine LuK item, plus a new clutch (another
LuK part – £239 from ECP) and fitting – near
enough a £300 job at an independent. The
actual gearbox is okay, but the GS6 Getrag unit is
not unknown for reverse gear selection
problems – not that common but we have
heard mutterings about them. The differentials
are generally pretty good as well and the old
bogey of diff whine on the earlier generation 1
Series seems to have been eradicated.
Driveshafts and wheel bearings? Happily, no
reported problems.

prep with telematics, USB audio interface and
voice control. The Professional Multimedia adds
professional navigation (brilliant) on top of the
standard Business system. It was a two grand
option when new (Business was £1500) so it’s
both fairly rare and worth having. 

Leather is a fairly rare option but the cloth trim
used (Move/Metro on ES and SE cars, Track on
Sport) is very good and the Hexagon cloth with
Alcantara combo inside the M Sport models is
stylish and hard wearing – in other words, leather
is not as big a deal as it might be on a 3 Series.
The ES models look horribly basic without the
radio screen and iDrive controller – it may not
bother you but don’t forget, you have to sell this
on one day. The ES wheels are pretty ordinary too
– in other words, make the SE your benchmark.
Navigation is a rare option in both forms and
many buyers assume that because the screen is
there, that it has nav – it doesn’t.
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I
t’s been a busy time for the Saxon team, prepping
the car in anticipation of the Hankook Silverstone
24-hour race and since we last reported on the
team’s progress its been busy stripping and
rebuilding, ironing out problems and generally

trying to test the 1 Series to the limit. 
First up was a test at Silverstone to try out some of

the changes the team had made and four of Saxon’s
scheduled drivers were in attendance on a freezing
cold morning at the Northamptonshire circuit. The
day did not start well. With Neil Primrose, Clint
Bardwell and Tom Barrow waiting eagerly in the pits,
Nick Barrow ventured out first and it became
apparent that not only does the new N57 engine
produce more power, it also produces significantly
more noise – resulting in an early black flag!
Fortunately the team had anticipated this as being a
potential problem and some exhaust modifications
were hurriedly fitted. Noise metering then confirmed
that the new exhaust met the stringent limits in force

for the race and testing resumed. 
As it was particularly cold, probably the coldest

conditions in which the car has ever run, a pre-heater
was in use to heat the engine. This worked well and
enabled the car to start easily. However, when the car
ventured on to the track for its first run the smell of oil
indicated that the gearbox oil was not up to
temperature and back pressure from the oil cooler
had caused it to split! The cooler was duly replaced
and the day progressed well from there.

Towards the end of the test some suspension
changes were made to the rear of the car which the
drivers agreed greatly improved the rear-end grip and
traction. With the back end sorted, attention turned to
the front suspension with various adjustments and
settings providing good data, which will result in a
new anti-roll bar in time for the Silverstone race.

Once back at base the car was stripped and rebuilt
almost in its entirety prior to the Hankook 24-hour
Silverstone event at the beginning of April. All of the

suspension, gearbox and differential have been
stripped to component parts and rebuilt whilst the
brake discs and pads will be replaced after a practice
run, ready for the race start.

The oil surge issue previously documented has
been resolved in the test engine with redesigned
pick-ups and this unit has now been removed from
the car complete with all its ancillaries to act as a fully
tested spare. The race engine is as prepared as it’s
possible to be without a crankshaft! This N57 unit is
currently ready and sitting on the benches in the
workshop waiting for the new crankshafts to arrive
from Arrow. As soon as they arrive they will be taken
together with pistons, con rods and the flywheel for
balancing with the engine being rebuilt, installed and
tested on Saxon’s own rolling road.

Providing static tests prove successful, the team will
have track-tested the race car on Easter Monday or
Tuesday before leaving for Silverstone on Wednesday.
It’s all a bit last minute and not at all how Saxon

Saxon Motorsport has been busy readying its cars for the Silverstone 24-hour
race and it’s hoping all its hard work will pay dividends come race day
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would normally plan a race preparation but
unfortunately the late delivery of the crankshafts left
the team with no choice.

With preparation work being continued by chief
engineer Jon Taylor, Saxon team owner Nick Barrow’s
attention turned to other areas of performance where
time can be gained over a 24-hour race. Detailed
analysis of pit stops up to the Barcelona 
24-hour Creventic-run event last year indicated that
an average Saxon pit stop to change tyres and drivers
meant that the car was stationary for up to a minute;
in contrast, some of the top competitors were only
losing half that time. The Creventic Series rules allow
each driver to remain on track for up to two hours;
this would result in a total of 11 pit stops during a 
24-hour race. However tyre wear at Barcelona
necessitated 15 stops, so risking the loss of a total of
over seven minutes additional stationary time – more
than three laps over a race! It used to be the case in
endurance racing that stationary time wasn’t too
important – this was very much a test of reliability
rather than outright speed. These days there are
always a few cars which have no problems and
complete the distance – therefore it tends to be a
flat-out race for 24 hours! 

As the Saxon diesel-powered car is capable of
running for up to three hours before refuelling, tyre
wear is the major factor in determining the number of
pit stops; this can only be decided after final practice
for the event when tyre wear has been assessed. 

As well as the number of stops, Saxon has been
working on reducing time spent on each pit stop by
looking at ways to speed up tyre/wheel changing,
recharging drivers’ drinks and easier methods of seat
belt fastening.

The rules dictate that only four mechanics can
work on the car whilst stationary – one on each
corner – and Saxon recognised that too much of their
time was being taken up hand-torquing each wheel
nut after the wheel/tyre is fitted. After testing half a
dozen systems, the team has now adopted a
combination of new components to allow selected
nut guns to achieve the same reliable result
automatically. This has speeded up the mechanics’
work but it’s to no advantage if they are finished and
the driver still isn’t ready to go! One driver has to
vacate the car with their replacement getting in, being
belted securely in place and connecting the radio set
and drinks supply. 

Until now, all of this needed a combination of the
two drivers and a mechanic; to eliminate the
mechanic and simplify the procedure, Nick has
changed the type of seat belt used to enable the
drivers to fasten them themselves and developed his
own method of springing the belts out of the way
once they are unfastened, allowing the new driver to
get in without moving the belts. The radio and drink
connectors have also been modified so that the
drivers can now connect them themselves without
relying on any outside assistance.

Another time-consuming task for the drivers was to
fill the in-car drinks bottle, delaying their entry into the
car. This unexpected problem has now been solved
by using an external dry-break connection so that the
mechanic working on the left rear corner has a
stainless steel bottle containing the top-up fluid. This
is simply plugged into the connector, automatically
refilling the internal container whilst he is changing
the wheel. The mechanic will then hopefully
remember to remove the empty canister before the
car moves off!

By the time this issue goes to print, all Saxon’s
theories and work will have been tried and tested
over 24-hours at Silverstone with the results hopefully
justifying all of this intensive race preparation! ●

Above: New connector for drinks bottle should make pit stops quicker; new pistons and con rods; chief engineer, Jon

3.0-litre turbo diesel unit will act as a spare; Below: Testing at SIlverstone; Far left: Looking good in the new livery
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E24 M635CSi
Have you ever had one of those
months where you feel like you’ve had
the anti-Midas touch? Instead of
everything you touch turning to gold, it
morphs into the brown stuff that’s
usually chucked about by fans. Put it
this way; if I’d bought the winning
lottery ticket this week I would only
have found it as a ball of soggy mush
in my jeans pocket when I removed it
from the washing machine. 

As a result, progress on the E24 has
been glacial. I’d even go so far as to
say it’s gone backwards. The month
started pretty well, a few days R&R
with a long weekend away but when I
returned I discovered a slight problem:
I couldn’t find the keys to the Six. This
might be something peculiarly specific
to my family but when I go away I
tend to hide the ‘valuables’ where
potential burglars will be unlikely to
find them. I think this stems from my
childhood when every time we went
away I would be tasked with popping
up to the loft to hide my mother’s
jewellery box. Seemed like a bit of a
waste of time as she would generally
take the good stuff with her, but there
you go, that’s what we did. Valuables
in my case basically comes down to
the keys to the M6. Just about
everything else – watch, wallet, phone
– comes with me. Unfortunately, this
time I couldn’t remember where I’d
hidden the keys. I checked all the
usual places to no avail!

And then I cursed myself for not
having had a duplicate key cut. Ever
since I bought the car I’ve been
thinking ‘I should really get another key
cut’ but typically I’ve never got round
to it, mainly because I want a proper
BMW key and not one of those

generic ones, and I’ve never got
around to buying the correct blank.
Yes, I know, stupid doesn’t even begin
to cover it. 

After a frustrating couple of weeks
where I could go and look at the M6
sitting in its garage but not get into the
car, my daughter returned from
university. After a couple of days she
appeared in the kitchen holding up the
M6 keys saying they’d been lying
around in her room! I think the
Alzheimer’s must be kicking in as I
have no recollection of even going to
her room, let alone hiding the keys in
there! Still, all’s well that end’s well,
no? Er, not quite…

After the best part of a month’s
inactivity the M6 refused to start as the
battery was flat. I whipped it off the car
and returned home to put the battery
on charge as sadly there’s no power in
my lock up. After a night hooked up to
the charger I came down in the
morning to discover that instead of the
charger saying ‘here’s your fully
charged battery’ it was saying ‘this
battery is knackered and will not
accept a charge’. Arrgh. I phoned
around a few BMW dealers to see if
any of them had the battery in stock –
they didn’t – but I was pleasantly
surprised that it was only a smidgen
over £100. However, as it was
Saturday the earliest they could get me
one was Monday. That was no good as
I wanted to have a drive and make
sure that everything was tickety boo
after a month’s inactivity.

So I sallied forth to my local
Halfords which, according to its
website, had a battery in stock of the
correct size and power, and I
purchased it. At £139 it was a bit more

than the BMW item but still not a
king’s ransom. Once back at the M6,
after having pushed it far enough out
to allow me access to the boot (where
the battery is located) I set about the
task of replacing said item. It didn’t
take long to discover that the battery
I’d bought from Halfords was physically
too small. It was spot-on as far as its
power ratings were concerned but it
would seem that, much like everything
else in the world, batteries are getting
ever smaller! 

Decision time: take the battery back
to Halfords and order the BMW one
(although by this time it was possible
I’d missed the cut off point to get one
for Monday) or simply fit the battery
and modify the clamping system to
take into account the smaller battery? I
opted for the latter as I’m impatient.

The good news was that it started
first time and the new battery spun the
engine over with an enthusiasm that I
don’t think it’s exhibited since I bought
the car. 

Before taking the Six for a drive I
thought it prudent to fit the used light
lens I’d purchased and, as the E24
was designed many moons ago, things
like this are a very simple matter. Try
swapping a rear light lens on a new
car and I can guarantee you’ll be
swearing till the cows come home –
why do they have to make these
things so complicated nowadays? In
the Six there are two plastic wheels on
the back of the rear light clusters which
are accessed from the boot – simply
unscrew them and the lens comes
away. Fitting the new one was the
reverse… except, you guessed it, my
dodgy digits managed to drop the new
one which caused the foglight part of

the lens to become crazed. Yes, it’s
been a good month! At least there’s
no white light showing so it’s still
legal, and given the small amount I
use the car I’ll probably leave it like
that for the time being until I can
source another replacement!

Another discovery this month was
that something drips onto the car
while it’s in the garage. It’s not water
and looks suspiciously like ‘droppings’
from some type of small animal, so
I’ve now taken to fitting the car cover
over the Six while it rests.

So, the upshot of this month was
that I didn’t make any progress
regarding fitting the speakers. The
fronts have arrived and look okay, so

A new arrival for Mark Williams in the form
of a F10 520d, an anticipated new arrival, 
a new cage for the E92 M3 and a bit of 
a disastrous month for the M6…
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hopefully I’ll have a less accident-
prone month and actually be able
to do something… don’t hold
your breath! 

Bob Harper

F20 118d Sport
In my last instalment I was getting
excited about my 1 Series
replacement and, having considered
all the options, I decided on a 2
Series. Great. Except that when I
actually started looking at placing an
order, all the 2 Series models I’d seen
on various lease sites had all
disappeared – even the 218ds.
Unfortunately I couldn’t wait around
for others to show up as this would
have left me without a company car
and, as the owner of two V8s, one of
which recently returned 17.7mpg from
its last tank (which I guess is what
5.7-litres and a four-speed auto will
do), that wasn’t really an option. So
instead I put in an order for… another
1 Series!  To be honest it’s no
hardship as I’ve enjoyed my time with
the 118d and in the past three years
standard equipment has developed
enough that the new 1 Series will
probably feel quite different and thus
retain my interest.

Previously the best I could get on
our monthly allowance was a 118d
Sport. Now it was enough for a 120d
M Sport. If I had only had my sensible
hat on I would have gone for the
smaller-badged car for the sake of
company car tax and fuel economy,
but the 120d will feel significantly
peppier than my current 118d, thanks
to an additional 45hp, and actually it
would appear that the two are evenly
matched in terms of on-paper
economy figures (62.8mpg for the
120d). It’s possible that, with a more
powerful engine, I’ll be working the
car less hard and as a result fuel
economy might actually be a little
better, or at least hopefully no worse.

Being able to afford an M Sport
meant that I obviously had to go for

one, as I love the various additions
inside and out that will again help to
make it feel significantly different to
the car it’s replacing. Finally I spec’d
the Driver Comfort Package, which
includes Servotronic steering (nice, if
not essential), cruise control (which I
had sorely missed) and PDC (which
is always useful).

I could not afford a five-door this
time around, which isn’t really a big
deal as I only use the rear doors
when carrying large objects around
and the three-door arguably looks
better, and nor could I afford metallic
paint. When ordering the 118d I
actually wanted a solid red that had
been available three years ago but
was told that the lease company that
was arranging the car required that I
chose a metallic colour as it raised
resale value and reduced the monthly
payments. This time around I had
been gearing up for Melbourne red
on a 2 Series, before switching to
Estoril on a 1 Series and then finding
out that I could only have solid paint,
and the only solid colour available is
Alpine white – so that’s what I’ve got
to have. I’ve never owned a white car
before, so I’m gearing up for a whole
lot of cleaning.

In preparation for that I decided to
give the 118d a wash as it was
looking filthy. When it’s clean Valencia
really is a gorgeous colour. It came up
really well with a little effort and I feel
a bit guilty for not washing it as often

as I should have done over the past
three years. 

Recently the display turned yellow
informing me that the car wants
something. A quick poke through the
menus revealed that it wanted its
brake fluid changed. Ideally I want to
try and put that off if I can as I need
to get the MoT done before it goes
back as well as getting my cameras
and HUD removed; the former I will
definitely be having transplanted into
the 120d but I’m undecided on the
latter. Finally, a foray into London over
the Easter weekend resulted in an
unseen assailant giving the poor 1
Series a nudge on its rear bumper. It’s
incredibly annoying that something
like this has happened so close to my
giving the car back as there have
been no other incidents over the past
three years, but I’ve had a quote and
the repair won’t be too expensive, so
at least that’s something I guess.

Elizabeth de Latour

YEAR: 2013

MILEAGE THIS MONTH: 674

TOTAL MILEAGE: 21,040

MPG THIS MONTH: 49.5

COST THIS MONTH: Nil

F20 118d Sport

 YEAR: 1988

MILEAGE THIS MONTH: 22

TOTAL MILEAGE: 163,138

MPG THIS MONTH: 19.2

TOTAL COST: £139 (battery)

E24 M635CSi
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Back in 2013 when I was looking for a
car, I originally wanted something that I
could drive to the track and then drive
home without the worry of a trailer.  
The problem is a road car will not
perform like a race car and I wanted
my road car to perform like a race car.
After seeing the M3 GTS I decided that
I could probably build my own unique
version and the cage in the GTS was
not only very aesthetically pleasing to
look at but also was very functional.
And after one of my first track days
with an instructor, he did say that I
should probably invest in a roll-cage.

I didn’t really want to go the full hog
as this was supposed to be my
road/track car, so I started looking into
the same half-cage rollover hoop that

the GTS runs. The first problem was
the price – it’s astronomical. Not only
that but I knew that if I took the car off
the road for a roll-cage then I would
then probably miss most of a season
of track driving and I had only just got
the car to where I wanted it to be
from a setup perspective. So I decided
that I would wait to the end of 2015
until I took the car off the road. 

This meant that I had some time to
do my research, calling up all the big
companies in an attempt to try and
feel them out and see how good,
reliable and honest they were. It
seems that if I’m not driving the car,
I’m researching what to do to it next!
My investigations revealed that still
being relatively new and quite an

expensive car, the E92 was not so
popular with many companies. A lot of
them wanted to take the job on but I
was either going to be the guinea pig
for them or, as it turned out, a lot of
them sent the cage work off to one of
the usual cage manufacturers and just
added their margin on top. I didn’t
want that; I wanted to be in complete
control of the project. This meant
dealing direct with whoever was going
to do the work. 

In the end I realised that I had to go
for a full FIA T45 multi-point cage. This
again was a problem due to the fact
that I wanted to keep the original
pedalbox, ABS, all the wiring loom and
many of the other standard features.
Most of the companies offering the
cage fitting service only did this on
proper race cars, which had none of
these items. The more I investigated,
the more I realised it was not going to
be easy finding someone who could
do it the way I wanted. I was even
more worried to read horror stories
about people cutting through wires in
the wiring loom and then never being
able to start the car again! More
research later and I found a company
in Germany that could offer a Pectel
standalone ECU and loom, but for a
hefty £12,000 – all so I could fit a
cage. The project was spiralling out of
control and was completely unrealistic.

I needed someone who could do the
work and keep the original loom. This
again became problematic when it
came to wanting the full FIA multi-
point cage as the fitting is so involved
and requires some of the items that I
want to keep to be junked to fit it. 

I made numerous phone calls to
different companies up and down the
country and also in Germany and I
was almost at the point where the
only way of achieving what I wanted
was to buy a cage and fit it myself
with the help of my friend Dave and
his trusty MIG welder. I happened to
mention my intentions to one of my
friends and he told me that I was crazy
to attempt MIG welding a cage into a
car of this calibre. Despondent that I
would never get what I really wanted, I
continued my research and discovered
that it really did needed to be TIG
welded to be of use. Fortunately this
research also brought to light a UK
company that I felt could give me
everything that I wanted. However, to
start with, they told me that the car
would have to be stripped bare,
including all of the wiring loom, and I’d
even have to remove the engine. I
didn’t really want to go down this
route for the reasons already
mentioned and told them I would
have to back out if they insisted on
this, as the engine and loom had to

E93 M3 Track Project
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remain in situ to ensure that I would
have no issues when it came to
putting it all back together. After some
considerable persuasion, they agreed
to do it if the car was absolutely gutted
of its entire interior, including all the
glass, bonnet and doors. 

With a plan in hand, Dave and I set
about stripping the whole of the car
back to a bare shell on the inside and,
as you can see from the photos, we
took the opportunity to remove all of
the sound deadening, which had the
added benefit of removing quite a bit
of weight out of the car to
compensate for the addition of the
cage. While we were at it, we noticed
that the rear shelf was just dead
weight and as I had (in my hundreds
of hours of research) seen the parcel
shelf removed on other cars, it was
consigned to the pile marked ‘scrap’.
At the same time, the loom (which
must weigh in excess of 30kg) was
gathered up and rolled into a ball as
far forward and centrally as possible to
enable the cage to be fitted without
causing any damage to it. With all the
glass removed I sent the car off in
November 2015 and was told it would
be ready in two weeks. Two weeks
later I had a phone call saying it would
be another two weeks, which then
turned into another two weeks. I was
starting to get a little worried. It turned

out that a few promises made by an
overly keen sales guy could not be
kept. I wasn’t best pleased, but the car
was there and part way through the
process so there was not a lot I could
do about it. 

As you can see from the photos,
the cage has some front bars that go
to the turrets. This is part of the FIA
cage, but I was told four weeks into
the build that they wouldn’t be able to
put them in as they would not clear
the brake servo and ABS block (which
race cars don’t have) or the box that
houses the ECU on the other side
(again race cars have the standalone
arrangement mentioned earlier). After
a few fraught phone calls back and
forth the problem was finally resolved
with them agreeing that they would
remove the items and I would take
responsibility for refitting these back
into the car. 

With that sorted, a week later and
the car was ready for collection. I was
apprehensive as to what condition the
work was going to be. As you can tell
by the amount of thought, time, effort
and money going into the project, this
M3 is my pride and joy and I had
invested a lot of energy into ensuring
that only the best people got to work
on the car. However, once I arrived
and was taken through the workshop
to see the car and I was absolutely

over the moon. In fact for once in my
life I was actually speechless. I just had
a massive grin on my face. I was even
so quiet they asked me if everything
was okay and if I liked what I saw. The
welds were perfect – a work of art.
Whoever carried out the welding on
the car was not just a craftsman but
an artist!

I was more than happy and Dave
who is also a welder was very
impressed and agreed it looked
fantastic. One of the things I was very
interested to see was how they tied
the cage into the rear subframe and,
true to their word, they had cut the
floor open added a peg in place –
welded to the chassis where the
subframe bolts up to – and then tied
the cage off from that to the rear
turrets and a set of cross bars. I was
also very impressed with the neatness

of the floor and corner bars as the
car’s carbon roof couldn’t be removed
and refitted without making a mess, so
the only way they could put the cage
hoop and some bars in the car was to
cut holes in the floor so that they
could be dropped in through the floor
and then lifted up and welded in
position. Everything has been done so
neatly – the symmetries of the cross
bars and even the cross bar behind
the cross for the main hoop are even
perfectly aligned. I know I may sound
like I am going a little over the top but
take a look at the welds on cages in
other cars the next time you are near
a race car and take the time to look at
the quality of the workmanship. I am
happy to say this cage is perfect and,
in case you didn’t realise, I’m a very
happy customer.

Ben Cook
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Sometimes it’s the little things in life
that appeal the most. Like realising
there’s actually one last Cadbury
Creme Egg in the fridge when you
thought they’d all been scoffed. Or
discovering that in actual fact there
isn’t a piece missing from the 1980s
Lego Technic set you’ve just bought off
eBay (more on this later). Or even a
small button on the left of your F10’s
steering column which, when pressed,
glows orange and warms up the
steering wheel for you in the morning.

I am now 40 years of age. And I
crave comfort. I don’t want to change
gear myself all the time or suffer
freezing hands in the morning. I wear
slippers in the house and insist on
having the heating on as soon as a
cloud ventures onto the horizon. On
occasion I can be found nestling under
a blanket whilst snoozing on the couch
of an evening and generally like to
slow the pace down on occasion. And
the same goes for my wife. Ergo the
F30 320d Sport wasn’t really fitting
into our lives so, as we all know, it’s
gone, replaced with OU16 that you
see before you.  

A combination of non-M Sport
suspension, sumptuous and supportive
sports seats, 17s wearing 55 profile
tyres (the last time I saw a tyre this
bulbous was on a ’70s Aston) and ZF’s
simply marvellous eight-speed auto
make this one of the most comfortable
means of travelling at this price point. If
you cannot afford £70k for a 7 Series,
get one of these. Craving satisfied.

It’s been an exciting few weeks

building-up to taking delivery of the car
in late March. All the paperwork
formalities were completed in advance
to ensure that on the day all we had to
do was sign the delivery form plus a
few other bits and bobs for the
ConnectedDrive offerings (more on
this in the coming months) before we
could then climb into the car and go
through the various pieces of kit – of
which, thanks to my furious option box
ticking, there is rather a lot.

To recap, we have those sports
seats, extended air-con, the
aforementioned auto with now-
standard sports wheel but with added
paddles, surround cameras, blind spot
monitor, Professional Navigation, the
Driver Assistance package (lane
guidance, collision avoidance and
pedestrian recognition), the Head-Up
Display, speed limit recognition, sun
blinds, the upgraded stereo, the Active
Security Package, adaptive headlights,
ambient lighting and LED fogs. Plus the
wood trim, of course, although
thankfully that isn’t too technical. Oh
and that, ahem, heated rim…

I’m not going to review all this for
this month’s report to avoid BMW Car
needing to print another 20 pages.
We’ll cover different areas in due
course. But the extent of the options
list is worth bearing in mind because
the (very welcome) desire of North
Oxford BMW to ensure a full and
proper handover, even though they
know I’m already familiar with all this
stuff, meant that it took nearly two
hours to complete the exchange.

As one would expect, the handover
concentrated for the most part on the
iDrive screen. Whilst the various
buttons for the assistance systems and
the cameras were covered off, the
configuration of said options is
performed via the iDrive. So all eyes
were on the screen and its impressive
visuals. And whilst we’re in this area, I’ll
mention again that I prefer the look of
the iDrive screen set into the
dashboard and not nailed in landscape
format to the top as per my old Three
Series plus more and more new BMWs
(including the new G13 Five, too,
which is another reason why I wanted
an F10).

There are one or two items which I
will mention at this point, though. First,
the music streaming service, which
offers up connectivity via the integrated
SIM card and the presence of a
suitable app on one’s smartphone
(Amazon Music, Napster, that kind of
thing) to provision on-line and real-
time music downloads to the in-
dashboard storage. All with no data
charge on your phone. Indeed, the
only time your phone is actually used
is to make calls, which is worth bearing
in mind given the amount of data this
car evidently receives whilst it’s in
transit. It apparently also connects to
BMW to inform them that a service is
due. They then ping me a reminder in
case I forget. I think, based on what we
were told, that the music streaming
service is £160 per year or around
that, but if you’re an Amazon Prime
customer, as we are, then one can use

their music streaming service instead.
The other quite funky item which

only became clear once we’d buried
deeper into the various menus (and
not something that even the salesmen
at North Oxford have actually seen
themselves as yet) is something
related to ConnectedDrive. Basically,
the suggestion is that via the GoPro
app on my iPhone, I’ll be able to use
the ConnectedDrive architecture to
relay a picture from my Hero4 GoPro
suckered to the side of the car, and
display that view on the iDrive screen,
using the iPhone as the wireless
interface between the camera and the
car. Which sounds like fun and hence
something we are going to have to
attempt at some point…

So we spent over an hour going
through all this stuff, buttons, functions,
understanding how the adaptive lights
work, how the real-time traffic reports
can be saved as a favourite button on
the dashboard, how the concierge
service can be used at all hours of the
day and night, how to switch between
reversing camera and surround view
and so on. We even had a peak under
the bonnet and confirmed that, yes,
there is indeed a big lump of plastic
and metal under there which produces
190hp and 295lb ft of torque. And
then my wife, miles away in the back
seat, looked up from her magazine
and reminded me that we had a lunch
appointment in Reading. So we said
our goodbyes and headed off.

First impressions? Quiet. Noticeably
reduced road noise compared to the

F10 520d SE
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Three Series, better suppressed wind
noise and generally less commotion.
And smooth, so very smooth. Not just
in terms of ride quality but also in the
utterly unobtrusive manners of the
auto ’box. That said, I’ve had it a week
at the time of writing and I’m not sold
on the merits of the Auto Hold
feature, plus why does the ‘box hold
around 1500 revs when a click of the
paddle engages eighth gear, which
the transmission then holds. If the
momentum was sufficient to warrant
eighth, I’m not sure why it wasn’t
already selected. But that’s a minor
whinge. Overall, the auto is a triumph.

We have a recommended ceiling of
3.5k revs for the first 1200 miles.
Running in a car seems such a quaint
notion nowadays given the engines
are all bench-tested prior to
installation, but one feels as if one
should go through the motions. And I
like to think that the 43mpg we have
so far returned over the first 470
miles is as a direct consequence. 

The only slightly odd thing which
has occurred in these early miles is
the dashboard suddenly pinging up a
500-mile warning to the next service
one morning at the start of Easter. We
were about to leave to drive down to
Southampton to join P&O’s Britannia
for a short cruise break (to get a feel
for the new ship… answer, very
modern but very tasteful and cosy,
highly recommended, so we’ve
booked for next year) and I could
only guess that the constant opening,
closing, locking, opening, closing,

locking and unlocking of the doors and
boot whilst I was packing the car
confused something deep down in the
code. Engine restarted, the warning
went, and every subsequent start since
then has brought up the familiar 18k
countdown notice in the base of the
binnacle. So I’m not going to worry
about it, although I did mention it to
North Oxford, just to be safe.

The cruise break meant that the car
drove 70 miles on its first morning of
our ownership before being parked up
for three days, which did seem rather
daft, but it was nice to come back to.
Driving home up the A34 I was aware
of a very satisfying laid-back feeling
fostered by a high dashboard with that
iDrive screen angled back ever-so-
slightly and a wider transmission
tunnel that I’ve been used to. The sun
blinds work well and obviate the need
for privacy glass, something I’ve never
quite been sold on, and our daughter
seems to enjoy peeking through the
gap at passing traffic, much like the cat
does as he spies on the neighbours
through the kitchen blinds. At night,

the snug feeling of the interior is
amplified by the illumination and the
ambient lighting, and with seat heaters
on low, steering wheel heating
activated and a cool breeze to the face
one is all set up for the 400-mile drive
up the M6.

The most impressive technology at
this point is the blind spot monitor,
which adjusts its activation point in
relation to the approach speed of the
inevitable Audi A5 in the outside lane.
If said ‘Ingolstadt staff car’ is on a
mission then the monitor illuminates
orange in the door mirror housing
good and early, whereas if you’re
being overtaken more slowly the
system waits for the car to be just
behind your off-side rear before
coming on. Clever stuff.

The most bizarre tech has to be the
Active Security package, and more
specifically the actions of the seat belts
as you drive off. The belt momentarily
tightens across your chest, presumably
as it ensures the slack is taken up in
the mechanism. The idea is that in an
accident the system instantaneously

closes the windows and secures the
passengers in the seats by forcibly
retracting the belts. Which is sound
theory. In practice it’s bloody unnerving
the first time it happens (and it was
one of the few things not mentioned
in the handover, so we weren’t
expecting it) but thereafter it becomes
quite comforting, even if you do
suspect that an engineer with a
mischievous sense of humour has
written a line of code into the ECU
which also uses this function to draw
conclusions on one’s weight.

We even had surprising tech,
meaning something I wasn’t expecting.
Those with good memories may recall
me whinging about the sports displays
in the Three Series only reading in Kw
and Nm, refusing to offer up hp and
lb/ft options, even in the unit’s sub-
menu. Well OU16 not only still has the
sports displays (even though it’s an
SE) but, rejoice, they can be
configured in old money. Hurrah!

As for the rest, we’ll get to it over
the coming months. Plus at some
point I’d like to get a set of mud-flaps

YEAR: 2016

MILEAGE THIS MONTH: 445

TOTAL MILEAGE: 470

MPG THIS MONTH: 43.1

COST THIS MONTH: Nil

F10 520d SE
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It’s been a mixed bag of ‘goings on’
this month. You might remember the
fox-chewed E39 528i I bought
recently? After six weeks or so of
complete inactivity it was clear
something needed to be done, so I
bit the bullet and accepted that the
car wasn’t going to get driven now
that the Maserati was here. It was a
stop-gap car after all. As you’d expect
of an E39 with just 80K on the clock
it sold quickly to the first person who
viewed it – a local chap looking to
replace his ageing 185,000-mile
Mercedes E-class. The final sale price
was £1850, offering decent value for
money in my book although E39
prices seem to be all over the place
at the minute.

Sadly I’ve no real Alpina news this
month. Between renovating a house
and a busy work schedule I’ve not
had much time to think about it.
Having said that, now that the
weather is improving and the show
season is starting to loom I think a
chase up call is certainly due to make
sure some progress is being made.

Last month I promised you some
driving impressions now that the M3
is back in rude health following its
SMG fix but for the reasons above I’ve
hardly driven it. Its main trip has been

to have some new rear tyres fitted. For
some reason the previous owner had
ended up with run-flat Bridgestones
on the front of the car and non-run-
flat Avons on the rear. To say the
handling balance was tricky was an
understatement, particularly in the
wet, so I wanted to restore some
predictability to the car. Having
shopped around a bit I couldn’t fault a
pair of part worn Bridgestones just
down the road from me, with 6.5mm
of tread left and an asking price of just

£130 for the pair fitted. 
I promise I will get the car out of

the garage next month and let you
know what you can expect from a 14-
year-old M3. In the meantime I have
given the car a little cosmetic TLC with
some new black and white centre
caps (£17), black and white boot and
bonnet badges (£16), some black
wheels bolts (£27) and a good clay,
polish and wax session. I think it’s
looking pretty good for a car of its age.

Elliott Stiling

E28 Alpina B9/E46 M3

fitted in order to protect the lower
portions of the bodywork, so more on
that in due course, too. 

And now, what about that Lego? I
cannot recall what stirred the memory
but in recent months my mind went
back to the old Lego sets I had as a
child. Like I said earlier, I’m now 40.
Plus I still want to get a bike licence.
So somebody go look up the
definition of ‘midlife crisis’ and let me
know if any of this fits. Anyway, my
parents confirmed they couldn’t find
my old Lego Technic set (roughly
translated this means they threw it
out when they moved house years
ago) so eBay came to the rescue and
£50 later a Lego Technic 8860 set
arrived. Anybody remember these? It’s
incredible how much of its build I was
able to recall, even though we had
the instructions included. And around
four hours later, it was built. So, back

onto eBay and another £60 and three
days later, set 8865 arrived. This one
was a good deal more complicated to
put together, and even after four hours
we’d barely advanced beyond chassis
height. But it was all done in the end
and now I’m rooting around for the
next plastic challenge. Apparently these
days Lego make a Mercedes truck kit
which retails for around £150! Lord
only knows how complex that one will

prove to be…
And what of KP12? Well, it’s gone

now of course but not before finally
getting those little jobs done, namely
the scratches on the roof and the
curbed alloy. Jim Kimber from Revive!
(give him a call on 07701 071209 if
you’re in the Oxford area and want a
scratch removed) turned up at the
house a few minutes early and
proceeded to repair and then cure the

wheel with a heater which was
powerful enough to heat ourselves
stood 15 feet away on a jolly cold
morning. And then, via some judicious
machine polishing and liquid polish,
the scratches on the roof miraculously
disappeared. I don’t know why I didn’t
get it done sooner. A snip at £150 for
the lot. Farewell KP12, you were a
good motor.

Mark Williams  (@QuentlyBentin)

Midlife crisis? Mark’s taken to
building Lego kits agin! F30 repairs

efficiently carried out by Revive!
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Next Month
The story behind this stunning M1 Procar

June 2016 issue available to download 
16 May and in the shops 19 May.

(Contents subject to change)

● M4 GTS driven 
● AC Schnitzer E34 
● M235i Scottish trip
● Alpina B3 Convertible
●  Tech Focus: Dampers

Plus
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Write and win
with Meguiar’s!

We’ve teamed up with those car cleaning wizards at Meguiar’s to provide 
the winner of the best letter each month with a fabulous Meguiar’s New Car Kit. 
This superb kit includes Ultimate Wash & Wax, Ultimate Wax, Endurance Tire gel, a
Microfibre Wash Mitt, a Water Magnet and a Soft Foam Applicator pad worth £34.99!

Following last month’s star letter (Postbag, April 2016,
Wheel Worries) I have to say that I rather agree with
Simon and not only for the wheels. In fact, I have
been quite disappointed by recent BMW designs. In
my opinion, the last nice BMW was the E46 (even
though I own an E90 M3 on top of my M3 CSL!). 

It seems that Bangle and Van Hooydonk have
ruined the brand that I used to love. Yes, I know that
the cars sell quite well, but I don't like the ‘tortured’
designs, especially the front bumpers of the M3/M4.
And renaming the M3 Coupé an M4 was another
mistake from my point of view. 

Also, what is it with all those fake plastic grills on
many of the cars? What happened to ‘form follows
function’? Would it be too much to say BMW:
Becoming Much Worse? I love the ‘Classic’ section of
the magazine by the way. 

Alex Antunes, Switzerland

It’s a tricky one Alex as BMW would certainly point to
the fact that it’s selling more cars these days than it
ever did before. Personally I quite like some of the
more aggressive designs for the M cars these days. I
like my M cars to stand out a little from the M Sports
and I think with the current crop – M2, M3, M4 and
M5 – M has just about got it right. If you want to
blend a little into the background then you need to
choose a sober colour. I’m in agreement with the
wheels though – not a fan of the latest designs! – Ed.

Design disasters

104 BMWcar

Birthday celebrations?
I understand it’s BMW’s 100th birthday this year,
although I must admit that as the first car to actually
bear the Blue and White Roundel wasn’t
manufactured until 1928 it could be argued that it’s
jumping the gun somewhat!

What I wanted to know was whether BMW Car
would be celebrating this milestone… you seem to
have been pretty quiet on the birthday celebrations
thus far.

Kevin Kilmartin, via email

We suppose that if one were celebrating 100 years
of BMW cars then we should strictly speaking wait
until 2028, but this year is BMW’s 100th birthday,

even if the cars didn’t appear
for another 12 years after its
formation. We are planning a series of celebratory
issues to mark this auspicious occasion and there
will be many events around the world where BMW
will be the focus of attention. We’re expecting
BMW to be the featured marque at the
Goodwood Festival of Speed, the BMW Car Club
GB is planning a celebration at its Festival at
Gaydon in August and BMW itself is having a big
birthday bash in Munich in September. Don’t
worry, we’re pretty sure that by the end of the
year you’ll be sick and tired of hearing that it’s
BMW’s centenary year!

STAR
LETTER
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G’day all at BMW Car, I’m a new buyer of your
magazine from Australia, and I’ll certainly be buying
the mag each month from now on. I love the
‘Classic’ section, and the story about Josh Barlow’s
E23 745i brought back the memories. I’d read
about the car in a local magazine here several
years ago and it inspired me to buy an E23 Seven.

I couldn’t stretch to a 745i so got a 735i instead.
I bought it for the Australian equivalent of about
£750, then proceeded to get it into good shape
over the past four years or so – that cost another
£7000! It still has a few electrical quirks, but drives
really well. In for a penny, in for a pound, as my
old man would say! So, my advice to Michael from
Ireland (Postbag, April 2015, Seventh Heaven) is
to go for it – buy an E23, but beware of the costs
involved in bringing one up to scratch and try to do
as much work on it as you can yourself. 

James Attleir, Australia

Sounds like you’ve now got yourself a great 
7 Series James! Bringing these cars back to 
their former glory can be an expensive business
but as you’ve demonstrated all the hard work 
and financial outlay is worth it in the end. 

BMW Car magazine and Unity Media plc do not necessarily share the views expressed within the
letters on these pages and accept no responsibility for any inaccuracies they may contain.

Seven Down Under

I wasn’t totally serious about a car change, but after
a poor reception from a BMW main dealership (not
the one I usually deal with), I found myself
enquiring what a rival German brand (Mercedes…
sorry to swear in your publication!) had to offer. The
welcome and service was very much better, and it
sowed the seeds.

Long story short: I traded in a pristine 2013 F10
M5 with 13k miles and the remainder of the BMW
warranty and a four-year service pack still in force.
The new dealership telephoned six random BMW
dealerships, and struggled to garner interest. The
offers to buy the car in ranged from £29,000 to
£34,500. Based on what I paid 18 months ago, this
meant I was effectively losing in excess of a
thousand pounds per month. Kind of made my
mind up!

In all honesty I still miss the quality, smoothness,
and power of the ‘M’, but the punishing road tax,
the requirement to visit petrol pumps frequently,
and the severe depreciation swayed the issue, and
she had to go.

I had two warranty issues during my tenure:

squealy front brakes, and a failed air-con system. It
was never driven hard (where can you?), and used
little oil. 22mpg was a fair average.

I fully support your enthusiasm as stated in the
Buying Guide (BMW Car, March 2016), but it only
seemed right to put forward another perspective.
So, with all figures taken into account, your
suggestion of £35,000 for a good used (two-year-
old) vehicle seems about right. I know whoever
now owns mine will enjoy a fine example of a
beautiful machine. I hope this helps the unwary.

Patrick Hedges, via email

We’re sorry you’ve decided to sell the M5 Patrick,
but at least you owned one of the finest super
saloons the planet has ever known before you
decided to part company with BMW. As you say,
they are great cars but you really do have to walk
into a relationship with a new, or nearly new,
example with your eyes open – depreciation on
these beasts is as ferocious as the performance.
We wish you well with your car from Stuttgart…
hopefully you’ll rejoin the Munich fold soon!

Leaving the fold

I presently own a 2007 E61 530d Touring which is
fitted with a powered retractable ball hitch. My
problem is that the small electric motor that powers
the hitch is faulty and as a consequence the hitch is
permanently in the locked position. I understand that
this motor is made by another company independent
of BMW and I am trying to find out who that company
is in order to replace it.

I have posted my query on a couple of BMW
forums to no avail. BMW itself will not supply a new
motor without purchasing the entire ball hitch as a
part at a cost of £1500 + VAT which I am not
prepared to pay as you can imagine. I am a regular
reader of your excellent magazine and I hope you can
point me in the right direction by maybe putting me in
touch with the manufacturer or its UK agent.

Peter McDowell, via email

This sounds like an irritating and expensive fault
Peter. We’ve asked around a little but no one has so
far been able to come up with a definitive answer.
Can any of our readers shed some light on this? If so,
we’d be happy to pass on your information to Peter.

Hitched up
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BMW DEALS

D
ealerships have seen a bright and breezy
start to 2016, with most BMW models
still in high demand with both new and
used buyers. New car sales are up
(around three per cent) on the same

period last year – no mean feat given that they’ve
been rising for most of the previous two years, and
according to Rupert Pontin who is Head of Valuations
at trade gurus Glass’s: “With the current line-up of
models there is no doubt 2016 should bring BMW
another successful year in terms of registrations.”

Both new and used BMW sales people are 
keeping busy: “Footfall has remained very good for
the BMW franchised network, with the larger
independents also commenting on high demand for

Words: Guy Baker

Forecourt find

We cast our eyes over the latest goings on in the new and used car markets

Alpina B5 (E60) (2005 to 2011)

used vehicles,” Rupert tells us. “BMW has tackled the
numbers of pre-registered vehicles in the network
with a combination of well thought out funding
packages that offer the consumer additional deposit
contributions,” he explains.

As you might expect, the values of convertibles in
the BMW range have started to rise and BMW UK has
brought more volume to the market to deal with
demand. The 1 Series Convertible dominates the
premium upper medium sector of the convertible
market with its multi-generational appeal.

This month’s most sought-after models at auction
are the 4 and 6 Series, but the X5 and 7 Series are
finding it harder to attract buyers – so these are the
best models for auction privateers to target right now.

If you fancy a new BMW but have no intention of
ever owning it, then take a look at BMW’s latest
Contract Hire deals – providing the vehicle is within
the agreed mileage and in good condition for its year
and age, you will have nothing more to pay at the end
of the agreement. 

At the moment, a 520d M Sport Saloon, for
example, with optional metallic paint will set you back
just £329 a month (including VAT) over 35 months.

Buyers thinking of splashing out on a 640d M
Sport Coupé or Cabriolet (and why not – these are
something of a hidden gem as a used buy) should
check out www.cargiant.co.uk who at the time of
writing had no less than eight examples advertised for
sale, ranging from £24,999 to £35,999.

Alpina’s bespoke E60 B5 V8 Saloon is a mighty machine by any standards.
With 500hp and a 195mph top speed it’s quite capable of embarrassing all
but the most exotic of machinery, but the passage of time has pushed its initial
£70,000 asking price down to a much more manageable £20,500. That’s what
Birmingham specialist Exclusive Cars Ltd is seeking for its immaculate Carbon
black 2006/06-plate, 76k-mile example. With a full main dealership history
and a BMW Extended Warranty this Alpina B5 (number 156) boasts over
£6000 of factory-fitted options and a raft of other Alpina goodies

www.exclusivecarsgb.co.uk
Tel: 0121 276 1000 or 07770 336667
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X5 xDrive 30d (E70) 
(2011 to 2013)
With older SUV supply nearing saturation point in the
used market, used X5s are now coming down in
price – with the xDrive 30d E70 arguably looking the
pick of the bunch in terms of value for money.
Contemporary styling, 400lb ft of torque and a
comprehensive spec make this 245hp diesel X5 a
winning choice. Prices start at just over £20,000 with
all cars boasting full leather, sat nav, Bluetooth
telephone preparation, 19-inch alloys, heated electric
memory front and manual rear seats, adaptive
headlights, parking sensors, xenon headlights and
LED driving lights. And best of all, with so many good
examples around you can bargain hard for a discount.

Top three £25,000 Convertibles
With spring about to burst into bloom it’s convertible time once again – with UK buyers seemingly possessing an insatiable demand for drop-tops. And although many of
the PCP and PCH options on brand-new BMWs might sound inviting, if you take a closer look at the used options instead then you could be enjoying a lot more flash for
your cash. Like these three dashing drop-tops.

The ultimate E89 Z4 packs prodigious performance
and a sumptuous spec. A £25k budget is easily
enough for a one-owner 2010 or 2011 example with
around 35k miles on the clock. You’ll see 35mpg on
long journeys, and ride comfort is pretty decent –
whilst that 340hp twin-turbo ‘six will take you to
62mph in under five seconds.

The E93 M3 needs no introduction, but the fact that
for £25k you could be piloting a desirable 2011
Cabriolet with just 40k miles might come as a bit of a
surprise. Performance is ample – 420hp and a 5.1-
second 0-62mph time don’t really do the M3 justice.
Also, the ability to share the experience with three
other people makes the M3 Cab a rewarding choice.

M3 Convertible (E93)
(2011 to 2013)

M6 Convertible (E64)
(2006 to 2010)
Elegant and exclusive, the M6 Convertible is a rare
find on the forecourt, but it’s a stunning piece of kit.
Guaranteed to turn heads, our budget bags a 2008
example with just over 40,000 miles. You’ll need
deep pockets to keep your M6 fully-fuelled of course,
but who else do you know with a 5.0-litre 507hp V10
soft-top? We thought so.

Z4 Roadster 35iS sDrive (E89)
(2010 to 2013)

Many thanks to John Warren Cars (www.independentbmw.co.uk) for its assistance with BMW Buyer

THIS 
MONTH’S
BEST BUY! AUCTION

SPOTLIGHT

And remember…
Always arrive early at car auctions, pick up the sales catalogue and examine the vehicles in the line-up
before the bidding starts. In addition to the hammer price, you’ll have to pay a small buyer’s fee. You’ll
need to provide a deposit of at least £500 (in cash or by Maestro or Visa Delta debit card) but the balance
of the purchase price and the buyer’s fee can be paid via banker’s draft, cash, cheque, telegraphic
transfers, credit or debit card.

BMW Car’s lowdown on the latest
prices paid for average condition
BMWs at auction. To find your
nearest auction house check out: 
www.british-car-auctions.co.uk

Prices paid last month for average condition BMWs at auction
Model Trim/transmission Year/registration Mileage Price
118d SE, three-door hatch, manual 2012/61 86k £6100
M3 Coupé, SMG 2003/53 84k £6900
645Ci Coupé, auto 2004/04 61k £7300
120d SE Convertible, manual 2009/58 58k £7500
X3 30d Sport, auto 2005/55 78k £7900
318d SE Saloon, manual 2011/61 59k £8275
535d Sport Touring, auto 2005/05 64k £8400
650i Coupé, auto 2006/06 78k £9450
520d SE Saloon, auto 2011/61 87k £11,536
320d EfficientDynamics Saloon, manual 2012/62 38k £12,240
Z4 sDrive23i M Sport Roadster, auto 2011/61 47k £14,100
325d M Sport Coupé, manual 2010/59 34k £14,100
X3 xDrive20d SE, auto 2012/61 68k £15,300
730d M Sport Saloon, auto 2011/11 74k £16,600
M3 Limited Edition 500 Convertible, DCT 2013/63 29k £30,200
Prices quoted are hammer prices and will be subject to buyer’s premium
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I dropped into Sytner Sheffield the other day to collect some parts and chatted with
Andy Paton in new car sales. Turns out they’d just taken a 2006 (55 plate) 330iSE
manual in part exchange against a new one (one owner, 40,000 miles and full main
dealer history). It was a Sytner supplied car and they’d serviced it from new. I don’t
know how much they gave for it but the Used Car department was knocking it out for
something like £8995. Now, nine grand for a ten-year-old 3 Series might seem steep,
but hang on a second, the 330i with the straight-six N52 is a quick machine with
almost 260hp, and whilst the six speed auto is a superb gearbox, the six-speed
manual makes it into a real occasion every time you drive it. The Getrag GS6 is a
tough old ‘box and, like BMW gearboxes of old, it has that slight but noticeable whine
in each intermediate gear, with a different timbre in each one. This is what makes
these cars feel like a real successor to the likes of the old E36 328i, a perfectly
judged driver’s car and certainly not a minicab in waiting.

This silver SE was in lovely condition and it will, of course, have been through the
workshops and prepped to proper AUC standards. I worked for Sytner Sheffield’s used
sales manager Dave Garner at Stratstone a few years back and he likes his used stock

to be right with no possibility of a comeback. With a year’s warranty that can be
extended, I can’t at the moment think of a more appealing way to spend £9000.
That’s the beauty of BMW – the cars were so good to drive that even as a ten-year-
old used purchase, you’re still getting something better than most new cars. 

As-new E90

TECHNICAL TIPS
BMW Car’s tame top tech, Andy Everett, casts his eye over the 
latest goings on at the dealers, specialists and independent workshops

Electric water 
pumps – beware!
I had a useful snippet of info from a BMW dealer mechanic
recently regarding the electric coolant pumps fitted to cars such as
the E90 330i and other cars with the N52 type engine. These are a
very reliable unit and rarely fail but if they do go wrong, they’re
pretty expensive at around £300 – no £30 Euro Car Parts option
here. But beware of used ones. Apparently once they have been
used and have had coolant in them, they must always be kept ‘wet’
and stored carefully so that there is coolant in them at all times.
This is to prevent the seals from drying out, and you would not be
the first to find that after buying a secondhand pump that was half
the price of a new one, it suddenly starts leaking after a few days
or weeks. Unless you really are on a tight budget, it’s one of those
parts best bought new. 

There are similar warnings with other parts as well. A while back
I warned about used eight-speed auto ‘boxes that won’t work in
another car unless the engine in the donor car was running and the
four-digit security code extracted. If it hasn’t the ‘box won’t work
properly once fitted to another car when talking to a different set of
ECUs, so it’s near enough useless. You have been warned!

E24 wings
While the E24 had a virtually hand-built shell (Karmann in Osnabruck built both the
shell and, until November 1977, the whole car), it was designed in a very old-
fashioned way meaning it was full of rust traps. The front wings were the main
problem, with the earlier cars being particularly grim. Unlike the E30 and E36, for
instance, whose wings are a ‘one hit pressing’ (one piece of steel pressed into a
shape), the E24 wings are in four sections – the actual wing, the top mounting rail,
the rear mounting rail, and a small bracket at the front by the bumper that bolts to
the inner wing. The seams are what trap moisture and start corrosion and the two
main ones were the seam where the top mounting rail spot welds on (much less on
later Eighties cars) and where that stupid front steady bracket is spot welded on. The
lack of proper arch liners doesn’t help, although we’re told Volvo 240 or E34 ones
can be made to fit. 

The worst area of rust is at the front above the bumper and it starts where that
reinforcing bracket is spot welded on. If fitting new wings, this bracket should either
be seam welded or brazed to eliminate any gaps, or cut off and seam welded to the
wing in an edge to edge joint. If repairing rusty wings, it’s a waste of time doing it on
the car – it will always come back. Instead, unbolt the wings and get them grit
blasted or chemically dipped after you’ve carefully used a heat gut to soften up and
remove all the old underseal. Then you can cut the rotten metal out, fabricate and
seam weld or braze new sections in and properly paint the insides with etch primer,
red oxide and finally Hammerite and a good underseal – the Waxoyl based stuff is
good if messy. Or you could just buy new ones – pre May ’82 wings are £416 each,
and later ones £675 each (both prices inc VAT) with full supply on all types.

108 BMWcar
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It’s now 21 years since I owned my first E12 5 Series, a silver 1977 528 Auto
TPA308S that I wrote about for BMW Car way back in 1995 – yep, I’m that old. I
was pleased to hear that the old bird is still alive (well, in one piece!) but I recall
there being no shortage of used parts; even in 1994 the E12 was an old car with
the last examples being some 13 years old, so it’s amazing that any are still left
and they were never that common on the roads. Survivors range from the
desperate four-speed 518 through the six-cylinder 520, the rapid and well-regarded
528i and the one that’s really worth having, the M535i. These are touted as the
first ever M car but strictly speaking they weren’t as the motorsport guys had been
shoehorning CSL running gear into E12 525 shells as far back as 1973 and 1974
for selected customers – Paddy Hopkirk had one. I can only assume my Sapphire
blue example (SWY7W) is now long dead, but there are still just about enough
ropey examples left to provide heroes with something worthwhile to restore. With
the prices of M5s now rapidly heading north and CSL values stagnated at around
£50k – they won’t get cheaper or much more expensive – an E12 M535i could be
a great investment. There’s something about the car that appeals to me – after all,
when it was launched in 1980, there was only one other motorsport car and that
was the M1. This was the era of BMW first taking an interest of Formula One,
Procar racing and the formation of BMW GB – the good old days!

Apparently, there have been a few instances of the N57 twin-turbo diesels
knocking crank main bearings out and the couple I’ve heard about have been in
X5 models. The engine – also used in the 40d version of the 6 and 7 Series and
the 535d – is a stonking unit with loads of power. As to what causes it – who
knows? In both of the instances I heard about, it was a knocking under load that
could have been a big end bearing but was in fact the main bearings. When this
sort of thing happens, it’s a lot easier to just fit a new engine – at the expected
expense. The trouble with a rebuild is that often the crank is past a regrind and, of
course, the oil ways are full of bits of bearing shell – getting the oil ways fully
cleaned out is a time-consuming business. The single turbo units are seemingly
immune to this, so is it that the N57 isn’t quite up to the task? I don’t think so. As
ever, it’s likely that long service intervals combined with a heavy right foot that are
probably to blame. Long oil change intervals are a bad idea in any engine,
especially on something as highly stressed as this, so if you want our advice,
change the oil and filter every 10,000 miles using a serious fully synthetic oil.

3-litre twin-turbo diesel problems?

TECHNICAL TIPS

MAY 2016 109

E12 5 Series

The Z3 was a huge success for BMW and while everything
that came after was probably better, its successors went
upmarket and lost the Z3’s appeal as an affordable sports
car. There are still thousands left, but precious few in
breakers’ yards and specialists know exactly what bits are
worth. Broken door mirrors are common because they have
alloy casings that corrode and seize – new ones are daft
money, as you’d expect. Exhausts are another area where
you can expect expense as not all models are catered for by
the aftermarket. From memory, it’s the pre face-lift 1.9 cars
where only BMW sell an exhaust, and radiators are another
grey area. Rather than use the rad from the E36 328i, for
the 2.8 Z3 BMW for some reason used a radiator and a
remote expansion tank. Radiators are BMW-only, apart from
early ones that are around £200 on the aftermarket. For
later twin-Vanos cars, BMW used a similar radiator but the
hoses used the clip-on ends at the engine, but jubilee type
hose clips at the radiator. Euro Car Parts can supply an EIS
rad – it seems Nissens and Valeo just don’t make one. And
whilst the price for an Eberspascher rear exhaust box
(basically BMW original equipment) seems steep at £314,
the best price for an aftermarket rear box for a 2000 1.9 Z3
is a staggering £415. I dread to think how much they cost
from BMW. Given that they’re based on the E36 Compact
floorpan, I’d be seeing if a 318Ti exhaust would fit – a back
box is a mere £100.

It’s odd – BMW built nearly 300,000 Z3s (with a massive
number sold in the UK) yet none of the exhaust companies
have seen fit to make exhaust systems for it. Not everything
is special, though. Before you get stung on a front foglight,
they are the same as the even more ubiquitous E39!

Z3 parts
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Cambridgeshire l Exeter l Hereford l Hertfordshire l Kent l Lincolnshire l Manchester l Middlesex

01438 746 046
A1 Junction 7 Stevenage Herts

Hertfordshire leading BMW & Mini specialist

www. independentbmwgarage.co.uk

Service & repairs beyond Dealer level • Genuine BMW ISTA diagnostic
Performance remapping • BMW & Mini walnut blasting

Approved by leasing company's • Coding & programming
All makes Auto logic Diagnostic • Genuine Mercedes Xentry Star

YOUR CAR - YOUR CHOICE
All servicing and repairs carried out do not 

affect your manufacturers warranty

●  Most Makes/Models 
Catered For

● Approved By All Major 
Lease Companies

● Servicing And Repairs
● Electronic 4 Wheel
Alignment

● Full Diagnositc 
Capability

● Air Conditioning

BENSTEN MOTORS
Independent BMW/MINI Specialists

Tel: 01480 463000   www.benstenmotors.co.uk 
email:enquiries@benstenmotors.co.uk 48 Edison Road, St Ives Cambs PE27 3LF

● A.T.A Accredited
● BMW Trained Technicians  
inc. 2 Master & 2 Senior 

● Guaranteed Less Than   
Dealership Prices

● Courtesy Car Available  
Free Of Charge

● Collect/Return Service
Available

Unit E, The Glide, 
Moreton Business Park,
Moreton-on-Lugg, 
Hereford  HR4 8DS

Opening hours: 
Monday – Friday
8:30am – 5:00pm 
Saturdays by appointment only

TRUSTED…
SERVICING AND MAINTENANCE

TRUSTED…
FACTORY TRAINED TECHNICIANS

TRUSTED…
DRIVE – EVERY TIME

Rob Jones www.robjoneshereford.com
01432 761873

Service with Distinction
Independent Specialist in Mercedes-Benz & BMW 

Rob Jones  Rob Jones  Rob Jones   23410
objonesher.rwww

 873176
d.comeforobjonesher

                  

YOUR INDEPENDENT BMW

M Power Specialist , Servicing, Repairs ,
Coding , Diagnostic,  Performance upgrades

w w w . d e u t s c h t e c h . c o . u k

Deutsch Tech is run and owned by BMW enthusiasts
with over 26 years main dealer experience.

Unit 6, Canons Road, Milton Keynes  MK12 5TL
Tel: 01908 579229

services@deutschtech.co.uk
#deutschtech
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B
W

AUTO REPAIRS

• Independent bmw specialist
with over 29 years on bmw cars

• Diagnostics 
• Service and repairs
• Coding and programming 
• Refurbished bmw Ecus 
• Remapping 
• Dyno testing
• DPF regen on rolling road in house
• We do more than any

other bmw specialist 

bwautorepairs@hotmail.co.uk
0208 561 1818
07831 10 3030

BWAUTOREPAIRS.CO.UK
Unit 8-9 Alpha Industrial Estate,

Clayton Road,
Hayes, Middlesex UB3 1BB

Oxfordshire l Sheffield l Southampton l Staffordshire l Suffolk l West Sussex l Worcestershire

SERVICES DIRECTORY

Phone : 01284 754921
Website : www.warnemotorsbury.co.uk

Independent BMW & Mini Specialist
Full range of services including diagnostics, programming,
servicing and repairs for all models.
Approved TerraClean agent
BMW trained staff with extensive main dealer experience

Warne Motors Bury Ltd
Southgate Green
3 Sicklesmere Road
Bury St Edmunds
Suffolk IP33 2BN

For BMW in Staffordshire talk to

Jonathan Bostock

Tel: 01785 664445
Email: sales@jbsas.co.uk
Website: www.jbsas.co.uk

Sales & Service
The formally trained BMW specialist

E-mail: phil@allenpmw.co.uk
Tel: 01386 55 56 57
Worcestershire

w w w . a l l e n p m w . c o . u k

INDEPENDENT SPECIALIST FOR BMW
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Subscribe to 

AND SAVE OVER £30*

• 3 month subscription £9.45 – SAVE £4.05!
• 6 month subscription £18.90 – SAVE £8.10!
• 12 month subscription £37.80 – SAVE £16.20!
• 24 month subscription £75.60 – SAVE £32.40!

PAY JUST £3.15 PER ISSUE
WHEN YOU SUBSCRIBE BY DIRECT DEBIT*

THREE EASY WAYS TO SUBSCRIBE
1. Online @ www.bmwcarmagazine.com

2. Telephone 01732 748084

3. Post: BMW Car subscriptions, Freepost RTGU-UETS-EERS,

Unity Media Plc The Manor, Nepicar House, London Road,

Wrotham Heath, Sevenoaks, Kent, TN15 7RS

* ‘Over £30’ saving applies when you subscribe for 24 months paying by direct debit. Prices are for UK subscribers only

CHOOSE THE SUBSCRIPTION THAT’S BEST FOR YOU…

PAYING  BY CHEQUE

OR CREDIT CARD? 

12-month subscription

only £43.20 – SAVE 20%

CALL TODAY

01732 748084

• 12 month European subscription Only £64.80
• 24 month European subscription Only £111.35
• 12 month US & Canadian subscription Only $115
• 12 month ROW subscription Only £78
• 24 month ROW subscription Only £140.09

New print and digital subscription bundles!
• 12 month UK subscription bundle Only £49.99
• 12 month European subscription bundle Only £69.99
• 12 month ROW subscription bundle Only £84.99

You can enjoy great BMW Car subscription 

offers wherever you are in the world!

SUBSCRIBE TODAY
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Yes, I would like to subscribe to BMW Car for 3 months for £9.45

Yes, I would like to subscribe to BMW Car for 6 months for £18.90

Yes, I would like to subscribe to BMW Car for 12 months for £37.80

Yes, I would like to subscribe to BMW Car for 24 months for £75.60

YOUR DETAILS

Title First name Surname 
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County   Postcode 

Email 

Contact telephone number Date of birth 

Is this a gift subscription?

RECIPIENT’S DETAILS (FOR GIFT SUBSCRIBERS ONLY)

Title First name Surname 

Address

County  Postcode 

For other payment options and associated subscription discounts and for subscription
offers for readers living outside of the United Kingdom please visit:
www.bmwcarmagazine.com or call: +44 (0)1732 748084.  
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Bank/building society account number
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building society
Please pay Unity Media Plc direct
debits from the account detailed in
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assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee.
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remain with Unity Media Plc and, if so,
details will be passed electronically to
my bank/building society
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Instruction to your bank or building society to pay by direct debit

The Direct Debit Guarantee

This Guarantee is offered by all banks and building societies that accept instructions to pay direct debits

If there are any changes to the amount, date or frequency of your direct debit to Unity Media Plc we

will notify you 10 working days in advance of your account being debited or as otherwise agreed. If you

request Unity Media Plc to collect a payment, confirmation of the amount and date will be given to you

at the time of the request. If an error is made in the payment of your direct debit by Unity Media Plc or

your bank or building society, you are entitled to a full and immediate refund of the amount paid from

your bank or building society. If you receive a refund you are not entitled to, you must pay it back when
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T
he fourth machine in BMW’s series of Art
Cars is probably its most famous, and
certainly the most valuable. Like the
triumvirate of machines that came before it
the Warhol Art Car is based on an iconic

BMW race car, in this case the M1 Procar that would
have been the latest and greatest new thing back in
1979 when the car had just been launched. 

Warhol will always be the quintessential pop artist,
equally as famous for declaring soup cans as works of
art or for wanting to have a department store closed
so it could be preserved as a museum for posterity.
He was born in Pittsburgh in 1928 and studied at the
Carnegie Institute of Technology. He began his artistic
career as a commercial artist and was successful in
holding his own exhibition in New York as early as
1952. In 1956 his work was acknowledged with the
coveted ‘Art Director’s Club Award’. 1962 saw the
creation of the legendary ‘Factory’ – a negation and

reversal of traditional artistic ideas as it had never
been seen before. He died in New York in 1987.

He was unique among the BMW Art Car artists that
had come before him as unlike Stella, Lichtenstein
and Calder, Warhol actually applied the paint to the
M1 himself, rather than apply his design to a scale
model for it to be transferred to the actual car later.
Using foam brushes and his hands he applied his
design to the car in a facility on the outskirts of
Munich – it’s said it took him just 24 minutes to paint
the car, and by the time the film crew had arrived to
see him at work he’d already finished! The story goes
that there was another BMW there which belonged to
the owner of the warehouse and Warhol offered to
paint it for the camera crew. The owner of the car
said: “Over my dead body” – bet he regrets that now!

In the 24 minutes it took Warhol to paint the car he
also painted a few spare front and rear bumper
assemblies as the car was due to race at the 1979 Le

Mans 24 Hours and should one of these components
have been damaged the effect of the Art Car wouldn’t
quite have been the same if it sported a bumper
painted in grey primer. The car was driven by Manfred
Winkelhock, Hervé Poulain and Marcel Mignot and
from 23rd on the grid the car finished in sixth overall,
second in class.

The car didn’t race again and has subsequently
travelled the world being exhibited at various
museums and events. It did take to the track again for
the M1’s 30th birthday celebrations at Hockenheim in
2008 where there was a grid full of M1s driven by
racing drivers past and present. Jochen Neerpasch,
BMW Motorsport’s first boss, was behind the wheel
and as it is so valuable the rest of the field was meant
to follow him around the track, but Neerpasch had a
duff start due to a less than healthy clutch and many
of the other cars decided to overtake… presumably
giving the priceless work of art a rather wide berth! ●

114 BMWcar

BMW ART CARS

The most famous of all the Art Cars? It can only be Warhol’s iconic M1

BMW Art Cars

Andy Warhol: M1 Procar
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BMW Approved 
Bodyshop

Now that the evenings are getting lighter and summer is just around the corner, there’ll be  
no hiding from those alloy wheel scratches you may have collected over the winter months.  
Your local BMW Approved Bodyshop can offer a wide range of minor cosmetic repairs  
which will restore your BMW to its former glory, for less than you might think.

BRING YOUR BMW BACK TO ITS BEST FOR SUMMER.

To find out more about the range of minor repair services available or to find  
your local BMW Approved Bodyshop, visit www.bmw.co.uk/bodyshop

KERB? WHAT KERB?
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LAP IT 
UP. 
BMW M PERFORMANCE ACCESSORIES.

To learn more about offers across the BMW M Performance Accessories 
range, visit bmw.co.uk/mperformanceoffers

GENUINE BMW M PERFORMANCE ACCESSORIES.

BMW  
M Performance 
Accessories

The Ultimate 
Driving Machine

If you live for motorsport or just want to enhance the exhilaration of 

of limited-time offers.

3 BMWcar
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